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Abstract
Many Greek and Roman sources express a preoccupation with the use of poison and its
potential for murder. Consequently, some individuals were charged with the task of detecting
poison in food and drink, usually on the behalf of a monarch. These individuals were known
as ™dšatroi and praegustatores (food-tasters). Despite the frequency of references to poison
the sources are largely silent on the methods employed to detect poison and on those charged
with the task of detecting it. This thesis presents an attempt to shed some light on an
otherwise invisible aspect of the Classical Greek, Ptolemaic Egyptian, and Imperial Roman
societies. First an introductory concept of what tasters were is established by examining the
etymology of the words used to denote food-taster. This is followed by an exploration of the
similarities between a taster and the related post of cup-bearer. The discussion established that
tasters remained near their employer, on account of this close proximity food-tasters occupied
a position of unofficial power as they influenced who might access their employer. After this,
the discussion focusses on examples of tasters performing tasks that are disconnected to foodtasting and poison detection. It was argued tasters created a bureaucratic class responsible for
affairs of public interest. In addition, the positions a taster held during the course of their
career have been catalogued. It was postulated that Roman tasters followed a set career path
which resembled a cursus honorum. Finally the use of praegustatores as poison detectors was
discussed. This discussion includes an examination of the different methods a praegustator
used to detect poison in an early form of forensic testing. The methods considered were:
detection by a taster being poisoned himself as well as discovering poison through the
observation of visible symptoms, and detection of a toxin by tasting or smelling its presence
in food. There is a very real chance that the best method to avoid poisoning was to prevent the
poison from being administered. It was argued that tasters were employed to protect food in
order to prevent interference, rather than announce poison by becoming ill themselves. The
act of a taster sampling food in front of their employers was then a demonstration by which a
taster showed that the food’s preparation was secure.

vi

Introduction
Poison was a notorious murder weapon in the courts of many ancient kings and emperors in
the Greco-Roman world. The deaths of several monarchs – Alexander the Great (Just.
12.14.9); Augustus Caesar (Cass. Dio 56.30.1-2; Tac. Ann. 1.5; Sue. Tib. 22); and Claudius
Caesar (Tac. Ann. 12.68; Sue. Claud. 45) – were rumoured to have been hastened by poison
administered by their successors. A fear that monarchs and members of the aristocracy could
be poisoned for political purposes was a commonplace in Greco-Roman literature. A fear of
political poisoning is expressed in Xenophon’s Hieron, where it is claimed tyrants live in fear
that their food may be tampered with in order to displace them (Xenoph. Hier. 4.2). An
historical example of a fear of poisoning is Mithridates VI, King of Pontus, who was wellknown for his paranoia of being assassinated with poison by rival members of the nobility and
he devoted his life to toxicological research in order to protect himself (Plin. NH 25.3.6,
25.79.128, 25.80.129, 25.81.130). The fear that poison could be, and was used, to assassinate
important political figures, led to the development of a position known as food-taster
(™dšatroj, praegustator). Food-tasters had the responsibility of protecting a monarch from
poison, ostensibly achieved by the taster tasting a monarch's food before it was served to
them. Poison was a frequent concern in ancient court societies, and food-tasters were an
almost universal phenomenon employed to combat poisoning attempts, yet little attention has
been paid to these topics in modern scholarship. The role of food-tasters in ancient society
merits study. A successful poisoning attempt could have severe political repercussions, as
may be seen in the death of the emperor Claudius, which ushered in the reign of the last JulioClaudian emperor, Nero. As such, those entrusted with the protection of monarchs exert a
considerable political influence that is not well understood. If a food-taster was involved in
the death of his master then he could be construed as being a political agent, who was
conveniently placed to aid a rival faction in a successful palace coup. At present food-tasters
are an unseen entity ensconced in the shadows of a world where politics was murder. This
thesis is the first sustained study on the role of food-tasters and seeks to dispel the shadows
hiding this social custom in obscurity.
Food-tasters are a by-product of court societies where there is a concern about
assassination attempts utilising poison. The consequence of this is that references to tasters in
modern scholarship occur in court society and poison studies, or in studies concerned with
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inscriptions and papyri, which happen to refer to tasters.2 However, these studies rarely
present an extensive analysis of the role food-taster; they are concerned with the court
structure as a political organ and not with the individuals integrated into that structure. Often
references to ™dšatroi or praegustatores are incidental, as authors, such as Berve and
Winterling, only seek to catalogue court titles and servant positions.3 The same is true in
poison studies. Kaufman provides a small list of praegustatores and their sources but does not
consider them further beyond noting they were used at the emperor's table, while epigraphic
and papyrological studies are more concerned with the people named in these sources and not
the position of taster.4
In the event that the role of taster receives the attention of a lengthy discussion it is
usually restricted to a single period and culture in history. This may be observed in Kalléris,
who examines the idea that the post ™dšatroj was Macedonian in origin.5 Kalléris’ position
has not been generally accepted. Collins in a recent article has responsed to Kalléris' work.6
Collins argues against Kalléris by postulating that the ™dšatroj was originally a Persian and
not a Macedonian position.7 Collins further provides a discussion on the function of the
™dšatroj and encourages the view that an ™dšatroj was a supervisor of the king's dinner
table.8 Both Collins and Kalléris present admirable introductory pieces to the origins and uses
of ™dšatroi; however, they are strictly limited to the period of Philip and Alexander the
Great. For praegustatores in the Roman world Golden discusses the idea of praegustatores
being “poison professionals.” 9 However, her work is largely a compilation of sources
concerning known praegustatores. Similarly, Schumacher has made a rather interesting study
on the praegustator Tiberius Claudius Zosimus.10 Schumacher provides a brief catalogue of
praegustatores and has made some attempt to contextualise the use of praegustatores as
members of the emperor Domitian's entourage.11 However, Schumacher's focus is narrow. It
concerns but a single praegustator during Domitian's reign. A unique study is Vössing in that
2
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The bibliography for court studies includes but is not limited to: Berve (1926), Boulvert (1974), Cannadine
and Price eds. (1987), Mooren (1974), Spawforth ed. (2007), Vössing (2004), Weaver (1972), Winterling
(1999); the bibliography for poison studies: Golden (2005), Kaufman (1932), Mayor (2010); bibliography for
individual epigraphic and papyrological studies: Bagnall (1972), Hauben (1977), Schubart (1933),
Schumacher (1976).
Berve (1926) 39-41; Winterling (1999) 97, 102.
Kaufman (1932) 160.
Kalléris (1954) 162-9.
Collins (2012a).
Collins (2012a) 416-7.
Collins (2012a) 418.
Golden (2005) 42-3, 50-6.
Schumacher (1976).
Schumacher (1976) 133-4, 137-8.
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he has compiled a comprehensive list of both Greek and Roman tasters, although he does not
explore their significance in a broader socio-historical context.12
The present study intends to explore beyond a basic catalogue of food-taster sources
and examine the role and function of (ἀrc)datroi and praegustatores in the Greek,
Hellenistic, and Roman worlds, without duplicating previous work. The main priority of this
study is to understand who tasters were and the purpose of their occupation. There is a widely
held assumption that tasters were servants employed to protect monarchs from attempted
poisonings and that in the course of this work a taster put their own person at risk. However,
this supposition is unsatisfactory. It does not explain many issues raised in the primary
material, such as: the evidence of tasters surviving the experience; instances where cupbearers are used to taste wine and not tasters; the lack of an example where tasters
detected/prevented a murder attempt; how they detected poison; social origins; their use in
administrative, military, and diplomatic positions in Egypt; and their interaction with other
staff members of the court.
The first chapter will focus on the duties of tasters in the Greek world. There is an
examination of an ™dšatroj' duties based on the translation of the title as “eater.” Then the
use of cup-bearers (o„nocÒoi) as wine-tasters is examined. The chapter contends that the cupbearer tasting wine for poison was an act designed to demonstrate that the wine had been
protected and the cup-bearer was not specifically tasting for poison.
In connection to his study on the Hadra Hydriae Merriam has suggested that the role
of ¢gorast»j in Ptolemaic Egypt developed into ™dšatroj.13 This hypothesis has not
received attention since Merriam's initial proposal in 1885. The second chapter, reviews
Merriam's hypothesis and explores the duties of both roles in the Egyptian court. It is argued
that although the positions were connected by the mutual requirement to care for foreign
visitors, an ¢gorast»j made arrangements for the disposal of the remains of guests who
died during their stay at court, while the ™dšatroi were responsible for the care of living
guests.
The post ἀrcedatroj occurs frequently in the Ptolemaic epigraphic and
papyrological sources, nonetheless it has received less attention than the post datroj. The
next chapter of this study focusses on the use of tasters, with particular reference to the
ἀrcedatroi in Ptolemaic Egypt. This discussion is divided into two sections. The first
12
13
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Vössing (2004) 165-71, 509-513, 518-20 524-6.
Merriam (1885) 33.
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examines the papyrological sources concerning tasters, in which it is revealed that the
Ptolemaic ἀrcedatroj did not have any obvious connection to poison or poison detection.
Rather they formed part of an important administrative framework within Egypt. However, it
must be noted that this discussion is largely speculative as there are few sources and each one
is idiosyncratic. It is difficult to know if these are exceptional cases or not. Though these
sources are different there are similarities between them as well but at best only a vague
image of a “standard” taster may be reconstructed. The second section is a case study which
focusses on the epigraphic legacy of Stolos the son of Theon. Stolos was an ἀrcedatroj
but his inscriptions chart the course of his career through other important military and
diplomatic positions in Egypt. Stolos may then be seen as the sole source for what might be
termed a Hellenistic version of a taster cursus honorum.
The fourth chapter examines the inscriptions concerning the Roman praegustatores.
Here it will be noted that praegustatores who consisted of imperial slaves and freedmen not
only survived their experience as tasters, but could advance along a career path like the cursus
honorum of the Roman senatorial and equestrian classes. This chapter will attempt to
reconstruct such a cursus honorum praegustatorum. It is argued that the nature of the
positions held in such a cursus will indicate a praegustator's social origins and the range of
their social mobility. Further it will be asserted that a praegustator's position close to the
emperor endowed them with an unofficial power as a source of patronage for those who were
not members of his household.
The fifth chapter explores the methods by which a Roman praegustator may have
detected the presence of poison in food and drink. Included in this discussion is a summary of
the viability of a variety of poison detection methods. It is argued that a praegustator had
access to an extensive toxicological lore and would have been able to apply this knowledge to
the purpose of poison detection. Many toxins leave visible traces on a poisoning victim and
this was well known to Romans who employed it as a rhetorical device for persuasive effect.
It will therefore be argued that this common knowledge could be applied practically by a
praegustator to identify any symptoms in an alleged poisoning victim, as an ancient form of a
modern forensic investigation.
The current work chiefly focusses on Imperial Rome and Ptolemaic Egypt as this is
where the sources are concentrated, although references are made to Republican Rome,
Classical Greece and Alexander the Great's court when appropriate. One difficulty has been
that sources cluster in small groups during one or two periods in a single culture at the time,
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so from this it is difficult to conjecture a sustained and complete picture of tasters from
Classical Greece through to Imperial Rome.
In many of the works cited above numerous references are made to epigraphic and
papyrological material. These sources are scattered throughout a number of epigraphic and
papyrological collections and a significant proportion of them have not been translated into
English. In the appendix to this study is the first attempt to assemble the texts of inscriptions
and papyri pertaining to tasters in one place for easy reference. This includes the inscriptions
believed to be forgeries taken from CIL 6.5. Reference to the forged inscriptions has been
included in footnotes throughout this thesis whenever their content is relevant to the
discussion. This is partially for interest, but chiefly because CIL 6.5 was published in 1885
and is now out of date. Furthermore, the original editors did not provide their rationale for
classifying these inscriptions as forgeries. In the future, a valuable avenue of research would
be the reevaluation of these inscriptions with modern techniques to confirm that they are
actually forgeries. Translations of the Greek and Latin inscriptions have been tentatively
suggested.14 But only the text of the papyri has been provided as the translation of papyri are
well and truly beyond this author's current level of expertise.

14
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I have greatly benefitted from the advice of Dr John Garthwaite, Ass. Prof. Jon Hall, and many others during
my attempts at translating both papyri and inscriptions.
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Chapter One: Public Duties, Tasters in a Courtly Setting
A food-taster (™dšatroj, praegustator) is most famously known to be the poor, unfortunate
soul who had the duty of tasting their master's food in order to ensure it had not been
poisoned (Athen. 4.171b-c, 4.171e-f; Hesych. ™dšatroj; Sud. E.199.2; Tac. Ann. 12.66,
13.16; Sue. Claud. 44). Food-tasters were members of a domestic staff and were responsible
for their master's dining arrangements. This role was a “private” one; a taster chiefly
interacted with his master and other members of the staff. However, the aristocratic courts of
the Hellenistic and Imperial Roman worlds were centred upon what were originally private
households. 15 When power concentrated in the hands of a single family, the traditional
household developed into a highly political institution. This is particularly cogent in the case
of the Roman Empire where important administrative buildings were attached to the original
home of Octavian. These developed into a governmental complex (the palatium: Cass. Dio
53.16.5-6), which continued to be used after the Julio-Claudian dynasty ended. Once a
particular family had developed into a political institution, those who staffed that household
acquired a new political importance.16 In consequence, domestic servants were thrust from the
“private” household and into the “public” sphere of the court.17 The “public/private” divide is
an important consideration here as tasters were a feature of court society; in court societies
those who were seen to have unimpeded access to the monarch were considered to have more
prestige and could thereby bestow political favours. Personal attendants had unhampered
access to the monarch and had the ability to prevent others from accessing the monarch and so
may be used as a political weapon.
The politicisation of domestic roles such as a food-taster is universal across the Greek,
Hellenistic, and Roman court societies. However, the nature of a taster's role and who
performed it varied between cultures. Tasters were required for more than just tasting food. In
the Hellenistic courts (including Alexander the Great's court) ™dšatroj was a domestic post
performed by members of the aristocracy and was considered honourable. In Ptolemaic Egypt
tasters were employed for administrative tasks.18 The inclusion of members of the aristocracy,
who were essentially political figures, in the class of food-tasters, and the administrative

15
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For the purpose of this discussion “public” is to be defined as an interaction between a member of a royal
household and an individual from outside of the household, as well as, interactions between people inside the
royal household if that interaction has political motivations. Whereas “private” is to be defined as apolitical.
Kloft (2008) 383; Weaver (1972) 8, 45.
The term “court” refers to a power vehicle by which a monarch or political authority dispenses privileges in
order to maintain the status quo by securing the loyalty of others. See Brosisus (2007) 18.
Discussed in Chapter Three: Tasters and their Use in Egyptian Administration, Military, and Diplomacy 31.
6

duties tasters performed, indicates that although the role was a domestic post in a “private”
household it acquired a level of “public” significance. In Imperial Rome tasters consisted of
slaves and freedmen. Yet the praegustatores were also seen to straddle the divide between
“public” and “private,” as their employment in the imperial household allowed them to
advance to public roles (CIL 6.9005, 11.3612; CMRDM 160). A taster was able to move
between the “public” and “private” spheres because the boundaries between the two blurred
with the rise of the principate.
The politicisation of household roles is significant in a discussion of the Hellenistic
Greek ™dšatroi, as beyond their duties of tasting food (Athen. 4.171b-c, 4.171e-f; Hesych.
™dšatroj; Sud. E.199.2) and supervising the preparation of a meal (Athen. 4.171b),
™dšatroi have been described as allocating the seating arrangements in banquets (Athen.
4.142c-d). Attendant posts, such as taster, were nominally apolitical as their purpose was
strictly to serve the master of the house, the allocation of seating would have acquired a new
political significance as household developed into court. Court ™dšatroi had the ability to
limit a guest's ease of access to a king during a meal.19 This new significance had no legal
basis, nor was it recognised as an official power. Rather it was based on personal service. The
close contact between master and servant placed the servant in a sensitive position, one which
could be manipulated. In addition to controlling access, a servant could potentially offer their
master advice and discuss pressing issues with him without interference. This would create a
situation in which politicians might attempt to bribe or coerce those in royal/imperial service,
as a means to gain influence with the monarch.20 This is known to have occurred in both the
Roman and Hellenistic environments.
There is a distinct difference in the social rank of those who held these positions in
different court structures. In the Hellenistic world these positions were held by aristocrats as a
mark of honour, a practice that had its origins with Philip of Macedon (Curt. 8.6.2; Arr. Anab.
4.13; Ael. VH 14.48). This household structure retained dominance with the Greek elite.
However, as Alexander's conquests in Asia progressed, he began to select high ranking
Asiatics to these positions with increasing frequency. This became a source of conflict
between Alexander and the Macedonians. The Macedonians felt that their natural right of
undisputed access to the king was being infringed upon. In contrast and highlighting the
servile dependency of the Roman state, in Rome these positions were exclusively held by
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slaves and freedmen, in both the Republic and Imperial periods.21 In Imperial Rome, a freeborn Roman continued to attain influence through traditional Republican magisterial positions
and eventual election to the senate (Cass. Dio 53.17.3), although private attendance on an
individual was seen as beneath a free-born man.22 With the change in power structure, this
inevitably led to an increased amount of political influence held by slaves and freedmen. The
eventual result of this was that this class attained important managerial positions, which
developed into a bureaucracy separate from the traditional ruling class. The new bureaucracy
caused resentment amongst the aristocracy. Because the aristocracy interpreted the situation
as slaves and freedmen ruling the nation in a manner similar to Alexander and the
Macedonians.
Despite their role in the imperial bureaucracy, food-tasters are widely considered to be
servants used to test food for poisons. This thesis seeks to test the validity of that assumption
with regards to antiquity, by examining the role of tasters, their duties and their backgrounds
in ancient Greece, the Hellenistic Kingdoms, and Imperial Rome. These ancient tasters were
known as ™dšatroi and praegustatores. This initial chapter first creates an introductory
image of what a taster was, so that this investigation may be better understood. It explores
what duties a taster performed based on inference from the literal translation and etymology
of the Greek (™dšatroj, progeÚsthj) and Latin (praegustator) terms used to denote a
taster.23 It continues to examine a secondary and hitherto little known duty of tasters - their
function as a butler, who had the authority to admit or deny people access to the monarch.
This control over movement was a sensitive position to possess, as it gave the taster the
ability to censor information which those in power received. The ability to control access to a
monarch gave tasters an unofficial authority as individuals sought to please the taster in order
to gain an audience with the monarch.24 Duties that have been designated to tasters were also
assigned to cup-bearers. This is most evident in the Greek tradition with the functions
™dšatroj and o„nocÒoj. Cup-bearers (o„nocÒoi) held the authority to monitor access to the
king. In Xenophon the o„nocÒoj is shown as tasting wine and escorting visitors in to see the
king (Xenoph. Cyr. 1.3.8), whilst in Athenaeus these same duties are the province of the
21
22
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Republican Rome is not a major focus of this study because there is insufficient Republican era evidence
regarding food-tasters.
Huttunen (1974) 82.
The vocabulary the ancients used to describe tasters has been simplified in this dissertation. Nouns such as
protšnqhj “one who picks the dainty bits out beforehand” or “a gourmand” have not been discussed, as,
although they appear to be connected to ™dšatroj, progeÚsthj and praegustator, they do not appear as
frequently and the purpose of this thesis is to develop a basic understanding of tasters before advancing into
more complex directions.
Weaver (1972) 7, 228-9.
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™dšatroj (Athen. 4.142c-d). These two distinct functions appear to duplicate duties. The
shared combination of food-tasting and access monitoring duties between tasters and cupbearers suggests there is some conflation between the two roles. As such, this section
discusses the similarities between food-tasters and cup-bearers The conflation of duties
invites a comparison to Alexander the Great's court. Alexander was known to possess both
™dšatroi (Athen. 4.171c = Chares, FGrH 125 F1) and o„nocÒoi (Just. 12.14.9), yet in these
sources it was the o„nocÒoi who were known to be involved in the tasting of wine.
1.1 Duties based on translation
A purpose of this thesis is to discover the role of a food-taster in ancient society. It
will do this by examining the duties a taster was required to perform. The first step here is to
examine what a taster's original purpose was, based on the etymology of the words used to
designate a “taster.” First one must make the assumption that the words used for a “taster”
were derived in some way from their actual function. This is reasonable, as a taster was a
dinner service position (Athen. 4.171b) and the titles of most dinner service positions are
usually a literal rendering of their duties. Titles can be nouns derived from the verb form of
the occupation, for example in Latin a cook is a coquus derived from the verb coquere, “to
cook.” The same is true in Greek where the cook is called m£geiroj - derived from the verb
m£ssein meaning “to knead dough,” originally the cook's main function. Or the title may be
taken from the area in which the individual works; an example of this is the tricliniarchus,
who is responsible for the triclinium.
A study of the Greek and Latin words used for a “taster” is revealing. It can be
gleaned from the Greek ™dšatroj, which means “eater” and progeÚsthj (which may occur
in the form prwtogeÚsthj) meaning “fore-taster,” as well as, the Latin praegustator also
meaning “fore-taster,” that a taster's duty was just that, to taste. Moreover, these words are
derived from Greek and Latin verbs of eating (Gr. œdein/™sq…ein = to eat; geÚesqai = to
taste; progeumat…zein = to taste in advance; Lt. gustare = to taste or nibble). It would seem
likely that the term referred exclusively to food, wine and other consumables that were being
tasted. There are also strong indications that tasting occurred before a meal; this is
demonstrated by the presence of the prepositional prefixes pro- and prae-, meaning “before,”
in two of the titles. However, there is no obvious indication of what a taster might taste for
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exactly.
The Suda and Hesychius' Lexicon contain compressed definitions of what an
™dšatroj was. Both lexica confirm what has been construed from the title ™dšatroj, in that
he tasted food in advance, although these sources include more specific details, indicating that
the ™dšatroj was employed by a king and that their purpose was to manage staff and to
ensure that there was nothing harmful in served food (Sud. E.199; Hesych. ™dšatroj). This
description of tasters, with the exception of their dinner service management responsibility,
matches the descriptions provided by the earliest sources concerning tasters and their duties,
Xenophon's Cyropaedia and Hieron (Xenoph. Cyr. 1.3.9; Xenoph. Hier. 4.2). The same
opinion can also be found in Athenaeus (Athen. 4.171b). Athenaeus is largely dependent on
Xenophon as a source, so this is hardly surprising. Nevertheless, that Athenaeus considered
Xenophon to be a useful source indicates that, to the best of his knowledge, he perceived
Xenophon to be correct in the essentials. Apart from confirming the notion that tasters were
used as a means to detect poison, Xenophon and Athenaeus provide valuable insight to other
duties that a taster was expected to perform. It is these duties that constitute a major focus of
the following discussion.
Protšnqhj is another Greek title that involves an individual eating in advance (from
protenqeÚein = to help oneself first, related to tšndein = to nibble at). However, in the case
of protšnqhj the sense is that they are gourmands, who help themselves first and take the
best parts of the meal. Athenaeus also associates protšnqai with par£sitoi, here an order
of priests, with the claim that protšnqai have “something like a college” identical to the
par£sitoi (Athen. 4.171e). There are also similarities between protšnqai and the
par£sitoi of New Comedy, as Athenaeus quotes passages of Aristophanes in which
protšnqai feature as the butt of a joke on account of their gluttony in a manner similar to the
par£sitoi (Athen. 4.171c-d). The protšnqhj is a social feature of the dinner table, but it is
not an official duty or rank. It is for this reason that it is distinct from a
™dšatroj/progeÚsthj. Since protšnqhj is not directly related to ™dšatroj and
progeÚsthj in terms of function, a detailed discussion on protšnqhj would venture
beyond the scope of this thesis.25
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There are fewer discussions on the praegustatores in Latin lexical works, hence greater attention has been
given to the Greek terminology.
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1.2 Cup-bearers as tasters, and tasters as tasters too
An immediate problem presents itself, in that, although the obvious purpose of the
™dšatroj/progeÚsthj and praegustator is tasting, several sources associate this duty with
cup-bearers rather than tasters, as is the case in the earliest source to describe an act of tasting,
Xenophon. Justin also describes Alexander the Great's cup-bearers as mixing and tasting the
king's wine (Just. 12.14.9). Yet, Alexander was also known to have an ™dšatroj (Athen.
4.171c), who was also responsible for tasting. Seemingly, Alexander possessed both types of
servants without one position making the other redundant. Further, there is another overlap in
the duties of tasters and cup-bearers, as both Xenophon's o„nocÒoj and Athenaeus'
™dšatroj are responsible for supervising to admittance a king. The apparent similarities in
the duties of tasters and cup-bearers suggests that there is a complex relationship between the
two roles. This section seeks to explore how these roles might work in a context where both
existed simultaneously and how this might be subject to change depending on time and
culture.
One of the earliest sources to discuss tasting is Xenophon's Cyropaedia. Cyropaedia is
a particularly interesting source, as a number of scholars have used it to support the notion
that Persians (from Cyrus to Darius) and other Eastern countries (such as Pontus) habitually
employed food-tasters as a protection from poison.26 Here Xenophon places the custom in the
court of Cyrus' grandfather, Astyages, who is the king of the Medes. In book one, Cyrus
explains his hatred for Sacas, Astyages' cup-bearer, which is largely based on the privileged
powers Sacas enjoys in the household. Sacas' position is discussed at length and provides a
rare view of the cup-bearer working at court.
Now, it is a well-known fact that the kings' cup-bearers, when they proffer the cup, draw
off some of it with the ladle, pour it into their left hand, and swallow it down so that, if they
27

should put poison in, they may not profit by it (Xenoph. Cyr. 1.3.9).

This brief description links the practice of tasting directly with the potential threat of poison
to a monarch. However, here, the act of tasting is not to detect poison by the cup-bearer
getting ill or dying, nor even by the cup-bearer detecting poison through some other means.
Rather the cup-bearer is guaranteeing, with a show of putting themselves at risk, that to their
knowledge, a poisoning attempt has not occurred. In order to act as a guarantor for the safety
26
27
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Mayor (2010) 246; Rolfe (1920) 410; Schumacher (1976) 133.
οἱ δ' ἄρα τῶν βασιλέων οἰνοχόοι, ἐπειδὰν διδῶσι τὴν φιάλην, ἀρύσαντες ἀπ' αὐτῆς τῷ κυάθῳ εἰς
τὴν ἀριστερὰν χεῖρα ἐγχεάμενοι καταρροφοῦσι, τοῦ δὴ εἰ φάρμακα ἐγχέοιεν μὴ λυσιτελεῖν
αὐτοῖς.
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of the wine it would be reasonable to expect the cup-bearer to have some, although probably
minor (as cup-bearers were usually young), supervisory responsibility over the handling and
preparation of the wine28. This supervisory capacity would most likely take affect from the
time when the wine is mixed up to the point of the wine's presentation to the monarch.
It may be significant that Xenophon is the earliest source to discuss the act of tasting.
He claims that the use of cup-bearers for tasting wine is a Median custom. This suggests that
it was not a Greek practice in his lifetime, something further exemplified by the fact that in
Xenophon's other discussion on tasting, the Hieron, he does not associate it with a particular
household function. Instead he uses the noun di£konoj (a “servant” or “messenger”) in
conjunction with the verb ¢pogeÚstein to indicate that servants were ordered to do this by
the tyrant. Sources predating Xenophon who refer to o„nocÒoi, such as Homer (Hm. Od.
9.10), do not mention their use as tasters. Indeed, it would seem that Xenophon was writing in
an age before tasters were used in Greek society but knowledge of the custom had filtered
through to Greece, probably from the East. The personal use of tasters by Greek monarchs is
not attested in the ancient sources until the invasion of Alexander the Great, by which time
tasters were known as ™dšatroi. An eastern origin for tasters is supported in the Suda, which
states that tasters originated in Persia and that they tasted food in order to protect the king. A
secondary note that the taster later became the overseer of the dinner in general is also added.
Here the Suda appears to have followed Athenaeus (Athen. 4.171b) or Athenaeus' source
almost verbatim. Regardless, it shows that by late antiquity a concrete image had formed of
an ™dšatroj' main duty - a poison detector, with little regard to any of the taster's other
responsibilities.
Some caution must be expressed in the use of Xenophon as a source for cup-bearers
and tasters. In general, reservations exist when using the Cyropaedia and Hieron as historical
sources due to their fictional nature. This creates difficulties when applying them to the Greek
reality, particularly in the case of Cyropaedia, where Xenophon is describing a non-Greek
culture. A further complication is the overall purpose of the Cyropaedia. Xenophon wrote
Cyropaedia to be a manual with the intent of using the Median and Persian countries as an
allegory for Athens and Sparta. Indeed, it has been noted that Xenophon's description of the
Persian methods for educating their children is more true to the Spartan.29 Thus, it is difficult
to differentiate which aspects of Xenophon's descriptions are authentically eastern and which
28
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Berve (1926) 40.
Briant (1984) 7.
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are Greek implantations.30 As such, it is not wise to take this passage as definitive evidence of
the use of tasters. Nonetheless, fictional accounts usually draw from reality. As such, the
passage does demonstrate a perception of what a cup-bearer could have been and that their
duties included more than merely presenting a cup.
Further duties are attributed to Astyages' cup-bearer, Sacas. When Sacas is introduced
the reader is immediately informed that Sacas had the duty of introducing visitors to
Astyages, or to refuse admittance (Xenoph. Cyr. 1.3.8). We are told that the cup-bearer not
only presented the wine-filled goblet to the drinker, but that the cup-bearer also poured the
wine into the goblets apart from the diners and carried the goblet to the drinker (Xenoph. Cyr.
1.3.8). Cup-bearers were also expected to rinse the goblet after use and before it was refilled.
This is seen in Cyrus' own actions when he imitates Sacas at work (Xenoph. Cyr. 1.3.9).
Xenophon's cup-bearer performs the duties of guard, wine-pourer, cup-bearer and taster. The
duties of wine-pourer, cup-bearer and taster are related to each other, as they involve different
aspects of wine management. However, it is not clear whether the duties of censoring
admittance to the king are part of a cup-bearer's normal routine or whether it is an entirely
separate office that Sacas happened to also hold. It is also possible that Xenophon wished to
concentrate all these duties in one character for literary reasons, as Cyrus uses Sacas' duties as
a reason to hate him, particularly Sacas' power to prevent Cyrus from visiting the king
(Xenoph. Cyr. 1.3.11). Furthermore, Sacas' position in charge of the wine allows Xenophon to
develop a joke concerning the king. Cyrus claims that Sacas has poisoned the wine he served
and then he describes the symptoms of inebriation as evidence of poisoning. Astyages then
asks Cyrus if his father has never been drunk. Cyrus' father's own sober ways are then
contrasted with Astyages' drinking habits (Xenoph. Cyr. 1.3.10-11). The contrast between the
Persians and the Medes is very much a key feature of the Cyropaedia. As such, the platforms
that Xenophon uses to launch this theme must be viewed suspiciously. Yet, in this case it
seems that Sacas' many duties in Astyages' court are an accurate reflection of the norm. The
kings of Sparta reportedly had an ™dšatroj whose duties included escorting guests into the
dining room and lead them to their seats, until Cleomenes disused the custom (Athen. 4.142cd). The association of the power of admittance to two similar court functions in different
sources suggests that this was neither an outrageous nor unusual appointment, especially as
the authors themselves make no comment on any irregularity.
The other work in which Xenophon refers to the practice of tasting is the Hieron. Here
30
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Xenophon presents a dialogue between Hieron and the poet Simonides which discusses
whether it is better to be a tyrant or to remain a private citizen. Hieron, the tyrant, expresses
this argument in favour of remaining a private citizen:
Next take confidence. Surely he who has very little of that is stinted in a great blessing?
What intercourse between husband and wife is delightful without confidence? What squire
is pleasant if he is not trusted? Now of this confidence in others despots enjoy the smallest
share. They go in constant suspicion even of their meat and drink, they bid their servitors
taste them first, before the libation is offered to the gods, because of their misgiving that
they may sup poison in the dish or the bowl (Xenoph. Hier. 4.1-3).31

The point that a tyrant is in constant fear of attack thus can never enjoy a meal, is a rhetorical
device manipulated for the overall scheme of the Hieron. However, the brief allusion to foodtasting contained in this point is an informative reference for several reasons. To begin with, it
clearly demonstrates that Xenophon and his audience were aware of the practice of tasting. It
is noteworthy that Xenophon does not use the word ™dšatroj, suggesting that the title itself
was unknown in Greece during Xenophon's era. Indeed, the word ™dšatroj only appears in
Hellenistic sources, which reinforces the idea that the function, or at least a formalised
position, was foreign to Greece until Alexander's campaign in Asia.
The employment of tasters by Hieron also reinforces the idea shown in the
Cyropaedia, where tasting was used as a valid means for poison detection and was employed
successfully. Further, it reveals that a tyrant ordered his servants to taste his meals. This
suggests that tasting was not the foremost function of the servant who performed this task.
Indeed, the noun translated as servitor (di£konoj) means servant or messenger and is derived
from the verb diakonüin meaning: “to wait on, serve; to furnish or supply.” This emphasises
that the di£konoj' duties were general including waiting, bringing the dishes in, serving,
wine-pouring and mixing and may have even included work outside of the dinner service,
such as the purchase of supplies for the kitchen and household. It would therefore seem from
this source that the earliest known tasters were not to be distinguished from other servants
involved with the dinner service. The role itself is only distinguished in later sources where it
is increasingly flaunted as an important courtly rank as the Greek and Hellenistic court
societies developed greater complexity.
31
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Ἀll¦ m¾n ka p stewj Óstij l£ciston metcei, pîj oÙc meg£lou ¢gaqoà meionekte: po a mn
g¦r sunous a ¹dea ¥neu p stewj tÁj prÕj ¢ll»louj, po a d' ¢ndr ka gunaik terpn¾ ¥neu
p stewj Ðmil a, pooj d qer£pwn ¹dÝj ¢pistoÚmenoj: καὶ τούτου τοίνυν τοῦ πιστῶς πρός
τινας ἔχειν ἐλάχιστον μέτεστι τυράννῳ: ὁπότε γε οὐδὲ σιτίοις καὶ ποτοῖς πιστεύων διάγει, ἀλλὰ
καὶ τούτων πρὶν ἀπάρχεσθαι τοῖς θεοῖς τοὺς διακόνους πρῶτον κελεύουσιν ἀπογεύεσθαι διὰ τὸ
ἀπιστεῖν μὴ καὶ ἐν τούτοις κακόν τι φάγωσιν ἢ πίωσιν.
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Xenophon provides another very important detail - the tasting occurs before (pr…n)
the first part of the sacrifice (¢p£rcesqai) to the gods is initiated (Xenoph. Hier. 4.2).
Whereas Sacas performed his tasting in the midst of a private banquet; he poured the wine in
front of the diners and physically gave the cup to Astyages. The use of pr…n provides an
additional dimension to the banqueting landscape a taster may have operated in. The precise
interpretation of this landscape depends, to a certain extent, on how one chooses to translate
¢p£rcesqai. In the Loeb edition, Marchant has elected to translate ¢p£rcesqai as “to pour
a libation.” This translation carries associations with symposia, where a libation would be
poured to the gods at the outset of the meal. This would imply that the dining arrangement the
di£konoi were working in was private and fairly exclusive. However, ¢p£rcesqai means to
make a beginning, usually with regards to a sacrifice, and refers to the cutting of the hair off
of the victim. The use of ¢p£rcesqai indicates that in Hieron, Xenophon was referring to an
animal sacrifice, which would be a grander occasion than a libation or grain sacrifice. On
account of this it would seem Xenophon's Hieron employed tasters on an important and
somewhat public occasion, where, perhaps, a tyrant would feel more insecure due to increased
exposure. For Xenophon to provide the detail that food was tasted before proceedings were
initiated suggests that this tasting was a behind-the-scenes security measure undertaken before
the dishes were brought out. This is true regardless of whether one chooses to take
¢p£rcesqai as indicating a banquet libation or public sacrifice. However, if ¢p£rcesqai is
taken to indicate a public sacrifice the employment of tasters would reflect an increased need
for security on such an occasion and hints at a security squad, ensuring the tyrant's safety at
all times.
The use of a cup-bearer as a wine supervisor is also a feature of Alexander the Great's
court. Justin tells us how Philip and Iollas used to taste and add water to the king's drinks
(Just. 12.14.9), and that they killed Alexander by putting poison in cold water and added this
to his cup after they had performed the tasting (Just. 12.14.9).32 Justin does not actually say
that Iollas and Philip were cup-bearers. He merely says that the brothers used to wait upon the
king (Just. 12.14.5). Quintus Curtius also claims that Iollas, at least, was an attendant but does
not give him a specific function (Curt. 10.10.14, 10.10.17). Both Plutarch and Arrian claim
Iollas was a cup-bearer (Plut. Alex. 74.1; Arr. Anab. 7.27.2 ). This can be accepted as there
were not many duties associated with wine attendance, and none of the sources suggest
32

The method of introducing poison to a drink by adding poisoned cold water was also used to dispatch
Britannicus (Tac. Ann. 13.16).
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another function such as wine-pourer. Furthermore, the employment of both Astyages' and
Alexander's cup-bearers for tasting only wine suggests that a cup-bearer was used exclusively
for wine-tasting. This may mean an ™dšatroj was restricted to tasting food. As cup-bearers
had responsibility for the wine they were best placed to guarantee the wine had not been
tampered with; an ™dšatroj was directly responsible for food and therefore better situated to
act as a food guarantor.
Athenaeus presents a varied discussion concerning tasters. He compares the original
functions of the ™dšatroj with the practice current in his era. Athenaeus initiates his
discussion with the claim that fore-tasters (progeÚstai) were originally called “eaters”
(™dšatroi), on account of their duty to taste food in order to ensure a monarch's safety
(Athen. 4.171b-172). Athenaeus at least believed that these titles referred to the same position
and that they reflected a taster's duties. In which case, it is not misleading to assume that
tasters' duties did involve physical contact with, and eating of, food. Athenaeus is also careful
to note that an ™dšatroj' duties changed over time. In Athenaeus' present circa 190 AD the
™dšatroj' sphere of responsibility had grown to include the supervision of the entire serving
staff (™pist£thj gšgone tÁj Ólhj diakon…aj: Athen. 4.171b). This may be contrasted to
the Hieron where the taster was a di£konoj and only an anonymous part of the diakon…a as
a whole. In a few sentences, Athenaeus demonstrates that tasters were employed as a security
measure against food contamination and that they acquired a high degree of managerial
authority in governing the staff who prepared and served food.
Athenaeus also attests to the presence of ™dšatroi at the Spartan court. This brief
portrait of the Spartan court bears one strong similarity to Xenophon's description of the
Median court in the Cyropaedia. The Spartan ™dšatroj directed guests to their seats at the
Spartan court and dictated where and when one was to sit (Athen. 4.142c-d).33 The ability of
an ™dšatroj to govern the movements of Cleomenes' guests is similar to Sacas' control over
admittance to Astyages. This is rather striking, as although these functions have different
titles, ™dšatroj and o„nocÒoj, they both are required to perform some form of tasting and
they supervise movement within their court. Sacas' powers though were more absolute, as he
could prevent guests, including members of the royal family, from even seeing the monarch.
33

Cleomenes, the king of Sparta, was famous for discontinuing this use of the ™dšatroj in favour of seating
guests in accordance with their age. The eldest entered and were seated first. Athenaeus cites this episode as
an example of a Cleomenes' fair-dealing, see Vössing (2004) 37. This suggests that the use or disuse of a
taster could provide the basis for a powerful rhetoric when characterising political figures.
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Whilst the ability of Cleomenes' ™dšatroj to designate the seating arrangements would seem
lesser, it still carries a comparative level of influence. The position of one's seat at dinner was
extremely important; it was a public display of one's importance within the group. If one was
located near the king during a meal then that person may be able to raise certain issues with
the king.34 The result is that being seen close to the king enhances one's prestige. Finally, even
if direct access to the king could not be gained, one could still use the opportunity to network
amongst other members of the elite. Therefore, the ™dšatroj' ability to determine seating
arrangements would place them in a position of unofficial power.
This section has explored the function of tasters in the Classical Greek and Hellenistic
societies, with a suggestion from Athenaeus that the duties had changed to a managerial
capacity over banquet preparation under the Roman regime. Inconveniently, little direct
evidence for Roman food-tasters and cup-bearers for the period between Alexander the Great
and Athenaeus remains extant. This precludes the possibility of an in-depth comparative study
on the connection between Roman tasters and cup-bearers. It has been demonstrated that
tasters acquired a degree of unofficial power due to their proximity to a ruler. The literal
translation of the Greek and Latin terms used to describe food-tasters suggests that they tasted
food before a meal in order to ensure its safety. The act of tasting something in advance on
the behalf of another is a duty that has also been attributed to cup-bearers. This section has
established that the purpose of the roles in the Classical and Hellenistic societies was not to
protect against poison by having a taster fall ill, as the romanticised images of food-tasters
would suggest. Rather these functions were responsible for protecting the food or beverage
from interference and the act of tasting was performed to demonstrate that a food-taster or
cup-bearer had been successful in their task. Since these two different roles exist
simultaneously in Alexander the Great's court, it is likely that a food-taster was responsible
for food protection and that a cup-bearer was used for wine protection.

34
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Chapter Two: The Ἐdatroj and Ἀgorast»j in Alexandria
Third Century BC 35
The Hadra Hydriae are a collection of funerary vases found at Hadra near Alexandria dating
from 271-239 BC.36 They present a unique opportunity to investigate the role of food-taster in
Ptolemaic Egypt. The primary study cataloguing the vases and their inscriptions was
undertaken by Merriam in 1885.37 It raises some interesting points that merit discussion
although the study itself is heavily out of date and suffers from methodological flaws. In his
article, Merriam described the physical appearance of these funerary vases and dated them to
the reigns of Ptolemy Soter and Philadelphus.38 Many of the hydriae contained the remains of
Greek diplomats who died whilst at the Alexandrian court and were buried by the Egyptian
official, the ¢gorast»j.39 The responsibility over burial arrangements is a novel one for an
¢gorast»j, as usually, in Greek society, an ¢gorast»j was employed to purchase
household goods. It is for this reason Merriam concluded that the Alexandrian ¢gorast»j
must have also been a steward or purveyor. 40 Merriam then connected the hydriae to
™dšatroi, even though none of the inscriptions explicitly refer to an ™dšatroj or
ἀrcedatroj. Unfortunately, Merriam relied on an analogy between the ¢gorast»j and
the court official Dorotheus, known from Aristeas to Philocrates (or the Letter of Aristeas)
and the Jewish Antiquities, to justify this contention.41 Dorotheus was responsible for the
provisioning for guests in the court of Philadelphus (Arist. 182; Joseph. JA 12.94-97).
However, Dorotheus' title is not provided in either source. Furthermore, although Merriam
inferred Dorotheus' title was ™dšatroj, he did not provide an argument to support this. Yet
Merriam has suggested that the ¢gorast»j was a courtly position that developed into the
post ™dšatroj or alternatively that the ¢gorast»j was an inferior position to ™dšatroj
35
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Some disagreement exists on the dating of these vases, as, although many of the inscriptions provide the
regnal years of a monarch, they fail to provide the name of that monarch. Pagenstecher (1909) 411 has taken
Theodotos and Philon to be contemporaries whose careers overlapped for at least three years from 243 BC to
240 BC. On the other hand, Connor (1988) 214 believes that Philon was active in the period 243-233 BC, but
that Theodotos was ¢gorast»j from 219-212 BC. However as, Pagenstecher (1909) 414 points out,
Philometer's reign lasted only seventeen years, whilst many of the vases refer to the twentieth and twentyfirst years of the reign, thereby making a date for Theodotos during Philopator's reign (221-203 BC) unlikely.
Pagenstecher (1909) 406.
Merriam (1885) 18.
Merriam (1885) 18-20.
Merriam (1885) 27.
Merriam (1885) 33.
Henceforth shortened to Aristeas.
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within the court hierarchy.42 To support this Merriam unconvincingly cited Athenaeus, who
claims the ¢gorast»j developed into the Ñywn£twr (Athen. 4.171a). However, this
passage merely reinforces the function of the ¢gorast»j as a buyer of goods; it does not
demonstrate a connection between the ™dšatroj and the ¢gorast»j.
The notion that the ¢gorast»j developed into the ™dšatroj is an intriguing idea. If
a connection may be established between the two roles, then it would improve our knowledge
of the inner workings of the Ptolemaic court system. It would also provide more information
on the nature of an ™dšatroj' duties in Egypt, as apart from Athenaeus and the lexica, there
is little to indicate that the ™dšatroj was responsible for poison-detection (Athen. 4.171f;
Sud. e.199.2), which is often the anticipated occupation of a food-taster. Furthermore,
Merriam raises the interesting possibility that Dorotheus may have been an ™dšatroj,
although he did not support this with sufficient evidence. If Dorotheus' title could be more
securely established then it would provide valuable information on the precise nature of the
™dšatroj' duties in Alexandria. Since Merriam's initial association, the potential connection
between the roles ¢gorast»j and ™dšatroj has not received further scholarly attention. It
is the intention here to reevaluate Merriam's sources and initial hypotheses. This chapter seeks
to demonstrate that though some overlap existed between the ™dšatroj and ¢gorast»j the
two functions were distinguished from one another through separate duties.
The Hadra Hydriae were initially found in large numbers at Hadra, near Alexandria,
many more have also been found in Crete and Cyprus.43 This discussion will focus on the
vases found near Alexandria, as these have been associated with food-tasters. Merriam
discussed 29 vases and their inscriptions in his study; Pagenstecher refers to 23 vases, 12 of
which were not discussed by Merriam.44 For convenience the inscriptions assembled by
Pagenstecher will be referred to here. Pagenstecher’s catalogue includes all of Merriam's
legible inscriptions, as well as the additional examples. The inscriptions on the hydriae often
provide such information as the deceased's title and country of origins. Several of the
deceased held similar political positions, there are examples of three qewro… (Pagen. 1, 21,
23), two ¢rciqšwroi (Pagen. 5, 14), and three presbeuta… (Pagen. 3, 20, 22). There are also
single occurrences of the military positions †pparcoj (Pagen. 19) and ¹gemÒnoj (Pagen.
42
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Merriam (1885) 33.
Pagenstecher (1909) 397.
Merriam (1885) 21-27; Pagenstecher (1909) 406-408. Note: several of Merriam's inscriptions are severely
damaged and contain only a few letters.
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13). Furthermore, the vases contain representatives of many nationalities, such as: Crete
(Pagen. 1, 9, 13), Cyrene (Pagen. 2), Phocaea (Pagen. 5), Acarnia (Pagen. 8), Samothrace
(Pagen. 10), Astypalaea in the Cyclades (Pagen. 12), Dyme (Pagen. 14), Persia (Pagen. 15),
Cyzicus (Pagen. 20), Boiotia (Pagen. 21) and Rhodes (Pagen. 22). The foreign origins of
these people, coupled with the important political and military titles many of them held,
strongly suggests that this was once a burial ground reserved for foreign delegates who died
during their stay at court.
Frequently an individual bearing the title ¢gorast»j is listed as the official
responsible for the deposition of an urn. A standard example of this is Pagenstecher 22:
∟q/, Ὑperbereta ou l̅,
Farmouq z̅,
Timasiqou toà
Dionus ou Ῥod ou
presbeutoà,
di¦ QeodÒtou ¢gorastoà.45
The nature of the role ¢gorast»j should be briefly examined as it is a not a position
normally associated with disposal of the dead. The traditional ¢gorast»j in the Greek
world was a purchaser of household goods (¢gorast»j is related to the Greek word for
market, ¢gor£ and derived from the verb ¢gor£zein = “to buy or sell in the
marketplace”).46 This was a duty often performed by a slave and was perceived to be a menial
position (Xenoph. Mem. 1.5.2). However, the image of a low status ¢gorast»j is not
universal. The Jew, Tobit, was made ¢gorast»j for the Assyrian king Shalmaneser, who
had taken him captive (Tob. 1.13).47 Part of Tobit's duties involved travelling to Media in
order to purchase goods on the behalf of Shalmaneser (Tob. 1.13-14). This reference to an
¢gorast»j shares two features with Xenophon's ¢gorast»j. First Tobit possessed slave
status, and second he was used to purchase goods. It is therefore likely that Tobit's position in
the Assyrian court was equatable to the Greek ¢gorast»j. Even though this source refers to
45
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9th year [of the reign], 30th Hyperberetaeus, Pharmouth 7th, Timasitheos the son of Dionysios, ambassador of
Rhodes, [buried] by the means of Theodotos the ¢gorast»j.
Pagenstecher (1909) 408 claims that the ¢gorast»j is identical to the ¢goranÒmoj. This is not a secure
identification as the ¢goranÒmoj, according to Rickman (1980) 269 and Moreno (2007) 334, was
responsible for the regulation of weights, measures and prices in the marketplace, and not with the purchase
of goods. See Strabo 15.1.50 = Megasthenes F19b § 49 for a description of the ¢goranÒmoj' duties in India.
Tobit in the Codex Vaticanus uses ¢gorast»j as a title, whilst Tobit in the Codex Sinaiticus uses the verb
form ºgÒrazon.
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a non-Greek and non-Egyptian culture, the word ¢gorast»j appears to be used to refer to a
function that is near identical to Xenophon's ¢gorast»j. However, Tobit's slave position
was not a humble one. Tobit felt honoured by his position and saw his possession of it as a
mark of divine favour (Tob. 1.13). Tobit was also responsible for administrating large
amounts (ten talents) of silver (Tob. 1.14). Tobit's nephew, Aḥiqar, held the positions chiefcup-bearer, keeper of the ring, treasurer and administrator under Sennacherib, Shalmaneser's
successor (Tob. 1.21-22). These were important ministerial positions which indicate that
Tobit's family were favoured by the reigning monarch. The maintenance of contact between
Tobit and his nephew indicate that a strong family support network existed to advance its
position and security in a time of exile. The family had a strong network to support each other
and Aḥiqar served as a valuable ally to Tobit once Tobit fell from favour (Tob. 1.22). Tobit's
responsibility for the purchase of goods and management of large quantities of silver was a
privileged role. Also Tobit was well connected through family ties. This indicates that the role
¢gorast»j in Assyria, at least, was an important managerial function.48
However, Ptolemaic Egypt presents a different case. Braunert distinguishes two
meanings for the term ¢gorast»j the first is a “buyer” or “Käufer,” in reference to a figure
who appears in papyrological sources from the cèra and who was involved with loaning
sums of money.49 An ¢gorast»j acting as a “Geshäftsführer” or “manager” on the behalf of
a Ptolemaic King occurs only on the Hadra Hydriae. 50 Braunert believes the title
¢gorast»j may mean “Geshäftsführer” because they organised the burial of foreign
delegates.51 Braunert does not, however, refer to other occurrences of ¢gorasta… in court
circles such as Tobit. Here Tobit quite clearly performs administrative duties which would
support the definition of “Geshäftsführer” (Tob. 1.14). The second definition of ¢gorast»j
as “Geshäftsführer” does not appear to have carried servile connotations in Egypt like a
“Käufer” does.52 It is unlikely that a slave's involvement in a burial, let alone their name,
would be inscribed upon an ambassador's urn. There is little else to suggest the ¢gorast»j
48
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It has been suggested, though difficult to substantiate, that the ¢gorast»j may be identified with the
¢goranÒmoj, which if true would mean the ¢gorast»j possessed significant authority. The ¢goranÒmoj
was responsible for policing the weights and measures in the marketplace. Furthermore, in India, the
¢goranÒmoj served many purposes including the maintenance and policing of rivers, land, and canals, the
creation of roads as well as regulate hunters, tax collection, and the supervision of some crafts (Strabo
15.1.50 = Megasthenes F19b § 49).
Braunert (1971) 119.
Braunert (1971) 118-119, 121.
Braunert (1971) 121, 122.
Braunert (1971) 119.
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in Egypt was a slave position, unless one equates the Ptolemaic ¢gorast»j with the
¢gorast»j in the Memorabilia and Tobit. It is, however, a mistake to unhesitatingly take a
foreign source, such as Xenophon, as evidence for the use of the ¢gorast»j in Egypt, since
the same title may be occupied by different individuals in different societies. It must be
remembered that the Ptolemaic court system has some roots in the Macedonian system, where
it was perfectly acceptable for nobles to perform tasks normally relegated to slaves in other
societies (Curt. 8.6.2; Arr. Anab. 4.13.1; Ael. VH 14.48). The inscriptions do not reveal what
the status of the ¢gorast»j was. Therefore, it is possible that the ¢gorast»j was a slave
position in Greece, but may have been a distinguished role in Egypt. However, some of this
prestige may have been the result of working for the royal family.
It is likely that the ¢gorast»j was a more prestigious role in Egypt, as on the Hadra
Hydriae, the ¢gorast»j attaches his position to his name as though it were an official title
(Pagen. 10, 14, 21, 22, 23) in much the same manner as Stolos used the title ἀrcedatroj to
enhance his prestige by advertising his association with Ptolemy IX Soter II (Bagnall 1, 2,
4). 53 Furthermore, the actions of the Egyptian ¢gorast»j diverge from Xenophon's
¢gorast»j. Xenophon's one is strictly a purveyor, whereas Theodotos disposed of the
remains of important guests at the court. Granted Theodotos may have also been responsible
for the purchase of items, such as the vases. However, the burial itself has taken place “by the
means of Theodotos” (Pagen. 9, 10, 14, 21, 22, 23).54 Theodotos' involvement in these burials
demonstrates that the duties of an ¢gorast»j in Egypt have another dimension, which is not
immediately evident in the Memorabilia. 55 Because the ¢gorast»j was an important
position in Egypt, the holder of this office could be involved in the burial of deceased guests.
Court societies possess a rigid set of expectations on what is acceptable protocol. The correct
etiquette had to be followed in the event of a foreign delegate's death in order to avoid
offending that delegate's state. The use of an ¢gorast»j for burial indicates that they had
the appropriate dignity for this task to show that the proper level of care had be given to the
deceased's remains.
In Pagenstecher's collection three potential ¢gorasta…, Sarapion, Theodotos, and
53
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Stolos' position in Ptolemaic court society is discussed in the next chapter.
di¦ QeodÒtou.
Tobit is also concerned himself with burial preparations. He ensured the burial of some individuals who were
persecuted and executed by Sennacherib (Tob. 1.17-18). However, Tobit's involvement in burial here is
voluntary with no obvious connection to his position as ¢gorast»j. Here Tobit was not officially
sanctioned to bury these people and he incurred the wrath of Sennacherib for doing so (Tob. 1.19-20).
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Philon appear but only Theodotos uses the title ¢gorast»j (Pagen. 10, 14, 21, 22, 23).
Theodotos has been seen as the successor to Sarapion and the predecessor to Philon, as the
official supervising burial arrangements and it has been assumed that this position was
¢gorast»j.56 The assumption that Sarapion was also an ¢gorast»j is a reasonable one, as
subsequent to Merriam and Pagenstecher, another hydria was published by Connor. On this
vase Philon appears with the title ¢gorast»j (PM 1190). Evidence Philon was an
¢gorast»j, as well as Theodotos, increases the likelihood that Sarapion was also an
¢gorast»j. In the inscriptions the formula of di¦ followed by the individual's name is
consistently used by Theodotos and Philon, as well as, Sarapion. Sarapion did not use the title
¢gorast»j himself. Yet omission of the title was not unusual; Theodotus did not always use
it, as is shown by Pagen. 9, and Philon often did not use it either (Pagen. 13, 16, 18, 19, 20).
The use of the same formula on all these inscriptions suggests Sarapion performed the same
duty as Theodotos and Philon. It is likely that those who possessed the same title would have
the right to use the same formula. Furthermore, the disposal of the deceased dignitaries would
remain under the jurisdiction of the same position.
The deceased's social position would potentially dictate the procedure adopted for
burial, with more prestigious individuals receiving more elaborate arrangements. The hydriae
assembled by Merriam and Pagenstecher were found in the same area and have similar
decoration, which suggests that the decedents possessed similar status or performed like roles.
Pagenstecher has noted, though, that the hydriae belonging to the ¢rciqšwroi, whose rank
was presumably superior to the qewrÒj and presbeut»j, are more elaborately decorated
and deduced this was the result of the ¢rciqšwroi's more elevated status. 57 This is a
reasonable deduction as the ¢rci- in ¢rciqšwroj indicates that they were placed above the
qewrÒi. Moreover, if a qewrÒj received the same treatment as presbeut»j then they would
presumably be of near equal status, which would in turn place a presbeut»j below an
¢rciqšwroj. It would seem great respect was shown to the deceased in order to avoid
offending the state the deceased represented. Some effort has been made on the part of the
Ptolemaic officials to ensure that these, mostly Greek, delegates were cremated in the Greek
manner, even though mummification was still a popular form of burial in Egypt.58
A Ptolemaic preoccupation with maintaining positive international relations is a great
56
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Pagenstecher (1909) 408, 411.
Pagenstecher (1909) 410.
Callaghan and Jones (1985) 1; Thompson (1988) 155.
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concern and the majority of the burden for achieving this is placed on the royal staff in two of
the texts Merriam cites to support his view that the ¢gorast»j developed into the
™dšatroj. Merriam has cited Aristeas and Josephus' Jewish Antiquities, as they discuss the
treatment received by Jewish delegates when they visited Ptolemy Philadelpus' court. Both
these sources refer to a time period (285-246 BC date of Philadelphus' reign) loosely
contemporary with the burial of the Hadra Hydriae (271-239 BC). 59 The descriptions
contained in Aristeas and Josephus may be used as a supplement to the Hadra Hydriae and
provide a context that reflects the spirit of the court society in which the vases were used.
Merriam argued that while in Alexandria the Jewish guests were placed under the care of an
™dšatroj, known as Dorotheus. 60 However, neither Aristeas nor Josephus provide
Dorotheus' title. In these texts, Dorotheus merely responds to the summons of Nicanor an
ἀrcedatroj. Despite this, a reasonable case may still be argued for Dorotheus' title being
datroj, though it does not follow that the ¢gorast»j became the datroj.
First it is beneficial to examine the relevant passages, as they are quite lengthy.
Aristeas (182-186) describes the affair in greater detail than Josephus (Joseph. JA 12.94-97).
However, the two accounts closely agree with one another, suspiciously so in fact, and it is
possible Josephus (Jewish Antiquities written 93-94 AD) used Aristeas (written ca. 270 BC)
as a source. After the elders had an interview with the king, the king sent them to the best
lodgings and ordered a banquet to be prepared (Arist. 181). The following actions were then
taken for the comfort of the visiting Jews:
And so the seneschal Nicanor summoned Dorotheus, in whose province these visitors fell,
and ordered him to carry out the preparation in every particular. For such was the
arrangement instituted by the king, which you may observe in use even now. For as many
states as there are which employ special usages in drink and food and mode of reclining, so
many officials were assigned, and then whenever guests visited the reigning king
preparations were made according to their usages, so that there should be nothing to
discomfort them and they could pass the time in good cheer. This practice was followed in
the case of these visitors. The man Dorotheus was extremely attentive in his charge. He laid
out all the stores under his administration which were set apart for the receptions of such
guests. The couches he arranged in two rows, as the king had bidden; for he had ordered
him to have half the men recline at his right and the others after his own couch, leaving
nothing undone to show the men honour.
When they had taken their places he bade Dorotheus to carry out the practices used
59
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Pagenstecher (1909) 406.
Merriam (1885) 33, suggests Dorotheus may have been an ™dšatroj; Lumbroso (1967) 206, also claims that
Dorotheus was an ™dšatroj.
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by all his visitors from Judaea. He therefore declined the services of the sacred heralds and
the sacrificial ministers and the others who usually offered prayers, and called upon Elisha,
the eldest of the priests who had come with us, to offer a prayer (Arist. 182-184).61
Accordingly Nicanor, who was the officer in charge of the reception of guests, called
Dorotheus, who took care of these matters, and told him to prepare whatever food was
required by each. Now these matters were arranged by the king in the following way: for
each city that had its own habits of diet there was a person who looked after these and
prepared all food for visitors in accordance with their customs, in order that they might
have their usual kind of fare at the banquet-table, and so have the more pleasure and not
take offence at anything to which they might be unaccustomed. And this is just what was
done in their case, Dorotheus being put in charge of these matters because of his exactness
in the details of living. He therefore spread out all the materials at his disposal for such
receptions, and had the couches divided into two rows, the king having so commanded; for
he had ordered that half the guests should recline beside him and the others behind his own
couch, thus neglecting nothing in which he might show them honour. And when they had
been seated in this manner, he told Dorotheus to serve them after the fashion to which all of
those who had come from Judaea were accustomed. He therefore dispensed with the sacred
heralds and sacrificers and the others who used to offer prayers, but, instead, the king called
upon one of the visitors, named Elissaeus, who was a priest, to offer prayer (Joseph. JA
12.94-97).62
61
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Ὁ d ἀrcedatroj Nik£nwr DwrÒqeon proskales£menoj, Öj Ãn p toàtwn ¢potetagmnoj,
kleuse t¾n toimas an ej kaston pitlen. Ãn g¦r oÛtw diatetagmnon ØpÕ toà basilwj,
§ mn ti kaˆ nàn Ðr´j: Ósai g¦r pÒleij e„s…n, a‰ to‹j aÙto‹j sugcrîntai prÕj t¦ pot¦ kaˆ
brwt¦ kaˆ strwmn£j, tosoàtoi kaˆ proestîtej Ãsan: kaˆ kat¦ toÝj ™qismoÝj oÛtwj
™skeu£zeto, Ótan paragšnointo prÕj toÝj basile‹j, †na kat¦ mhqn duscera…nontej ƒlarîj
diex£gwsin: Ö kaˆ perˆ toÚtouj ™gegÒnei. prosecšstatoj g¦r ín ¥nqrwpoj Ð DwrÒqeoj ece
t¾n tîn toioÚtwn prostas…an. sunšstrwse d p£nta t¦ di' aÙtoà ceirizÒmena, prÕj t¦j
toiaÚtaj Øpodoc¦j diamemerismšna. dimerÁ te ™po…hse t¦ tën klisiîn, kaqëj prosštaxen Ð
basileÚj: toÝj g¦r ¹m…seij ™kšleusen ¢n¦ ce‹ra katakl‹nai, toÝj d loipoÝj met¦ t¾n autoà
klis an, oÙdn llipën ej tÕ tim´n toÝj ¥ndraj. Ὡj d katekl qhsan, kleuse tù Dwroqῳ
toj qismoj oj crîntai p£ntej o paraginÒmenoi prÕj aÙtÕn ¢pÕ tÁj Ἰouda aj, oÛtwj
pitelen. diÕ toÝj erok»rukaj ka qÚtaj ka toÝj ¥llouj, oj qoj Ãn t¦j kateuc¦j
poiesqai, parῃt»sato: tîn d paragegonÒtwn sÝn ¹mn Ἐlissaon Ônta tîn erwn
presbÚteron parek£lese poi»sasqai kateuc»n.
Ὁ d p tÁj tîn xnwn ¢podocÁj tetagmnoj Nik£nwr DwrÒqeon kalsaj, Öj ece t¾n per
toÚtwn prÒnoian, kleuen toim£zein k£stῳ t¦ donta prÕj t¾n d aitan. diettakto d
toàton ØpÕ toà basilwj tÕn trÒpon: kat¦ g¦r pÒlin k£sthn, Ósai toj aÙtoj crîntai
per t¾n d aitan, Ãn toÚtwn ™pimelÒmenoj kaˆ kat¦ tÕ tîn ¢fiknoumšnwn prÕj aÙtÕn œqoj
p£nt' aÙto‹j pareskeu£zeto, †na tù sun»qei trÒpù tÁj dia…thj eÙwcoÚmenoi m©llon ¼dwntai
kaˆ prÕj mhdn æj ¢llotr…wj œcontej duscera…nwsin. Ö d¾ kaˆ perˆ toÚtouj ™gšneto,
Dwroqšou di¦ t¾n perˆ tÕn b…on ¢kr…beian ™pˆ toÚtoij kaqestîtoj. sunšstrwse d p£nta di'
aÙtoà t¦ prÕj t¦j toiaÚtaj Øpodoc£j, kaˆ dimerÁ t¾n klis…an ™po…hsen, oÛtwj prost£xantoj
toà basilšwj: toÝj mn g¦r ¹m…seij ™kšleusen ¢n¦ ce‹ra katakliqÁnai, toÝj d loipoÝj met¦
t¾n aØtoà klis…an, oÙdn ¢polipën tÁj e„j toÝj ¥ndraj timÁj. ™peˆ d' oÛtwj katekl…qhsan,
™kšleuse tÕn DwrÒqeon, oj qesi crèmenoi diateloàsi p£ntej o ¢pÕ tÁj Ἰouda aj prÕj
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Josephus, unlike Aristeas, does not name Nicanor's title and unfortunately neither source
provides Dorotheus' title. It is likely, though, that Dorotheus was an ™dšatroj. The title
ἀrcedatroj literally means “chief datroj,” which implies a supervisory role over other
datroi, as such an datroj is the most obvious person to be summoned by an
ἀrcedatroj. Furthermore, Dorotheus performs several duties which are readily associated
with the ™dšatroj in other sources. Dorotheus organised the banquet room preparation,
including seating arrangements, he had control over banqueting stores and he commanded the
servants used for staffing the banquet. This description of Dorotheus' activities is consistent
with the definitions of an ™dšatroj provided in the Suda and Hesychius' Lexicon, where an
™dšatroj is described as the manager of the dinner preparation and service (Sud. e.199.2;
Hesych. ™dšatroj). Moreover, Dorotheus' orders from Ptolemy Philadelphus concerning the
layout of the banqueting couches is comparable to Cleomenes' orders to his ™dšatroj to
dispense with traditional seating practices (Athen. 4.142c-d). The similarities between
Dorotheus' activities involving banquet preparation and the descriptions of an ™dšatroj as a
banquet overseer in the Suda and Hesychius, as well as, Cleomenes' use of an ™dšatroj, to
organise the banqueting room, indicates that Dorotheus' position was most likely ™dšatroj.
It is further evident from these sources that the ™dšatroj must also respond to the
desires of their monarch, particularly if the dining arrangements are unusual. Cleomenes'
orders to have the guests seated according to age contravened the usual practice where guests
were seated according to prestige and friendship with the king. Aristeas, likewise, highlights
the irregularities in the elders' reception at the Alexandrian court. The elders were received
upon the king hearing they had arrived, and Philadelphus also had all other officials dismissed
so he could converse with the Jewish delegates privately (Arist. 174). This was perceived as
an unusual honour; usual custom required that those who came on official business had to
wait until the fifth day before they were admitted, while officials sent from kings and foreign
cities were unlikely to be admitted before thirty days had passed (Arist. 175). Since
Philadelphus permitted the admission of these guests earlier than his staff could have
anticipated, the subsequent banquet was, if not unusual, at least unexpected, and special
arrangements would have to have been made.
If Dorotheus is to be taken as an ™dšatroj, his other actions may demonstrate more
aÙtÕn ¢figmnoi, kat¦ taàta Øphreten. diÕ ka toÝj erok»rukaj ka qÚtaj ka toÝj ¥llouj,
o t¦j kateuc¦j poioànto, parῃt»sato, tîn d paragenomnwn na Ἐlissaon Ônoma Ônta
ƒerša parek£lesen Ð basileÝj poi»sasqai kateuc£j.
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duties that an ™dšatroj performed. Much is made in Aristeas and the Jewish Antiquities of
the pains taken to honour the guests and to avoid offending their cultural and religious
practices. A significant part of Dorotheus' role was to ensure offence was not given. Indeed,
Dorotheus tailored the banquet to suit Jewish religious practices, the sacred heralds and
sacrificial ministers were dispensed with on this occasion and instead the priest Elisha/Eleazar
said a prayer over the meal (Arist. 184; Joseph. JA 12.94-97).63 Thorough knowledge of
Jewish culture was required on the part of Dorotheus, in order for him to successfully remove
all offensive practices from the banquet. This knowledge of a foreign culture would have
required some form of education or specialised training, although where and how this
occurred remains uncertain.
Aristeas makes an intriguing statement: “For as many states as there are which employ
special usages in drink and food and mode of reclining, so many officials were assigned
(Arist. 182).”64 This statement suggests that each foreign delegation would have been attended
to by a staff aware of their distinct cultural needs. This does not mean every type of servant
was educated in different social customs. It should be taken to mean that a few key officials
governed other members of the staff to ensure the guests were maintained in a culturally
harmonious state. In the case of the Jewish delegates this official was the ™dšatroj,
Dorotheus. However, multiple ™dšatroi would have been necessary to safely encompass all
the nationalities found at the Ptolemaic court. It is therefore possible that ™dšatroi were more
numerous than the slim number of individuals who have been preserved in the extant sources.
It would also be reasonable to expect that the role of ἀrcedatroj was necessary to
supervise a large number of datroi.
Merriam has suggested that since the ἀrcedatroj, Nicanor, “was the officer in
charge of the reception of guests (Ὁ d p tÁj tîn xnwn ¢podocÁj tetagmnoj: JA
12.94),” then this responsibility would include making preparations for guests who died
63
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Heralds were often involved with the preparation of sacrifices (Hm. Il. 3.267-274; Hm, Od. 20.276-278),
which included pouring a libation, which was often wine. Heralds are further connected to wine as they were
often used as cup-bearers (o„nocÒoi). For examples of heralds as cup-bearers in Homer see (Hm. Il. 9.174178; Hm. Od. 7.163-164, 7.178-180, 7.182-183, 8.67-70, 13.49-56, 18.423-426). The god of heralds,
Hermes, was also used as a cup-bearer, (Sappho 141; Athen. 5.192b-c). Other examples of cup-bearers in
Greek Mythology include Ganymedes (Hom. Hymn Aphr. 5.202-206; Hm. Il. 20.230-235), Hephaestus (Hm.
Il. 1.584-585, 1.595-600), and Hebe (Hm. Il. 4.1-4), an example of Hebe as cup-bearer in art may be found
on the Cleveland Krater (CMA 1930.104). Biblical and apocryphal examples of cup-bearers include:
Nehemiah (Neh. 1.11); Tobit's nephew Aḥiqar (Tob.1.22); and an anonymous cup-bearer in Egypt (Gen.
40.2, 40.5, 40.9, 40.13, 40.20-23, 41.9).
Ósai g¦r pÒleij e„s…n, a‰ to‹j aÙto‹j sugcrîntai prÕj t¦ pot¦ kaˆ brwt¦ kaˆ strwmn£j,
tosoàtoi kaˆ proestîtej Ãsan.
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whilst visiting the court.65 The use of the Hadra Hydriae for burial demonstrates that the
death of a guest could and often did occur. The inscriptions on the Hadra Hydriae show that
in the event of a foreign dignitary's death the ¢gorast»j organised the burial. However, the
responsibility for burials is not the only duty ascribed to the ¢gorast»j. Merriam has also
suggested that the office ¢gorast»j was a precursor to the role ™dšatroj, for this he cites
Athenaeus (Athen. 4.171a), who claims that the role ¢gorast»j developed into the later
position of Ñywn£twr, to support this argument.66 Athenaeus though, merely demonstrates
the changeability of the nomenclature of positions within the royal household and demarcates
differences between Helleno-Egyptian and Roman cultures, so this does not support the idea
that the ¢gorast»j became an ™dšatroj.67 To extend this change in nomenclature to the
™dšatroj, whose primary function of tasting was a lot different to purchasing, is to take it
too far. Particularly as Athenaeus associates the ™dšatroj with the progeÚsthj, which in
itself seems to be a Greek translation of the Latin praegustator. Athenaeus' association of the
¢gorast»j to the Ñywn£twr is likely to be an attempt to speak of Greek terms in a
language more familiar to his Roman audience, and the Romans themselves had a servant
known as the obsonator, with which they would have been able to identify.
If the ¢gorast»j did develop in such a manner, one would expect to find a
progression in the sources of references to ¢gorast»j gradually easing off in order to be
replaced by the ™dšatroj. To a certain extent such a pattern does exist, as the vases have
been dated to 271-239 BC,68 which is circa 30 years earlier than the earliest dated taster
inscriptions and around 60 years earlier than the dated papyri.69 However, Aristeas and
Josephus place the existence of an ἀrcedatroj in the court of Ptolemy Philadelphus (285246 BC), which is contemporaneous with the vases. Furthermore, Athenaeus' claims that
Ptolemy Soter was datroj to Alexander the Great (Athen. 4.171c = Chares, FGrH 125 F1)
indicates a belief that the title was used before the appearance of the vases, unless Athenaeus
uses the term anachronistically. As examples of both ¢gorast»j and ™dšatroj are so few,
65
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Merriam (1885) 32-33.
Merriam (1885) 33.
Here Athenaeus was describing archaic foreign practices to his audience in Roman terms. Therefore, he used
Ñywn£twr, which a Roman audience would have identified with their obsonator (may also be found as
opsonator in Latin). Furthermore, a connection between ™dšatroj and Ñywn£twr has yet to be securely
established. Even if a connection between the two can be argued it does not necessarily mean that the same
was true in Ptolemaic Egypt.
Pagenstecher (1909) 406.
Bagnall (1972) 361, 366-7; Hunt and Smyly (1933) 134, 183; Preisigke, Bilabel, Kiessling and Rupprecht
(1955) 25.
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and the archaeological finds are chronologically close, it is impossible to draw firm
conclusions on which role, if any, appeared first.
It is more likely that the roles ¢gorast»j and ™dšatroj existed simultaneously, and
although they were connected with one another, they were still two distinct positions within
the court service. It is possible the ¢gorast»j was a separate official who was perhaps
answerable to the datroj or ἀrcedatroj. Aristeas and Josephus clearly indicate that the
datroj and ἀrcedatroj were responsible for the care of guests. It would therefore be
reasonable to expect that if a guest died then, the ™dšatroj would summon the appropriate
official, the ¢gorast»j, to oversee the necessary funeral preparations rather than to get
directly involved. Furthermore, sophisticated court systems were known to develop highly
specialised staffs.70 So it would seem likely that the role of maintaining guests in comfort was
shared among several functions under the governance of an ™dšatroj, who in turn answered
to the ἀrcedatroj.
The court hierarchy of duties was more fluid than this, as a link does exist between an
datroj and the disposal of the dead. One duty Ptolemy performed towards the end of
Alexander's reign, 325-323 BC, was to arrange the pyre on which the Indian sage, Calanus,
immolated himself.71 It is unlikely Ptolemy physically built the pyre, but he could have been
its overseer. It is possible Ptolemy Soter was considered appropriate for this task because he
was the ™dšatroj. Ptolemy is believed to have been an ™dšatroj by 330, so it is
chronologically sound for him to have been acting in this capacity.72 However, it could just
have reasonably been Ptolemy's position as bodyguard or his friendship with the king that
made his overseeing of the pyre appropriate. Ptolemy's responsibility for Calanus' pyre and
Lysimachus' involvement in the ceremony were marks of honour most likely bestowed
because Alexander the Great held Calanus in high regard.73 Whereas someone less honoured
would have received a less elaborate ceremony under the supervision of a less distinguished
official. This is reflected in the burial of the Hadra Hydriae, the dead were disposed of
respectfully, but they were not returned home for a family burial.
Despite Merriam's assertions, as shown here Aristeas, Josephus, and Athenaeus do not
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connect the ¢gorast»j with the ™dšatroj. However, they do inform us on the use of the
™dšatroj at the Alexandrian court. The ™dšatroj performed the same tasks as the
anonymous ™dšatroi described in sources such as the Suda and Hesychius. This task was
chiefly the governance of the dinner service and the seating arrangements of the banqueting
room within a royal household. Aristeas and Josephus extend our knowledge of the
™dšatroj' role at court through their description of the arrival of Jewish delegates at court.
The ™dšatroj functioned as a carer for these guests, whose chief concern was to avoid
exposing the guests to any local customs that they may have found offensive and constituted a
diplomatic role. Such a task had to be performed for many different guests at court of various
cultural backgrounds and would have required specialised knowledge on the part of numerous
™dšatroi under the supervision of an ἀrcedatroj. The ¢gorast»j' purpose was to buy
goods at the market, but clearly, in the context of the Alexandrian court, he was also involved
in the burial of guests. The connection between the two roles is tenuous. Rather than
Merriam's assertion that ¢gorast»j developed into ™dšatroj, or that ¢gorast»j was
inferior to ™dšatroj, it appears that the two roles existed concurrently, but with separate
duties. However, in connection to their role of hospitality managers ™dšatroi were involved
in the burial procedure to some degree when the status of the individual necessitated it. Hence
the example of an ™dšatroj, Ptolemy Soter, supervising the erection of Calanus' pyre.
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Chapter Three: Tasters and their Use in Egyptian
Administration, Military, and Diplomacy
The main sources regarding tasters in Ptolemaic Egypt are either business and administrative
documents found among the papyri or honorary inscriptions. As such, they do not refer to the
use of a taster as a poison detector. These contexts preclude a detailed description of the
(ἀrc)edatroj in Egyptian society; they merely include (ἀrc)edatroj as a rank in one's
titulature. However, the business and administrative purposes of the papyri provide a
background of a taster's work concerns. From these a distinct image emerges of tasters'
involvement with various aspects of foodstuff management, the witnessing of business
agreements, and debt-collecting. It will be argued that these activities suggest ἀrcedatroi
created an important administrative network within Egypt. This is contrary to the assumption
of some scholars that the title (ἀrc)edatroj was purely a court and household position.74
Furthermore, in a case study focussing on the inscriptions pertaining to one ἀrcedatroj,
Stolos, it will be shown that an ἀrcedatroj may occupy an important role in Egypt's
military and diplomatic affairs. A military and diplomatic role is most notable in Stolos'
concurrent possession of the titles naÚaρcoj and pistolagr£foj, as well as his Athenian
citizenship, which could have been manipulated for diplomatic benefit. The following two
sections seek to suggest that the ἀrcedatroj was more than a court honorific or household
title. Rather, such persons formed a valuable part of Egypt's administrative and diplomatic
infrastructure.
3.1 Ἀrcedatroi as administrators in Egypt
The title ἀrcedatroj occurs several times in administrative documents discovered in
Egypt. These documents show individuals who held the title ἀrcedatroj performing
bureaucratic tasks and not concerning themselves exclusively with the tasting of food in order
to ensure a monarch's security. The bureaucratic tasks involving the ἀrcedatroi were,
however, related to food management. At least one ἀrcedatroj was used to witness
business agreements regarding foodstuffs (PTebt 3.1.728); another inspected the royal
granaries (PTebt 3.2.895); a third ἀrcedatroj monitored the repayment of outstanding
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debts (SB 5.7530). The use of a taster to investigate royal granaries could be seen as an
extension of his duty to maintain the supply of the royal court. The occasions where a taster
performed tasks such as witnessing business agreements and collecting debts are distinct from
supplying the court, as they involve the exertion of legal authority over private citizens. These
activities suggest ἀrcedatroi were invested with a degree of legal authority and formed a
part of Egypt's administrative system. Unfortunately these are singular examples of
ἀrcedatroi performing such tasks. It is uncertain if these represent standard practice. It is
further uncertain if these ἀrcedatroi were acting in their capacity as ἀrcedatroj or if
their actions were connected to another unknown role. Therefore, an analysis reliant on these
sources is highly speculative. Nevertheless, a common feature of these papyri is that they
associate ἀrcedatroi with an authoritative position in regard to the management of
commercial activities, particularly with regard to foodstuff items such as grain, sesame,
safflower, and croton. The frequency with which ἀrcedatroi are associated to commercial
activities suggest it was appropriate for an individual with the social status of ἀrcedatroj
to be engaged with these activities.
In what appears to be a report addressed to a Hippalos (PTebt 3.2.895), a πρώτων
φίλwn and pistrat»goj (PTebt 3.2.895.1), Horos discusses the governance of his sector
of the city Krokodilopolis (PTebt 3.2.895.3). He also refers to the former manager of the royal
granary and perhaps to some servants of the former manager (the papyrus is damaged here, so
it is difficult to tell) who had taken some grain without notifying their superiors (PTebt
3.2.895.10-11). At this point the beginning of line 12 in the papyrus is damaged, however the
papyrus does go on to mention the imminent arrival of an ἀrcedatroj for an inspection
(PTebt 3.2.895.12-13). Given the close proximity of the ἀrcedatroj to the mention of the
royal granaries, and that the lacuna in the text is reasonably small (ca.13 letters), it seems
likely it was the granaries the ἀrcedatroj was due to inspect.
It is not immediately clear what the ἀrcedatroj would have inspected in the
granaries. Grain was an important, yet volatile, Egyptian export. Heat and moisture presented
a constant threat to grain in storage or in transit.75 If not kept in check these variables could
result in an infestation of pests or spoilage through mould and/or germination.76 On account
of the constant threat of spoilage, grain had to be frequently inspected for quality control. The
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granaries would be a candidate for regular inspection.77 However, a task such as this is an
extensive one. It would require a large amount of manpower for heavy lifting and for the
thorough assessment of grain quality. An inspection of the grain's storage environment and
quality are tasks more likely to be performed by the transporter's staff who had responsibility
for the grain at all stages of the transportation process. Alternatively, a sitÒlogoj would be
another viable candidate for checking grain quality, as it was they who received the grain
upon its arrival at a granary.78
It would be more reasonable for an ἀrcedatroj to inspect the granary on an
administrative level. The ἀrcedatroj' capacity as an administrator may be postulated from
the papyrus. The imminent arrival of the ἀrcedatroj was a noteworthy event as Horos felt
obliged to refer to it in his report to Hippalos. Had inspections of the granaries by an
ἀrcedatroj occurred frequently then it would be less likely to merit the attention of
Hippalos. Moreover, in this event grain had been removed without authorisation. This act of
malfeasance would be grave enough to precipitate an inspection, which suggests an inspection
by an ἀrcedatroj occurred irregularly in response to unusual activities. An inspection
would have been required as a result of the theft in order to assess the damage sustained to the
royal supplies and perhaps to punish the perpetrators. The ἀrcedatroj' involvement is
likely an extension of their duty as an overseer of the supply of the king's table (Athen.
4.171b; Arist. 182-4; JA 12.2.12; Sud. e.199.2; Hesych. datroj) and that Horos as the
“manager of revels” (kwmogrammateÚj) was required to report to the ἀrcedatroj on
matters regarding the supply of food for any future events.79 This demonstrates the existence
of a network of staff, which monitored the royal stores to ensure the royal table was
adequately supplied. It is thus, likely the ἀrcedatroj' impending visit was due to his
responsibility of supervising the royal stores.
This ἀrcedatroj would then be performing a task that was a mixture of private
service and official business. The task may be construed as being a household matter as it was
the royal granaries the ἀrcedatroj was monitoring. However, it also implies a certain level
of legal responsibility. The ἀrcedatroj' visit was instigated by the grain theft. The
ἀrcedatroj, after inspecting the conditions at the granaries, may then have had authority
to punish those responsible for the theft. This incident further brings the ἀrcedatroj into
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contact with numerous other officials including: the former grain manager, Horos who was
responsible for that area of Krokodilopolis, and Hippalos, who was interested enough in the
case for Horos to make a report on it for him. The number of officials referred to in this
papyrus demonstrates that a sophisticated network of public servants existed in Egypt, whose
purpose was to administer the cities as well as maintain royal food-stores. The ἀrcedatroi
were part of this network and formed an invaluable group who were able to manage affairs
both within and outside of the royal household.
An example of an ἀrcedatroj who functioned within Egypt’s bureaucratic network
but acted outside of the royal household is Ptolemaios-fixed abrupt change, who was a φίλoj
(i.e. of the king) and ἀrcedatroj (PTebt 3.1.728.3). Ptolemaios supports the idea that an
ἀrcedatroj could be invested with a significant level of legal and bureaucratic authority
outside of the royal household. Because he oversaw the formulation of an agreement between
a Dionysios and an unnamed party concerning 100 talents of bronze and a number
commodities used for oil production: 2088.75 artaba of sesame, 726 artaba of safflower, 6
artaba of krotôn, and to the arrangement, 47 metretai, 3 khoai, 8 kotulai of foreign product
(PTebt 3.1.728.7-8).80 Here Ptolemaios was acting as a representative of the king in a legal
matter concerning a private citizen, Dionysios. It is significant that the two titles φίλwn and
ἀrcedatroj have been given to Ptolemaios in this papyrus. For if both titles were court
ranks used to indicate Ptolemaios' social importance, then only the superior rank of friend
would be needed to convey this, particularly as the papyrus itself is brief and is not expansive
regarding all other details.81 The inclusion of ἀrcedatroj in the titulature would not be
superfluous if Ptolemaios was performing the duties of this office when he oversaw the
business contract. If Ptolemaios was acting by virtue of another office then it is likely this
office would have been included in the papyrus as a demonstration of his authority in this
commercial matter.
Such a duty seems appropriate to an ἀrcedatroj when one considers the use of an
ἀrcedatroj to inspect granaries after dubious activities had occurred (PTebt 3.2.895). The
unnamed ἀrcedatroj was used to police and regulate the grain stores, which is comparable
to Ptolemaios' role as a contract regulator. These are two instances of ἀrcedatroi being
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used to fix, maintain, and monitor parts of a bureaucratic system. The legal authority of the
first ἀrcedatroj is implied by the misconduct of the previous grain manager; the purpose
of this ἀrcedatroj' imminent arrival was to address the grain manager's unauthorised
removal of grain. The legal authority of the second ἀrcedatroj, Ptolemaios, is clearer
because Ptolemais' presence and titulature are included in the document as part of the
agreement's legal formula. This inclusion indicates that Ptolemaios was the correct authority
to oversee business agreements. Evidence from a third papyrus has an ἀrcedatroj
seemingly acting as a debt-collector. These three situations, all of which emphasise the title of
ἀrcedatroj, present a comprehensive view of ἀrcedatroi as investigators and monitors
of administrative situations gone awry.
Further evidence of their official capacity is revealed in their connections to financial
affairs. In a letter Apion wrote to his brother Apollonios (SB 5.7530.1-7), Apion updates
Apollonios on his actions regarding “a little money” (misqwsid…oj). Apion informs his
brother that he had sent a letter to an ἀrcedatroj about the money and had attached a
duplicate of this letter for his brother. Fortunately this letter still survives (SB 5.7530.8-22).
The letter is addressed to a Noumenios, though here Apion does not refer to Noumenios' rank
as ἀrcedatroj; Apion merely calls Noumenios “revered” (tîi semnot£twi). In this letter
Apion appears to have a considerable debt (loipografoumšnaj) and is explaining to
Noumenios the actions he has taken to repay it. Apion has written an order, presumably a
repayment, to a certain Dionysios to the amount of 2900 silver drachmae (SB 5.7530.9-12),
but Apion was still 1 talent and 350 drachmae of silver in debt (SB 5.7530.14). Apion
expresses further hopes to be able to dispose of the debt through the misqwsid…oj, though he
does not divulge the source of this income (SB 5.7530.18). The care Apion has taken to give
Noumenios an account of his actions regarding the debt suggests Noumenios has a significant
interest in ensuring that the debt is repaid.
The relationship between Noumenios and Apion is unclear and complicated further by
the inclusion of Dionysios. Apion has related his actions to Noumenios. Yet it is to Dionysios
that Apion makes out the order for 2900 silver drachmae. It is possible that Apion was
indebted to Noumenios and Dionysios was an agent (of either party) given the responsibility
of discharging the debt. However, it is also possible Apion owed money to Dionysios and/or
other third parties and Noumenios was acting in a legal capacity as an ἀrcedatroj. It is
conjectured here that Noumenios was acting as a debt-collector. This hypothesis is more
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probable as Apion claims an order has been written for τὰj loipografoumnaj prÕj
pάnta lόγον (“the outstanding debts according to every reckoning”: SB 5.7530.10-11), the
use of the plural here shows that Apion had multiple debts to more than one creditor. The sum
of these debts had then been calculated (prÕj pάnta lόγον) and these are the figures sent
to Noumenios. Apion then has reported extensive financial details to an individual who is
seemingly unconnected to himself.82 If Apion owed Noumenios money it would be unlikely
for Apion to give Noumenios details of other debts. This would exacerbate the situation and
contradict Apion's assurances to Noumenios that the debt was going to be repaid. It would
only be reasonable for Noumenios to receive these details on multiple debts because
Noumenios held a position of authority and had been appealed to in order to supervise the
repayment of these debts. The papyrus should be construed as being a report made by Apion
to Noumenios, as a debt-collector, on the steps Apion had taken to repay the debts. Thus
Noumenios may be seen as another example of an ἀrcedatroj regulating agreements made
between private citizens. Apion's failure to pay the debts indicates he had reneged on an
agreement (no longer extant) pertaining to the borrowing of this money. Noumenios' role as a
debt-collector indicates that he had the authority and duty to intervene in the matter of a
defaulted agreement and could take measures to ensure Apion would repay his outstanding
debt.
Nonetheless, it must be noted the papyrus does not directly indicate that Noumenios'
actions were part of his role as an ἀrcedatroj, it merely indicates Noumenios possessed
this title. It may be that ἀrcedatroj was Noumenios' most important rank and therefore,
was the only one referred to in the papyrus. However, the context of the title ἀrcedatroj in
the papyrus suggests that Noumenios was indeed acting in his capacity as an ἀrcedatroj.
In his letter to his brother, Apollonios, Apion wrote: Ἧj ggrafa tîi ¢rcede£trwi
pistolÁj, ¢nt grafon Øpottaktai (“I have written this letter to the ἀrcedatroj, a
duplicate is appended”: SB 5.7530.2-3), Apion has not used Noumenios' name nor any other
phrase for a debt-collector to contextualise the letter for Apollonios. Rather Apion deemed the
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title ἀrcedatroj alone sufficient for Apollonios to understand the nature of the subsequent
correspondence. This would be because an ἀrcedatroj' considerable legal authority was
implicit in the title.
Unfortunately, these papyri represent isolated examples of ἀrcedatroi. From such a
selective range of information it is difficult to extrapolate a representative reconstruction of an
ἀrcedatroj' function in Ptolemaic Egyptian society. However, though the particulars of
these three ἀrcedatroi differ, the tasks they perform are threads in a common cord of
administrative and regulatory work. That is each one performs tasks that are administrative
and regulatory in nature. The tasks performed by ἀrcedatroi of granary inspector, overseer
of business agreements, and debt-collector places them at work outside of the royal household
and court, which as we shall see is distinct from the role of taster in the Greco-Roman culture.
The task of granary inspector is not entirely separate from the royal household, as the
ἀrcedatroj was to inspect royal granaries. The unnamed ἀrcedatroj represents a
bridging role, as he is performing administrative work on the behalf of the royal family at a
location distinct from the royal household itself. The ἀrcedatroi Ptolemaios and
Noumenios on the other hand represent a class of ἀrcedatroi concerned with what can
only be described as public legal affairs - Ptolemaios was used to witness agreements between
private citizens and Noumenios enforced the terms of a private agreement by ensuring Apion
repaid his debts. From this limited selection of papyri, it is possible to conclude that
Ptolemaic ἀrcedatroi held important bureaucratic positions imbued with significant legal
and administrative authority.
3.2 Case Study: The militaristic and diplomatic roles of Stolos ἀrcedatroj
This conclusion is further emphasised in the case of Stolos son of Theon. The following case
study examines his career. Stolos is the only ἀrcedatroj about whom a significant amount
of information remains extant. Stolos' career encompassed internal administrative functions as
well as diplomatic affairs. A series of inscriptions catalogued by Bagnall charts the
progression of Stolos' career. Many of these additional functions were not part of Stolos' role
as an ἀrcedatroj. Nevertheless, Stolos' ability to acquire prestigious positions is evidence
that he and other ἀrcedatroi were derived from the aristocracy. In the previous section it
was noted ἀrcedatroi performed important administrative roles within Egypt. Stolos
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provides an example of a career that advanced beyond these administrative functions and into
high military and diplomatic positions.
Aristocratic origins for Stolos may be postulated from the posts he held under Ptolemy
IX Soter II. In addition to ἀrcedatroj he was: πρώτων φίλwn (“first friend of the king”),
p tîn ¹niîn (“over the reins”), naÚaρcoj, pistolagr£foj, and suggen»j. The titles
πρώτων φίλwn (“first of friends”) and suggen»j (“kinsman”) were bestowed upon nobles
as a mark of honour and signalled their privileged access to the king's person.83 In the
Egyptian court system one's prestige was articulated through one's close connection to the
king, as such a hierarchy of titles developed which formally described the nature of this
relationship.84 The most elite of these titles expressed a close intimacy in terms of friendship
such φίλoj or πρώτων φίλwn. This is comparable to Alexander the Great honouring nobles
such as Ptolemy Soter by appointing them to the post “bodyguard” (Arr. Anab 3.6.6, 4.15.8,
4.16.2). A “bodyguard” was an exalted position; they had unhindered access to the king and
were able to restrict the access of others. Likewise, πρώτων φίλwn and suggen»j were
court titles held by members of the upper echelons in Hellenistic society as they suggested the
bearer had close and personal access to the king.
Gradations of friendship with the king appear to have existed, as there are instances of
only φίλwn being used as a title (UPZ 2.202.1; PTebt. 3.1.728.4; PTebt. 3.2.895.12; 2 Macc.
14:11-14; Strabo 17.1.6). Some papyri editors such as Wilcken have taken φίλwn to be
shorthand for πρώτων φίλwn and have emended the texts of papyri accordingly (UPZ 2.202
Frag. 1.1, Frag. 2.6, Dupl. Frag. 2.5).85 Yet the use of φίλoj by itself in literary contexts such
as Strabo and 2 Maccabees (2 Macc. 14:11-14; Strabo 17.1.6), where shorthand would be
unnecessary, suggests φίλoj was a title distinct from πρώτων φίλwn. Furthermore, both
πρώτων φίλwn and φίλwn appear together in a single papyrus (PTebt. 3.2.895) to describe
the ranks of two different people. Hippalos is given the rank πρώτων φίλwn (PTebt.
3.2.895.1) while the ἀrcedatroj is given the rank φίλwn (PTebt. 3.2.895.12). If the author
of the papyrus was utilising shorthand in the titulatures then it would be used consistently in
the papyrus. However, both variations have been used which suggests the author considered
them to be distinct titles. It is reasonable to expect the existence of a hierarchy of friendship to
the king; the use of the ordinal “first” implies it. In order to have πρώτων φίλwn one needs
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to also have a group of φίλoi from which the πρώτων φίλων may be distinguished. The
πρώτων φίλων therefore, are a more exclusive group of friends within the hierarchy of the
king's circle, while those who were φίλoi represented a group that were lower in the
hierarchy. The (πρώτων) φίλων Βασιλέως were nevertheless, a privileged group within
Egypt's upper classes. Their number was fixed and selective; waiting lists were established in
the event of a vacancy occurring.86 The restriction imposed upon the number of (πρώτων)
φίλων allowed, lent the group an air of exclusiveness.
The position (πρώτων) φίλων does not seem to have carried any intrinsic
governmental or administrative responsibilities, though a number of those who had this title
also possessed governmental roles. Stolos (Bagnall 3 = ID 1535, Bagnall 4 = ID 1534,
Bagnall 6) counted ἀρχεδέατρος, ναύαρχος and ἐπιστολαγράφος among his governmental
titles, and other ἀρχεδέατροι also had the title φίλων (PTebt. 3.1.728.4; PTebt. 3.2.895.12).
Further examples include Hippalos who was a πρώτων φίλων and ἐπιστρατήγος (PTebt.
3.2.895.1). Moreover, an ἐπιστρατήγος had charge over the χώρα.87 The inclusion of an
ἐπιστρατήγος in the number of King's φίλοι indicates that they were drawn from Egypt's
elite. A certain Apollonios was both a (πρώτων) φίλων and διοικητής (“governmental
administrator”: UPZ 2.202.1), in the capacity of διοικητής he was responsible for the
management of the state's revenue.88 Furthermore, Sostratos of Knidos was a φίλος as well as
a diplomat and engineer (Strabo 17.1.6).89 These positions further indicate that those included
among the King's φίλοι and πρώτων φίλων played an important role in the management of
Egyptian interests. In 2 Maccabees, the φίλοι of Demetrius I (son of Seleucus IV) are shown
to be advisors to the king on his policy regarding Judaea (2 Macc. 14:11-14). This use of the
King's φίλοι in the Seleucid kingdom and Sostratus' involvement in diplomacy in Egypt
suggests that the kings' φίλοι served an important advisory role on diplomatic policy in
Hellenistic kingdoms.
Beyond friendship, kinship to the king was also bestowed as a title.90 Since family ties
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were considered more binding than ties of friendship the rank of 'kinsman' or suggen»j
surpassed all others in the hierarchy.91 Such a hierarchy of positions may be observed in
Stolos' inscriptions. Initially Stolos is described as a πρώτων φίλwn and ἀrcedatroj
(Bagnall 1 = SEG 18.730). This titulature is maintained even after Stolos first becomes
naÚaρcoj and pistolagr£foj (Bagnall 3 = ID 1535). However, some time after this
promotion Stolos is further given the title suggen»j (Bagnall 4 = ID 1534; Bagnall 5 = ID
1533; Bagnall 6) and all of Stolos' other titles are retained in the inscriptions except for that of
πρώτων φίλwn. This suggests that the two ranks served the same purpose, that is they
advertised the bearer's intimacy to the king. When the more important rank of suggen»j was
attained the lesser one of πρώτων φίλwn became obsolete and was discontinued.
Originally suggen»j was exclusively a court title. However, by 135 BC it had
developed a close association with administrative roles such as strathgÒj. 92 Stolos'
possession of the rank suggen»j is significant as it is clear evidence that he belonged to the
elite. Furthermore, two additional inscriptions exist in which other ἀrcedatroi also possess
the title suggen»j. The first inscription belonging to an Apollonios (OGIS 169) admittedly is
of dubious accuracy; it has suffered significant damage and suggen»j has been
reconstructed into the text. However, the second inscription erected by Isidoros son of
Helenos (OGIS 181), who was contemporary with Stolos, clearly gives Isidoros the titles
suggen»j and ἀrcedatroj. These additional inscriptions decrease the likelihood that
Stolos' career was an exceptional occurrence and supports the argument that the
ἀrcedatroi were part of the elite and formed part of an administrative network.
Stolos' role as naÚaρcoj is further evidence of his aristocratic social position.
Traditionally the naÚaρcoj was an admiral, who had charge over the entire Egyptian fleet as
well as additional governance duties over the islands under Egypt's control.93 Most notably
this position was held by Nearchus son of Androtimos (Arr. Anab. 6.2.3) and potentially by
Philocles the king of Sidon (ca 280 BC).94 Nearchus was an important military figure. He was
linked to Alexander the Great through marriage ties when he married a daughter of Barsine
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(the same Barsine who married Alexander) during the Susa weddings (Arr. Anab. 7.4.6).
However, by the period in which Stolos was politically active (108-102 BC) Egyptian
influence over the Aegean islands had declined and the nauarchy had become firmly attached
to Cyprus.95 Frequently the naÚaρcoj on Cyprus was also the governor (strathgÒj);
examples of bearers of both titles include Theodoros (Mit. 1, 2) and Helenos (SB 5.8035.5).
StrathgÒj was the most illustrious position on Cyprus and Ptolemaic princes, such as
Ptolemy Alexander, were known to hold this post. 96 Clearly the roles naÚaρcoj and
strathgÒj were prestigious titles important for the administration and protection of Cyprus.
It is significant then that an ἀrcedatroj held the post naÚaρcoj, which was closely
associated with strathgÒj. As both roles were considered worthy of royalty, the
prominence associated with them is highlighted. It would thus be unlikely that such a role
would be given to an ἀrcedatroj unless he had a similar, distinguished background.
Bagnall dates the Stolos inscriptions late in the dynastic struggle between Ptolemy IX
Soter II, Cleopatra III and Ptolemy Alexander.97 This is because all of the inscriptions are
dedicated to Soter himself without reference to his mother or either of his wives. The
suggestion is that the inscriptions are from a period after Ptolemy had been disassociated from
them, most likely during his exile on Cyprus in 106/5-130/1 BC. At this stage Soter no longer
shared the throne with Cleopatra III; he had repudiated his first wife; and he had abandoned
his second wife in Alexandria.98 The progression of Stolos' ranks suggests the order in which
the inscriptions had been erected with the less important posts occurring on the earliest
inscriptions and the highest ranks appearing at 106/5 BC during Soter's exile on Cyprus.99
Stolos, then an ἀrcedatroj, was given an important military rank at a time when his
monarch Ptolemy IX Soter II was in a politically insecure situation.
Stolos was expected to support Soter when Soter was at his most vulnerable. Not only
did Stolos support Soter in a military capacity, but he also supported him in a diplomatic
capacity, as Stolos was Soter's ™pistolagr£foj. The ™pistolagr£foj had responsibility
over correspondence between the king and other states; he also provided advice on the
policies toward foreign powers.100 It may be assumed, though little work has been done on the
role, that ™pistolagr£foj was an important and sensitive position. In Alexander the Great's
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court this role had been entrusted to such noteworthy individuals as Callisthenes of Olynthos
(Batt. 1).101 The ability of an ἀrcedatroj like Stolos to acquire such important positions
concerning the security of Soter's faction at a time of dynastic strife indicates that Stolos must
have been from an elite background. Stolos would have required good connections in order to
perform these tasks successfully. Good connections with the locals would ensure a sense of
unity within Soter's faction. Soter was based on Cyprus, which had previously been the
domain of his brother and rival Ptolemy Alexander. As such Ptolemy had to contend with
pockets of resistance from those who maintained their loyalty to Ptolemy Alexander. Simalos
is an example of a previous supporter of Alexander being swayed towards Soter's cause.
Simalos honoured Helenos, Alexander's governor on Cyprus, with an inscription, then he
switched his allegiance to Stolos and Soter after the latter's arrival at Cyprus. 102 The
establishment of alliances with local figures on Cyprus would be necessary if Soter was to
survive the dynastic upheaval.
Stolos would have been a particularly efficacious asset as a diplomat because of his
citizenship status. Stolos is clearly called an Athenian in two of the Delos inscriptions
(Bagnall 4 = ID 1534, Bagnall 5 = ID 1533). However, one damaged inscription also attaches
Ku- to Stolos as his place of origin (Bagnall 3 = ID 1535). What Ku- refers to exactly is open
to speculation. It may refer to KudaqhnaieÚj or Kurhna‹oj. Bagnall has argued that Kuis the beginning of Stolos' Athenian demotic, and Stolos was using his demotic on Delos
because it was under Athenian control at this time. Bagnall suggests KudaqhnaieÚj is the
demotic most likely to fill the length of the lacuna.103 Bagnall considers the alternative
Kurhna‹oj unlikely. It would mean Stolos' Athenian citizenship was honorary and Bagnall
believes the political insecurity within Egypt at this time would preclude the award of
Athenian citizenship on a Ptolemaic official.104 Hauben, however, has argued that Ku- is
evidence of Stolos' Cyrenaean citizenship, in which case it would be most likely that Stolos'
Athenian citizenship was honorary.105 Hauben's argument for this is that before 145 BC
Athenians and Cyrenaeans formed a significant proportion of Egypt's upper classes. After 145
BC (the Stolos inscriptions date to 108-102 BC) Athenians disappear from the Ptolemaic
court, while a number of Cyrenaeans remained present.106 Therefore, Hauben concludes the
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presence of an ethnic Athenian would be too much of an exception to the current constitution
of the court.107
Hauben's hypothesis is the more attractive of the two, as Stolos only ever advertises
his Athenian citizenship in the Delos inscriptions (Bagnall 4 = ID 1534, Bagnall 5 = ID
1533).108 At this time, Delos was under Athenian control and it is for this reason that Stolos
broadcasts his citizenship in order to cement relations with the local population and improve
his profile. The Ku- inscription (Bagnall 3 = ID 1535) is also from Delos and is the earliest of
the Delian inscriptions.109 If Stolos was a Cyrenaean it would be logical for him to establish
himself first on Delos as a Cyrenaean and then, once he advanced far enough to acquire
Athenian citizenship, he began to advertise it to enhance his prestige in Delos. If Stolos was
already well known as a native Athenian he would not have to publicise his citizenship status
so frequently. This also explains why Stolos has not specified his ethnicity in the inscriptions
found on Cyrene. Two of the Cyrenaean inscriptions (Bagnall 1 = SEG 18.730, Bagnall 2 =
SEG 9.62) predate the Delian and one Cyrenaean inscription antedates the Delian inscriptions
(Bagnall 6).110 If Stolos was already well-established on Cyrene as a local he would not need
to foster additional links by advertising his citizenship, nor would he wish to alienate his
countrymen in the later inscription by flaunting his Athenian citizenship. Cyrenaean origins
would place Stolos in an even better position to serve Soter as a diplomat as this would mean
he had close ties to two non-Egyptian states. However, the evidence on the nature of Soter's
citizenship is inconclusive and his true ethnicity will remain a mystery unless new
information emerges.
Egyptian influence abroad was maintained through the citizenship ties of Ptolemaic
officials. This was most important early in the dynasty when Egypt sought to unite with
Athens against Macedonia in 287 BC.111 Sometime between 287 and 278 BC Philocles king
of Sidon and an Egyptian agent was honoured with citizenships in Aspendos and Athens.112
The bestowal of Athenian citizenship upon the officials of a foreign king symbolised an
alliance between Egypt and Athens against the Antigonids.113 However by Ptolemy IX Soter
II's reign, Egyptian influence had diminished; Athens no longer depended upon it.114 The
inclusion of Stolos and his Athenian citizenship in Soter's circle could serve an important
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political purpose. 115 The Athenian citizenship of a chief advisor would signify an
improvement in relations between Egypt and Athens and herald Egypt's reestablishment on
the international stage.116 Stolos' Athenian citizenship projects the image of a united front
between the two states. It further allows Egypt to use these citizens to access Athenian
institutions such as the assembly in order to promote Egyptian interests. 117 Such an
intermediary would have been invaluable to Ptolemy IX Soter II as he sought to further his
pro-Athenian policies.118 Soter could use diplomatic intercourse as a sign that foreign powers
recognised him as the true monarch of Egypt and this would help Soter to legitimise his
position on Egypt's contested throne. Evidence that Soter had invested in such a political
campaign to rehabilitate Egypt under his faction may be seen in the nationality of Simalos,
another of Soter's supporters. Simalos possessed dual citizenships at Salamis and Tarentum
and he had further connections in Athens, Cyprus, Delos and Italy (Bagnall 4 = ID 1534,
Bagnall 5 = ID 1533). 119 The possession of foreign citizenship among Soter's courtiers
indicates that they may have been used to represent Egypt. This was a custom long
established by Egyptian monarchs who sought to unite themselves with foreign powers
against perceived threats.
The inclusion of an ἀrcedatroj among these individuals holding foreign
citizenship is a further link between tasters and an aristocratic role concerned with the
administrative and diplomatic affairs of Egypt. Stolos was actively engaged in establishing a
personal, international profile traceable through the erection of statues and monuments.
Epigraphically Stolos is attested on Cyrene and Delos. These inscriptions show that Stolos did
not restrict himself exclusively to honouring Ptolemy IX Soter II (Bagnall 1 = SEG 18.730,
Bagnall 2 = SEG 9.62, Bagnall 3 = ID 1535) but he also received patronage from Simalos and
reciprocated this patronage in return (Bagnall 4 = ID 1534, Bagnall 5 = ID 1533). This is
significant as it demonstrates that Stolos was required to maintain a high visibility even at the
beginning of his career when his most important administrative and political function was
ἀrcedatroj. Furthermore, the number and spread of the inscriptions across multiple
countries indicates that Stolos was wealthy enough to maintain this profile over a period of
several years. The maintenance of a profile in multiple countries would only be needed if
115
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some political advantage could be gained from this. One such advantage would be that
through a high visibility in these countries Stolos secured his political position and by
extension, the position of the monarch whom Stolos supported. In addition he strengthened
his own ties to figures such as Ptolemy IX Soter II and Simalos. Stolos would need a strong
support network in his adopted countries if he were to be considered an important player in
international relations. Stolos' later roles as naÚaρcoj and pistolagr£foj prove Stolos'
position in international affairs. However, it is likely Stolos possessed a diplomatic role while
only an ἀrcedatroj. This is because the inclusion of individuals with foreign citizenship in
Soter's court could be construed to be official recognition of Soter as Egypt's rightful
monarch, though he was in exile on Cyprus. Furthermore, individuals with multiple
citizenships could be used to access the political machinery of these states and develop party
connections sympathetic to Soter's cause in Egypt.
It is difficult to know how representative Stolos' career is of ἀrcedatroi in general.
In some aspects, Stolos' career coheres with that of other ἀrcedatroi. Stolos' title πρώτων
φίλwn was held by the ἀrcedatroj Ptolemaios (PTebt. 3.1.728.4) and the anonymous
ἀrcedatroj (PTebt. 3.2.895.12). While the ἀrcedatroi Apollonios (OGIS 169) and
Isidoros (OGIS 181) both held Stolos' title suggen»j. The concentration of these titles in the
class of ἀrcedatroi suggests that the ἀrcedatroi shared Stolos' social background and
that the initial part of Solos' career was typical for an ἀrcedatroj. However, Stolos' later
roles as pistolagr£foj and naÚaρcoj may be more exceptional, as they were held by
only select individuals. The exclusive nature of these positions would prevent many other
ἀrcedatroi advancing as far. Furthermore, Stolos' military positions p tîn ¹niîn and
naÚaρcoj set him apart as there are no other examples of an (ἀrc)edatroj acting in a
military capacity with the exception of Ptolemy I Soter I who was Alexander the Great's
general and edatroj (Athen. 4.171c = Chares, FGrH 125 F1).
Stolos' possession of the offices ἀrcedatroj, pistolagr£foj, and naÚaρcoj
demonstrate a progression through a hierarchy of important governmental roles. The post
ἀrcedatroj is thus best taken to be a governmental role rather than a court title such
(πρώτων) φίλwn or suggen»j. This is reinforced by the ἀrcedatroi in the papyrological
sources performing governmental tasks such as witnessing business contracts, granary
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inspecting, and debt-collecting.120 An official governmental status for an ἀrcedatroj may
also be inferred from the Stolos inscriptions. For as Stolos' career progresses the title πρώτων
φίλwn disappears from his titulature once he attains the rank suggen»j. If ἀrcedatroj
was a courtly title like πρώτων φίλwn and suggen»j then one would expect ἀrcedatroj
to be dropped from the titulature first as it is listed lower in the hierarchy of ranks than
πρώτων φίλwn. Stolos' roles and rankings may not be indicative of all ἀrcedatroi.
However, his duties are similar in nature to other ἀrcedatroi for whom we have evidence
and some of Stolos' rankings, πρώτων φίλwn and suggen»j, were also held by these
ἀrcedatroi. From this, it is possible tentatively to conclude that in Ptolemaic Egypt the
position of ἀrcedatroj was administrative, with an emphasis on financial aspects of
Egyptian bureaucracy in both public and private affairs. Those who are known to have filled
the positions, and other titles they possessed, suggest that the position, unlike Imperial Rome
as will be examined, was aristocratic and well respected.
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Chapter Four: Cursus Honorum Praegustatorum
The focus here moves from the Hellenistic East of the late second century BC to the first
century AD of Imperial Rome. Here, an attempt is made to construct a cursus honorum
praegustatorum. The purpose of this is to establish a professional profile of the
praegustatores, as the knowledge of praegustatores' additional professions showcases their
social status. This section is similar to the previous ones about Egyptian ἀrcedatroi, in that
it explores the use of food-tasters in an administrative capacity. Furthermore it examines the
course of food-tasters' careers just as has been done in the previous section concerning Stolos
the son of Theon and his career in 108-102 BC. It seeks to establish from which class foodtasters were drawn in Julio-Claudian Rome. Fortunately, this study on Julio-Claudian
praegustatores benefits from the existence of more than one extant example of a food-taster's
career. This cursus honorum may be more accurately applied to praegustatores as a class
because it incorporates data concerning multiple individuals. The extant evidence suggests
that praegustatores were drawn from servile and freedmen populations of Rome, but that
despite this, the position maintained some level of prestige and served as a stepping stone to
higher administrative positions in the imperial household.
Epigraphy is the most important source for this reconstruction; inscriptions frequently
catalogue multiple positions held by a single person. The inscriptions present these catalogues
in accordance to standardised formulae. This allows for the identification of each position's
importance in relation to other positions. Since a large number of praegustatores were
imperial slaves and freedmen, the prestige of their titles indicates the extent to which
praegustatores were socially mobile in Imperial Rome; the very act of praegustatores in
leaving an epigraphic legacy indicates that they could accumulate wealth despite servile
origins. Part of their wealth may have derived from influence attained through their close
connection to the imperial family. The majority (nine out of eleven inscriptions) of
praegustatores explicitly claim a connection to the familia Caesaris.121 This social mobility is
explored once a cursus honorum has been established.
The major obstacle in establishing a cursus honorum is the paucity of scholarly
investigation into various positions that existed within the imperial Roman court and
bureaucracy. It is exceedingly difficult to rank different positions according to prestige. The
number of positions available is so numerous that learned works such as Weaver’s and
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Treggiari’s are inventories of positions rather than detailed studies of individual positions.122
More work must be done on the nature of the positions in order to establish their prestige in
Rome more accurately. At present this thesis provides only a rudimentary cursus honorum
praegustatorum; it is concerned more with the identification of the positions praegustatores
were known to hold. Although once more work has been done a more thorough cursus
honorum may be developed from a comparative study of the different positions.
4. 1 Cursus Honorum
Inscriptions constitute the most informative source concerning the careers of
praegustatores. However, the social background of praegustatores affects the layout and
composition of inscriptions erected either by them or on their behalf. Praegustator was
chiefly a servile or freedman position during the Julio-Claudian era. This presents several
difficulties. Generally, slaves and freedmen record only the highest rank they attained on
sepulchral inscriptions. 123 On occasions where multiple positions are listed, the rank
praegustator often appears as the lowest. As a result, the tasters' careers previous to
praegustator remain unknown. The location of some of the inscriptions presents other
difficulties. Some originated in Livia's columbariorum (CIL 6.5355). This suggests that it was
a member of Livia's family who erected the inscriptions. The implication here is that lower
status (especially servile) tasters did not have the means to set up inscriptions themselves and
that the sample compiled for this study is representative of only the most affluent
praegustatores.
Four inscriptions, which record multiple positions held by some tasters, are used here
to establish a loose cursus honorum (CIL 6.9005, 10.6324, 11.3612; CMRDM 160).124 The
additional positions include: overseer (vilicus) in the Gardens of Sallust (CIL 6.9005); a
cubiculo of Nero (CIL 10.6324); tricliniarchus, manager of games (procurator a muneribus),
manager of water (procurator aquarum), manager of the court (procurator castrensis) (CIL
11.3612); procurator, a secretis Augusti, and VI vir Augustalis (CMRDM 160). Many of these
positions, such as procurator a muneribus, procurator aquarum, and VI vir Augustalis, were
of significant public importance in Roman society. The bearer of these titles was responsible
for the public's entertainment, health, and religious needs. The movement of freedmen
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praegustatores from a household position to a public one, indicates that they were socially
mobile. A result of this new-found prestige is that these individuals began to advertise their
prominence in inscriptions that mimicked the style of equestrian monuments: instead of
stating the highest position they had attained, as was usual practice for freedmen, they
outlined a portion of their career, beginning at a point which they considered worthy of
commemoration. 125 This tendency of the nouveau riche praegustatores allows a cursus
honorum praegustatorum to be reconstructed. However, a reconstruction based on this data is
confined to the upper limits of the tasters' careers. None of the inscriptions record a taster
holding a post that is known to belong exclusively to slaves.
The task of reconstructing a cursus honorum has been greatly aided by the use of
formulae in the inscriptions; Latin inscriptions list posts in ascending order of social
importance.126 The superiority of public positions to domestic roles can be extrapolated from
this formula, as the public positions are recorded in the penultimate and final, and therefore,
more prestigious places in the inscriptions. Furthermore, many public offices, for example
procuratorships over provinces, were held by aristocrats such as Pliny the Elder, who was
procurator of Tarraconensis.127 Procuratores and freedmen were benefactors of the Roman
people through contributions towards the funding of public works. 128 Further acts of
patronage towards the community, including the erection of inscriptions, were often made by
members of the aristocracy in order to enhance their prestige. The most famous example of
this is Augustus' Res Gestae which enumerated the monetary bequests Augustus had made to
the Roman people (Res Gest. 3.15, 3.18). Once freedmen attained public offices they involved
themselves in acts of patronage in the same manner as aristocrats, thereby distancing
themselves from their servile origins. The cursus honorum constructed here attempts to rank
the posts held by these four praegustatores in order of “official prestige.” The positions that
possessed some level of official public authority are considered more prestigious than
domestic positions, despite the fact that holding a domestic post may have resulted in a level
of “unofficial” importance due to their proximity to the imperial family.129 The suggested
cursus honorum takes the following shape in ascending order:130
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praegustator
vilicus (?)
tricliniarchus
a cubiculo
a secretis Augusti
procurator a muneribus (“manager of public games”)
procurator aquarum (“manager of water”)
VI vir Augustalis
procurator castrensis (“manager of the court”)
This cursus honorum is not definitive. It is unlikely that a single praegustator held all
positions in this cursus. Rather, it is to be taken as sketch of what duties an individual from
the ranks of praegustatores may have performed and serve as a guide indicating the extent to
which they could advance in Roman society.
Little data exists on the occupations that come before praegustator. It may be that
other domestic positions were held. One such position could be cup-bearer (a potione, a
cyatho), as cup-bearers performed food-tasting related tasks in other cultures. In Xenophon
and Justin cup-bearers are described as being wine mixers and tasters (Xenoph. Cyr. 1.3.9;
Just. 12.14.9). However, these authors refer to the Median and Hellenistic cultures
respectively, and there is no evidence that the same custom was followed in Rome.131 Another
possibility is nomenclator. A nomenclator is commonly thought of in the ancient sources as a
slave who remembered the names of other slaves, guests, and friends of his master (Plin. NH
33.6.26; Varro, Ling. 5.18.94). On some occasions a nomenclator performed tasks most
readily ascribed to a “master of ceremonies” role. In the Cena Trimalchionis, Trimalchio's
nomenclator is often translated as such, primarily because the nomenclator introduced the
banqueters to the next course by informing them on noteworthy details, such as the age of the
pigs that were about to be slaughtered for the meal (Pet. Sat. 47.8).132 The age of a pig when it
was slaughtered determines its tenderness and flavour. The presence of a servant to provide
the banqueters with gastronomic information of this type could aid them with their assessment
of the meal's quality.
The use of a nomenclator to introduce courses dictated the banquet's progress. This is
comparable to the role of tricliniarchus. A tricliniarchus was responsible for the maintenance
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of the dining room or triclinium and may also be seen as a “master of ceremonies.” In the
early fragments of Petronius' Satyricon, a tricliniarchus refilled lamps as they were running
low after a lengthy revel (Pet. Sat. 22.6). It was this act which awoke the carousers from their
stupor and encouraged them to begin a second round of partying. The tricliniarchus here may
be seen as a “master of ceremonies,” as it was he who prevented the revel from petering out.
Thus he moved the party to the next level.133 The nomenclator and tricliniarchus were both
responsible for monitoring the progress of a banquet albeit through different methods. Since a
tricliniarchus is a feature of this cursus honorum it is possible the similar position of
nomenclator is a candidate for an earlier position in the cursus.
One position held before praegustator was procurator as is shown by Tiberius
Claudius Epinicus' inscription (CMRDM 160). Interestingly, Epinicus is only labelled a
procurator with no specification of what he was procurator over, unlike the praegustator
Tiberius Claudius Bucolas who was also a procurator of the games and water (CIL 11.3612).
Roman inscriptions listed ranks in ascending order of importance. The location of procurator
on the inscription before praegustator indicates that this position was inferior to praegustator.
This would be unlikely if Epinicus possessed an imperial procuratorship, as imperial
procuratorships were more prestigious than a praegustator.134 Imperial procuratorships were
also classified with an area of supervision, such as games or water. It is likely Epinicus was
originally attached to a private citizen from outside of the imperial family, as he was a
procurator without a specific imperial division-explained further. However, he was later
attached to the imperial family as a secretis Augusti. Private citizens used slaves and
freedmen known as procuratores to act as their business agents. Epinicus then, was a slave in
a private household before he was transferred to the imperial family and manumitted in
imperial service. Hence Epinicus' praenomen (Tiberius) and gentilicium (Claudius) are
imperial. Slave origins for Epinicus may further be postulated as Epinicus later became a VI
Augustalis - who were exclusively freedmen. Epinicus' title as procurator is a role less
prestigious than praegustator in the cursus honorum, as Epinicus held it while he was part of
a private household. It should not be confused with the official procuratorships held by other
freedmen and equestrians.
The position of the role of vilicus in the cursus honorum is doubtful as Coetus
Herodianus' inscription does not follow conventional formulae in the renumeration of his
positions. The inscription says: praegustator divi Augusti idem postea vilicus in hortis
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Sallustianis (“taster of the divine Augustus and later overseer of the Gardens of Sallust:” CIL
6.9005). The use of postea instead of a list of titles suggests his role as an overseer was not a
promotion. If vilicus was an advance on praegustator then the expected formula would be:
praegustator divi Augusti et vilicus in hortis Sallustianis. Little work has been done on the
title vilicus and even less on the vilicus specifically set over the Gardens of Sallust, so it is
difficult to know whether this is to be interpreted as a promotion or demotion. On the one
hand, Herodianus could have been demoted, as he has been separated from a direct
connection to the emperor. In which case vilicus should be placed below praegustator in the
cursus, but higher than procurator; as Herodianus' connection to the imperial family outstrips
a position in a private household. However, on the other hand, Herodianus was not entirely
severed from the imperial family. The Gardens of Sallust were incorporated into the
possessions of the imperial family by 47 AD, after the death of C. Sallustius Crispus
Passienus as his wife, Agrippina the Younger, and her son, Nero, inherited his estate
including the gardens.135 Herodianus' inscription has been dated to 42 AD by which time
Agrippina was married to C. Sallustius Crispus, thus providing a connection between the
gardens and the imperial family. 136 The gardens increased in popularity with the JulioClaudian and subsequent emperors. Eventually the gardens displaced the Palatine as the
primary residence of the Flavian and subsequent dynasties.137 In this case, vilicus may be seen
as a promotion within the imperial household to a managerial position, which would place
vilicus above praegustator. At present a more thorough investigation needs to be undertaken
on the vilici in ancient Rome in order to precisely establish their place on this cursus
honorum.
The two positions placed immediately above praegustator on the cursus are
tricliniarchus and a cubiculo. Tiberius Claudius Bucolas held the title tricliniarchus
immediately after praegustator (CIL 11.3612); Tiberius Claudius Alcibiades held a cubiculo
after praegustator (CIL 10.6324). This cursus has placed tricliniarchus lower in the hierarchy
than a cubiculo because the tricliniarchus' role is more similar to praegustator, as a
tricliniarchus was still involved with the management of banquets. Whereas an a cubiculo has
no direct connection to the banqueting room. Rather they are responsible for the care of the
emperor in his private chambers. This places an a cubiculo in a position closer to the emperor.
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The increased access to the emperor endowed an a cubiculo with a greater “unofficial” power
to influence the emperor privately. 138 Furthermore, they were used as bodyguards and
introduced guests and could use this position to hinder the access of others to their master
(Cic. Att. 6.2.5).139 An a cubiculo was the bottom rung of another established hierarchy:140
a cubiculo
supra cubicularios
decurio cubiculariorum
cubicularii and cubiculariae
It would be possible for Alcibiades to have advanced along this cursus honorum
cubiculariorum. Subsets of cubicularii existed such as the a frumento cubiculariorum, who
were responsible for food in the emperor's rooms.141 This suggests that although cubicularii
were distanced from dining-room duties, they were not entirely disconnected from food
supervision. Nevertheless, the duty of care for the emperor places the cubicularii and their
related corps in a more important position on the cursus honorum praegustatorum than
tricliniarchus. The connection between cubicularii and food supervision may have been the
basis for Alcibiades' advancement from praegustator to a cubiculo without an obvious
intermediary role.
A secretis is another role that occurs above praegustator as evinced by Epinicus in his
inscription. This is yet another position that has received little attention in scholarship and
would merit further exploration. A preliminary investigation has not uncovered further
occurrences of this title in epigraphic sources. A secretis has been placed above a cubiculo in
the cursus because the title implies that the bearer was separated and privy to secrets, perhaps
as a secretary, which suggests they were involved with the emperor's more sensitive
matters.142 This would mean an a secretis was more privileged than an attendant such as an a
cubiculo. An a secretis has not, however, been deemed as important as an official procurator.
A procurator was responsible for public concerns and bore a level of public visibility, a
visibility which an a secretis would not have had as the caretakers of private concerns.
The posts procurator a muneribus and procurator aquarum on the cursus honorum
are uncontroversial. Procuratorships were important public positions whose “official” prestige
outstrips that of domestic functions. Furthermore, these two procuratorships were held by
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Bucolas in succession, and this cursus follows the order in which the procuratorships appear
in Bucolas' inscription (CIL 11.3612). The post after these two procuratorships in Bucolas'
career was procurator castrensis. However, it has been decided to insert Epinicus' final title
VI vir Augustalis immediately prior to procurator castrensis in the cursus. A VI vir
Augustalis' influence was relative. At a municipal level, they were prominent members in
their community.143 They were expected to contribute public works and games to their town
upon their induction, and perform the religious rites for the cult of Augustus. 144 The
obligation of a VI vir Augustalis to put on games may place them above a procurator
muneribus, as the VI vir would potentially liaise with or even engage the services of a
procurator muneribus. However, a resident of Rome might consider a procurator muneribus
or procurator aquarum more important than a VI vir from outside of Rome. The procuratores
had immediate responsibility for the games and water supply within Rome. The procuratores
exerted a direct influence on the lifestyle of the inhabitants of Rome, which would increase
the esteem held towards the procuratores.
The procurator castrensis is placed at the head of the cursus honorum as he was
responsible for the governance of the court. Sick has suggested (though he has not
substantiated this claim) that a procurator castrensis supervised imperial finances. 145
Procurator castrensis is also the title given to the individual responsible for managing the
expenses of military camps, hence there is some variation between Harvey's translation and
the translation offered in the appendix of this thesis of CIL 11.3612.146 The current work has
elected to translate procurator castrensis as “manager of the court,” as this role is more
similar to Bucolas' earlier household roles of praegustator and tricliniarchus. A military role
for Bucolas as “manager of the camp” seems out of place. He has no other recorded military
ties. Further, Bucolas was a freedman and it would be unusual, although not without
precedent, for a freedman to be involved in the military service. It is possible the role crossed
between the court and military and was comparable to the dual roles of a cil…arcoj as a
military rank and court functionary in Alexander the Great's court.147 Whether one accepts a
courtly role for Bucolas as a procurator castrensis or posits a military one, the financial
responsibilities of a procurator castrensis over the court and/or military indicates that the
position was extremely important. Furthermore, procurator castrensis occurs in the final
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position on Bucolas' inscription which indicates this was the most important position he had
attained at that point in his career. Since Bucolas' inscription is the most exhaustive source on
a praegustator's career, his most important position should be accepted at the top of the
cursus honourum until more scholarship has been undertaken on the responsibilities of the
other posts.
There is the position, attested elsewhere, of procurator praegustatorum (CIL 6.9003,
6.9004; Mainz 1) and the existence of a college of praegustatores (CIL. 6.9004). The
collegium praegustatorum merits consideration because the procurator praegustatorum may
have been the one who managed this college. This could influence the procurator
praegustatorum's position in the cursus. If he had management over a college then his role
may be seen to be a public one, as opposed to being a domestic overseer of praegustatores. It
is not immediately clear where these should feature in the cursus honorum. The procurator
praegustatorum could perhaps be one level up from praegustator or alternatively the post
could slot in with the other procuratorships. It is not known if the procurator praegustatorum
was a praegustator who had been given additional responsibilities or if he was a distinct
functionary who managed the praegustatores as an administrative unit. The collegium
praegustatorum is an equally mysterious entity, though the college was controlled by a
procurator. A sepulchral inscription was erected for the praegustator Chrysaorus by the
collegium praegustatorum. The procurator of the college, Eridanus, was responsible for its
erection (CIL 6.9004). It is possible that the procurator of the collegium praegustatorum is
the same figure as the procurator praegustatorum. However, there is no evidence that clearly
equates or distinguishes the two. If the two roles were one and the same then the college
would not have been independent from the imperial family. All known procuratores
praegustatorum and the procurator Eridanus were imperial freedmen. The use of this college
to erect a sepulchral inscription suggests that it may have functioned as a funeral club, or one
of its duties within the imperial household was to make arrangements for the deceased.
Inscriptional evidence is the most informative for the reconstruction of a cursus
honorum. But the extent to which it is possible to generalise a cursus from this small sample
of inscriptions is debatable. However, there is a parallel literary example of a cursus, which
includes the post praegustator. In his life of Claudius, Suetonius relates a compressed version
of Claudius' death (Claud. 44). In this account Suetonius claims one suspect in Claudius'
murder was his praegustator, Halotus. Suetonius further refers to Halotus later in his life of
Galba. Halotus had apparently avoided ramifications for any alleged involvement in Claudius'
death and had done well under Nero. Upon Galba's ascension to power, he awarded Halotus
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with a procuratione amplissima (“illustrious procuratorship:” Sue. Gal. 15). This description
of Halotus' career is similar to the careers from the inscriptions. Halotus is first noted as a
praegustator, who had close access to the emperor Claudius and his family. Then he
advanced his career under Nero in some other capacity and finally he was promoted to a
procuratorship by Galba. The similarity between Suetonius' references to Halotus' career and
the careers of the praegustatores in the inscriptions suggests that a cursus honorum of
praegustator, an intermediary role, procurator is an accurate construction.
4.2 The praegustatores' wealth and social mobility
The position praegustator was of great consequence in Roman society. It marked
those who attained this position out for an impressive future career. A praegustator occupied
a middle position between servile domestic posts and important public functions. Once a
freedman or slave had reached praegustator, they were able to advance to more significant
positions. It was at the level of praegustator where four freedmen - Tiberius Claudius Bucolas
(CIL 11.3612), Tiberius Claudius Epinicus (CMRDM 160), Tiberius Claudius Alcibiades (CIL
10.6324), and Coetus Herodianus (CIL 6.9005) - chose to begin the record of their career.
These praegustatores considered the advertisement of their possession of this position would
be accounted as being honourable.148 The further advancement of Bucolas and Epinicus to
public roles such procuratorships and the VI vir Augustalis indicates that it was possible for
freedmen to advance to positions approaching the prestige of equestrian positions. The post
praegustator would then have registered on the lower level at the upper end of important
positions held by freedmen under the principate.
The inscriptions reveal much about the socio-economic status of the praegustatores.
The inscriptions belonging to those praegustatores who record multiple positions are larger
than other taster inscriptions.149 This suggests that those responsible for their erection had
access to greater funds; larger inscriptions would require more time and materials, so that, the
larger the inscription the higher the cost. While at the other end of the scale the inscription of
Diadumenus a slave praegustator (CIL 6.5355) is small, with only five words. This
inscription is located in a columbariorum. It is likely that Diadumenus was not able to put up
a memorial through his own means. Instead the inscription was erected on Diadumenus'
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behalf at the expense of his master. This combination of inscriptions indicates that there were
variations in the praegustatores' social and economic status. The inscriptions referred to here
represent the extremes of freed status and wealth and servile status with little wealth. These
extremes support the notion that praegustator is a middling post held before advancement
into managerial roles.
The formulae utilised in the inscriptions further highlights the importance of the
position of praegustator. The dedicators of an inscription frequently inscribe the occupation
of the decedent but only list their own occupation when it was exceptional in order to garner
prestige. 150 An example of this phenomenon is demonstrable in taster inscriptions.
Diadumenus Lurnesianus, a praegustator, dedicated an inscription to Silvanus (CIL 6.602).
The presence of Diadumenus' occupation in this inscription indicates that it was worthy to
broadcast. It also indicates that a praegustator was able to accumulate disposable income as
Diadumenus had sufficient means to erect an inscription on another's behalf. Diadumenus'
role as praegustator was the most likely source of his income, which was ample enough for
him to erect this inscription. The praegustatores as a class may have been relatively wealthy.
Another praegustator M. Vibius Hilarus dedicated an inscription on the behalf of M. Vibius
Catinius (CIL 6.1956). This second example may indicate that praegustatores frequently had
disposable income, although it is difficult to generalise from such a limited sample.
Tiberius Claudius Bucolas' inscription (CIL 11.3612) is a particularly interesting
indicator of the extent to which a praegustator could advance. This is because Bucolas was
linked to procuratorships that were usually included in the equestrian cursus honorum. The
possession of these procuratorships by a freedman is significant; the first rung on the
equestrian career ladder was to be either a proximis or procurator.151 Bucolas held the
positions praegustator, tricliniarchus, procurator a muneribus, procurator aquarum, and
procurator castrensis (CIL 11.3612). Bucolas' possession of multiple procuratorships
suggests that the freedman had access to a high level of social mobility and that it was
possible for his status to approach an equestrian's. Bucolas’ status must have been similar to
that of equestrians, as equestrians also held Bucolas’ post procurator aquarum as early as
Claudius' reign. 152 That the same procuratorship was held by both praegustatores and
equestrians could suggest that the cursus honorum took the form of a continuum, where the
most prestigious titles held by freedmen were the lowest titles held by the equestrians. When
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an equestrian advanced they would gradually hold less titles in common with freedmen until
freedmen disappeared from the cursus.
Bucolas' career moved from the domestic posts of praegustator and tricliniarchus to
the civic positions of procurator muneribus, and procurator aquarum. Bucolas' last position
as procurator castrensis is a return to the domestic sphere, which is likely to be based on his
previous experience within the household.153 Weaver considers Bucolas' move between the
domestic and civic spheres unusual.154 However, a varied career path is logical as it provided
Bucolas with economic and managerial expertise, which would more adequately prepare him
for the management of the court and supervise finances. 155 Furthermore, the ability of
household servants to attain public duties is the result of the transformation of the familia
Caesaris from a private household to a state institution. This transformation led to the
blurring of the traditional boundaries between the “public” and “private” spheres within the
familia Caesaris. Bucolas is an example of how one could use a domestic position such as
praegustator to advance himself into a public career through his access to the imperial family.
The position praegustator was neither exclusively a slave nor a freedman position.
There are few examples where the slave/freed status of a praegustator are clearly defined,
nevertheless, there are examples of people with both statuses holding the title. There is the
single occurrence of a slave praegustator, Diadumenus (CIL 6.5355), which clearly specifies
his slave status. However, it is difficult to determine if a praegustator was a freedman at the
time they held this position, as the inscriptions do not specify if a slave was manumitted
before, during or after he was a praegustator. Therefore, freedmen praegustatores who
advertised additional roles cannot be used to support the idea that the majority of
praegustatores were freedmen. They may have been manumitted some time after they were
praegustator. Another complicating feature is that freed status is not always referred to in an
inscription. There are however, some epigraphic examples of individuals who would most
likely have been freedmen while they were a praegustator: these include Chrysaorus (CIL
6.9004) who was a freedman and praegustator at the time of his death; and, Diadumenus
Lurnesianus (CIL 6.602), whose freed status is implied by his name, which is a combination
of a Greek and an -anus name.156 There is a third freedman praegustator from the literary
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sources. Tacitus explicitly refers to the freed status of Claudius' praegustator Halotus (Tac.
Ann. 12.66). These examples indicate that both slave and freed status were compatible with
the role of praegustator.
The epigraphic legacy of praegustatores in the Roman world has allowed a brief
cursus honorum praegustatorum to be established. This cursus established here demonstrates
that those who had been praegustator were able to hold a number of different household and
public positions in Julio-Claudian Rome. Furthermore, freedmen tasters were able to advance
from domestic posts to public roles. The public roles were more important because they
allowed freedmen to imitate an equestrian career, in both the style of these freedmen
inscriptions and their acts of patronage towards their community. These actions distanced the
freedmen from their servile origins allowing them to reinvent themselves as near equestrians.
This indicates that, as a class, the praegustatores had ample income and had access to a
significant level of social mobility. As such the role of a praegustator in Julio-Claudian
Roman society was similar to the ἀrcedatroj in Ptolemaic Egypt as food-tasters' careers in
both cultures encompassed administrative roles and through these roles a taster was able to
attain a significant degree of affluence. However, there are some differences between the
praegustatores and (ἀrc)edatroi. The Ptolemaic court followed the Macedonian tradition
of employing aristocrats for household functions, while the Roman system used slaves and
freedmen for these tasks; in Rome praegustatores were slaves or freedmen when their
counterparts in Egypt were of aristocratic origins. Despite this praegustatores could access a
significant degree of social mobility and once a Roman slave or freedman had attained the
post of praegustator they were able to advance to important public positions.
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Chapter Five: Praegustatores , the Poison Detectors?
With regards to the physical performance of a praegustator's duties, inscriptional evidence
leaves us in the dark. Instead, literary sources provide the bulk of the information. As
previously stated in the Roman world, the most noteworthy use of a praegustator was as a
poison detector; three tasters are described in literary sources and these tasters are associated
with the politically important individuals, Mark Antony, Claudius, and Britannicus. The
sources for these episodes include: Pliny the Elder's Natural History (Plin. NH 21.9.12-13);
Suetonius' Lives (Sue. Claud. 44); and Tacitus' Annals (Tac. Ann. 12.66, 13.16). As the
sources are so few and are conditioned by the authors' agendas, it is difficult to know how far
one may extrapolate a theory of food-taster use from these sources. Yet chronologically the
sources are not vastly separate from one another. When they do agree in detail, it is not
unreasonable to conjecture that this reflects general convention; though this usage may be
more akin to the Flavian era than to the practices employed during the late Republic and
under the Julio-Claudian emperors.
The purpose of this chapter is to examine the role of a praegustator as a poison
detector for the imperial family.157 The use of praegustatores as a security measure against
poison will be discussed with particular reference to how they may have detected it. Scholars
such as Golden and Mayor have already discussed the full extent of Roman toxicological
knowledge.158 Here the intent is to assess if this information could be applied to the detection
of poison. First, the possibility that poison was detected on human remains by means of
visible signs will be considered. It was a common belief that poison left distinguishable traces
on its victims. The consequence of this is that the presence of atypical signs on a corpse has
been used as evidence of murder by poison in several trials, most notably that of Aulus
Cluentius Habitus (Cic. Clu. 30) and Gnaeus Calpurnius Piso (Tac. Ann. 3.12). A common
knowledge of poison signs is pertinent to a study on food-tasters as it indicates that a
significant amount of toxicological knowledge was available for a praegustator to apply.
Furthermore, if the presence of signs indicated poisoning then it is possible a praegustator
could use these same signs to prevent an assassination. The discussion of signs of poison will
be followed by an assessment of the role of praegustator as a 'taster' of food, within which we
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will consider whether a taster exposed a plot by developing symptoms of poisoning and the
likelihood that the taster was harmed from this occupation. An alternative method of poison
detection will be hypothesised, in which it will be suggested that a praegustator could taste or
smell a toxin disguised in foodstuffs. However, this method would require a degree of
specialisation and training for which there is no direct evidence. It will then be postulated that
part of a praegustator's effectiveness lay in the preemptive action of protecting food from
being poisoned and not necessarily in actively detecting it. Such activity is evident from the
methods used by poisoners to circumvent a food-taster in order to successfully poison their
victim. It will be further suggested that a praegustator performed a role similar to that of a
bodyguard, an hypothesis which is supported by epigraphic and literary sources indicating
that some praegustatores travelled great distances with their master.159 Despite the existence
of examples of a taster being involved in poisoning attempts, there are no extant sources of a
taster foiling a poisoning attempt. The lack of sources describing tasters detecting poison
suggests that a food-taster's duties were more extensive than just as poison detectors. These
duties could include aspects of security roles such as food-protection, but may also cover
elements such as food preparation and management within the imperial household. The
additional household and public roles a praegustator held, as established by the cursus
honorum praegustatorum in the previous chapter, suggests that a praegustator formed an
important bureaucratic function akin to the (ἀrc)edatroj of the Greek and Hellenistic
cultures.
5.1 The signs of poison
Lack of detail in extant sources hinders our ability to know if physical signs were
implemented for poison detection after, or even before, a death occurred. However, Livy
demonstrates awareness that poison may be detected through “signs” (signo). Livy also
expresses the belief that tangible signs of poison could be detected both during (while the
victim was still alive) and after administration. If these “signs” were well known then it is
possible a praegustator used them to detect a poisoning attempt. Unfortunately, Livy does not
specify what these signs are.
The king said he was aware that to obtain poison involved a great deal of trouble and risk;
that it was prepared with too many persons sharing in the secret; moreover, that its
administration was uncertain, whether doses were sufficiently powerful to accomplish the
159
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purpose or sufficiently safe to keep the act concealed. He promised that he would supply a
poison which could not be detected by any symptom, either while being given or after it
was given (Liv. 42.8.6-7).160

Nevertheless, Livy validates the concept that poison could be detected through a physical
sign. It could then be expected that individuals existed who were educated in poison lore and
were able to detect poison by noting the presence of poisoning signs, in a very early form of
modern forensics.
Numerous other ancient authors refer to what have been termed the “usual signs of
poisoning” that may be found on a poisoning victim.161 In their work, an author may use these
signs as 'evidence' on whether or not a murder had been committed. The first example of this
occurs in the murder trial of Aulus Cluentius Habitus. It was alleged that Cluentius had
poisoned his step-father, Oppianicus. In his defence of Cluentius Cicero reverses the charges
and claims that it was Oppianicus who was a poisoner, as he had poisoned his wife, the
defendant's aunt, Cluentia (Cic. Clu. 30).162 Cicero reinforces this statement with the claim
that Cluentia's death was sudden and her remains showed the normal “signs and traces” of
poisoning (quae solent esse indicia et vestigia veneni). This was part of a sustained character
assassination in order to manipulate the audience into believing Oppianicus, not Cluentius,
was an aggressor. However, Cicero merely refers to the presence of these signs to support his
claim. Cicero never specifies what the signs are. His attestation that the signs were present
was regarded as sufficient for persuasive purposes. Yet the success of his reference to the
“signs” would depend upon them being within the realms of what Cicero's audience was able
to conceive to be possible.
Golden, citing such sources as Nicander, Celsus, Scribonius Largus, Dioscorides,
Pliny the Elder, and Galen has already established the existence of a “common knowledge” of
toxic substances in Roman society.163 These authors drew their data from earlier Greek
herbals by Diocles of Carystus and Crateuas the Rhizotomist.164 Many of these works were
preoccupied with plant identification in order to prevent mishap when utilising these herbs, as
well as the effect of the herb on the human body.165 It would be reasonable to expect that
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detectable signs left by poisons formed part of this medical knowledge. Evidence that this
type of toxicological information was included in Roman medical lore may be seen in fleeting
references in Pliny. Pliny describes the action of hemlock on the human body. He claims
hemlock thickens blood, which creates spots on the bodies of those killed by hemlock (Plin.
NH 25.95.152-53). However, the potential use of signs such as these to a praegustator is
limited. As Pliny specifies that the spots appear after death, which would be too late to
prevent a poisoning. The Natural History presents technical medical knowledge. The works
of Tacitus and Cassius Dio demonstrate a generalised use of this knowledge, as they employ
references to 'signs of poison' for strategic rhetorical purposes. Both authors refer to visible
traces of poison on Germanicus' remains as evidence that he was poisoned, which played a
crucial role in the later trial of Gnaeus Calpurnius Piso (Tac. Ann. 3.12). This device was used
to serve the authors' ulterior persuasive aims. However, the use of these signs to persuade the
audience implies that specific signs of poisoning were well known and believed, and that they
were used to identify unnatural deaths.
A claim similar to Cicero's reference of indicia et vestigia is made in Tacitus'
description of Germanicus' death. Tacitus refers to the signs of poison on the corpse
(praetuleritne veneficii signa parum constitit), which was placed on public display. However,
to Tacitus, the indications of poison were uncertain, since those who observed the body,
interpreted the signa as being malignant or benign according to whom they owed their
political allegiance (Tac. Ann. 2.73). Such language is a mechanism on Tacitus' part employed
to support his affected pose as an objective commentator of history. Tacitus' objectivity is an
assumed device that allows him to persuade his readers to agree with his moralising
perspectives.166 Tacitus' narrative forms part of a sustained attack on Tiberius' character as
Tacitus constructs an account that suggests Tiberius was responsible for the death (Tac. Ann.
3.16). Dio's account of Germanicus' death shares these features with Tacitus, although Dio's
version is more compressed. Dio claims the condition of Germanicus' remains (tÕ sîma
aÙtoà ™xšfhnen), when placed on display, demonstrated that poison was the means of death
(Cass. Dio 57.18.9-10). Dio's readers had previously been prepared to receive an account of
foul play by Dio's earlier statement that human bones and curse tablets had been found in
Germanicus' house while he was alive (Cass. Dio 57.18.9). Furthermore, Dio uses this
episode, like Tacitus, to denigrate Tiberius' character. This is achieved through Dio's claim
that Tiberius and Livia were pleased at Germanicus' death (Cass. Dio 57.18.6).
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Despite both authors tailoring their historical accounts to fit an extended topos of
Julio-Claudian degeneration, it is clear that irregularities on human remains were noted and
used to construct viable murder cases in the Roman legal system. The inclusion of visible
signs of poisoning in the authors' accounts suggests that it was an important element that
played a deciding role in the events subsequent to Germanicus' death. The display of
Germanicus' body and the 'signs of poison' in Antioch's ¢gor£ served a wider political
agenda. Namely the assurance of a successful prosecution against Piso, who was believed to
have had Germanicus murdered. The public display of the corpse allowed a large group of
people to witness the 'signs of poison.' This was an important device for preserving evidence
that a crime had been committed, evidence which would otherwise be lost once the remains
had been cremated and transported back to Rome. The display ensured that witnesses were
created who could attest to the existence of the signs of poison. It also served to fuel rumours
and secure popular opinion against Piso. The display of the corpse was consciously and
deliberately undertaken for the purpose of strengthening a legal case. These actions were met
with imperial disapproval, as may be seen in Tiberius' opening speech to Piso's trial:
At the same time, consider the following points: – Did Piso's treatment of the armies make
for disorder and sedition? Did he employ corrupt means to win the favour of the private
soldiers? Did he levy war in order to repossess himself of the province? Or are these
charges falsehoods, published with enlargements by the accusers; at whose zealous
indiscretions I myself feel some justifiable anger? For what was the object in stripping the
corpse naked and exposing it to the degrading contact of the vulgar gaze? Or in diffusing
the report – and among foreigners – that he fell a victim to poison, if that is an issue still
uncertain and in need of scrutiny? (Tac. Ann. 3.12).167

The imperial displeasure at the display of Germanicus' corpse and Tacitus' description of
public grief upon their reception of the news of Germanicus' death (Tac. Ann. 2.82) hint at the
device's success in securing public sympathy and creating prejudice against Piso's defence.
The presupposition regarding bodily poisoning symptoms would fill the position that modern
forensic testing now occupies. However, these methods, although rhetorically compelling,
were not irrefutable, an aspect that Tacitus has noted in his description of the display of
Germanicus' remains (Tac. Ann. 2.73). The association of the signa with poison relied upon
the interpretation of the individual, an individual whose belief was at the mercy of rhetorical
agendas and political expedience. The “signs” may be suggested to be a symptom of
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poisoning by one proponent yet could also be construed as being the result of a natural
process (decomposition, illness), or even a fabrication. The determining factor on whether
Germanicus had been poisoned or not was the individual's political support for either
Germanicus or Piso. A praegustator may have also been able to use these signs to identify
poison, though this would be of little use after the death of a victim.
The frequency of the references to signs of poison in Cicero, Dio and, Tacitus
indicates the existence of a belief that poison use left a visible mark on the victim. It is not
known if this belief existed in a concrete and systematised form that was applied practically.
After the conclusion of the Mithridatic War in 63 BC the Romans gained access to
Mithridates' research on poisons and antidotes, which Lenaeus, a freedman of Pompey the
Great, translated into Latin (Plin. NH 25.3.7).168 However, this work has since been lost and
its contents remain unknown. Nonetheless, its existence attests to the reality of systematic
investigation into toxicology. In the course of this investigation, it is likely that any visible
effects of poison would have been noted. If this is the case then this information could have
been utilised to expose murders achieved by poison. Mithridates' research could have
contributed to the formation of a readily accepted poison lore. Once the lore had formed then
only a brief allusion to it would be necessary in order to support an argument.169 Therefore,
authors such as Cicero, Dio and, Tacitus did not find it necessary to describe explicitly what
the signs of poison were. Rather they refer to the signs of poison as a device to assist their
own agenda. Cicero used the descriptive detail to strengthen a weak argument; Tacitus used it
for insinuation; Dio used it to cast a sinister light on what could possibly be natural deaths.
However, these authors would not have referred to these signs if they thought their audience
would not understand what was meant by them nor found them convincing.
It is possible that the signs mentioned by these authors refer to a discolouration of the
skin, similar to Pliny's discussion of the spots left by hemlock (Plin. NH 25.95.152-53). This
is a visible symptom, which can be used as an effective piece of evidence, yet the symptom is
vague enough to be open to a variety of interpretations. It could be construed to be either the
result of natural processes such as illness and decomposition or it could be taken to be the
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action of poison. Discolouration would also fit with Tiberius describing Germanicus' corpse
as being “stripped” and exposed to the public, in his prefacing speech to Piso's trial (Tac. Ann.
3.12). The likelihood that Cicero, Dio, and Tacitus are describing traces visible on the skin is
increased when one further considers Dio's description of Britannicus' funeral.170 Britannicus'
remains were coated with a layer of gypsum, allegedly in order to hide lividity (pelidnÕj)
that had appeared as the result of the poison. However, it rained and washed the gypsum off
as Britannicus was carried through the Forum, thus exposing the crime (Cass. Dio 61.7.4).
The whitening of the remains suggests that the signs being concealed (poison or
decomposition) were located somewhere highly visible and could not be concealed through
other means, such as clothing. And that the contrast between the signs and the normal
appearance of the corpse was sharp enough to be easily observed. The most obvious position
for this would be the skin of the face and hands.
Medically it is possible for toxins to leave visible signs, both before and after death.
Among those toxins known to the ancients, arsenic causes white stripes on finger nails (Mees'
lines) and the skin condition Hyperkeratosis (which may appear on hands).171 Lead poisoning
may cause the discolouration of the teeth and gums.172 Venoms from marine animals may
cause necrosis (putrefaction of living flesh) and reddening of the skin.173 Some snake venoms
may also cause necrosis and blistering.174 Therefore, scientifically it is possible, though
difficult to confirm, that the Romans recorded symptoms such as these and used them to
identify occurrences of poisoning. The Romans possessed adequate knowledge to identify
poison use, whether or not it was applied by individuals such as praegustatores remains
uncertain.
By the first century AD educated Romans possessed an extensive collection of data on
herbs, which included an awareness of side-effects caused by botanic toxins. This information
was promulgated by authors such as Pliny, who formed a pool of common knowledge on
toxins. This common knowledge was utilised by Cicero, Tacitus, and Dio in order to increase
the persuasiveness of their works. The existence of this knowledge further performed the
social task of providing the means to detect evidence of a murder in cases of suspicious
deaths. The awareness of poisoning signs in works of natural history and social contexts
170
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suggests that it may be possible for a food-taster to apply this information to poison detection
in order to prevent an assassination. However, the sources do not directly comment on how
this would be done or even if it was done.

5.2 Methods of detection and risk to the detector
If it were possible to recognise a poisoning attempt after or prior to a death, as Livy claimed,
through bodily symptoms, it is possible that the Romans developed theories on poison
detection. The techniques used to poison provide aid in determining how a praegustator's
position in court society might have been viewed. It is not immediately obvious how a taster
would effectively detect a poisoning attempt. One method by which a taster may have had
some success in detecting poison is through their senses. Many toxins have a distinctive,
usually unpleasant, taste.175 The ancients were aware of this idea as may be seen in the Bellum
Civile. Lucan describes the Psylli at work treating snake bites and their ability to identify
different species of snake, based on the taste of their venom (Luc. Bel. Civ. 9.935-7), although
it is uncertain that the Romans ever became proficient in this technique. In this case the toxin
was tasted in an external injury and not food. Yet this demonstrates the belief that it was
possible to identify a toxin and its origin based on taste alone. It was also believed that some
poisons had the capacity to alter the texture of some foods. Pliny, in his discussion of
hellebore, describes the Gauls' penchant for the use of hellebore imbued arrows for hunting.
He mentions that the meat cut away from wounds inflicted by these arrows was more tender
(Plin. NH 25.25.61). There is no direct evidence that the Romans employed knowledge such
as this for poison detection. Nonetheless, the inclusion of this ethnographic fact in the Natural
History shows that an awareness of the effect of a toxin on food existed.
The importance of taste and smell in appraising food quality is discussed in
philosophical texts. In a polemic against the desire for material goods, Plutarch uses the
senses of smell and taste as examples of pleasure. Plutarch indicates that royal tasters
(basilikîn progeustîn) used their sense of taste to discriminate the quality of a meal
(Plu. BARU 990A). Plutarch adds further that the sense of smell is superior than the taster's
sense of taste for performing this task, as the sense of smell can identify bad food and allows
one to reject it, before it can offend the sense of taste (Plu. BARU 990A). This passage
175
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emphasises the importance of these senses when appraising the quality of food, which could
include detecting traces of poison. However, it is not explicitly linked with the process of
poison detection. There is no direct evidence that the Romans were able to detect poison by
identifying its taste and scent, but information regarding this had been compiled and could
have been accessed. In his descriptions of medicinal plants, Pliny describes more than their
physical appearance. He also offers descriptions of their taste and scent. The taste and scent of
a plant is usually described when it is in a raw state. For example: a small taste of euphorbea
causes a burning sensation in the mouth (etiam levi gustu os accensum diu detinens: Plin. NH
25.38.79); rosemary is described as having the smell of frankincense (foliis odor turis: Plin.
NH 24.59.99); the roots of peucedanum are described as having a strong smell (gravi odore:
Plin. NH 25.70.117) and its juice has a strong, but pleasant, smell and is hot to the taste
(odore suaviter gravi, fervens gustu: Plin. NH 25.70.118); mandrake has a strong (gravis)
smell, which is stronger (gravior) if the juice comes from the roots or fruit (Plin. NH
25.94.149). Pliny also includes descriptions of taste when a plant is in an altered state, such as
incorporation into a drink. The taste of dittany is qualified as burning and harsh (fervens et
acre gustu) in its original state (Plin. NH 25.52.92) and then it is related that dittany's
harshness burns the mouth even when mixed in a drink (dictamnum enim minima potione
accendit os) a sensation which serves to distinguish “true” dittany (dictamnum) from “false”
dittany (pseudodictamnum: Plin. NH 25.53.93). Pliny describes the agnus castus seed's
flavour as tasting a little like wine when taken in a drink (semen potum vini quendam saporem
habet: Plin. NH 24.38.60). It would seem that the ancients paid particular attention to the
behaviour of plants' tastes in different circumstances. Pliny's compilation of the properties of
these plants indicates that by his day extensive research had been conducted on the properties
of plants. This research could be used to inform one on how to identify different species of
plants using the senses taste and smell. Even if this was developed as a poison or
contamination detecting technique, this method would be ineffective against poisons which
are tasteless and scentless, such as arsenic.176 The use of smell or taste to detect poison is
hypothetical; there is no evidence to suggest praegustatores adopted this methodology or
were educated on toxic substances.177 It may be that the taster's function was ceremonial, in
that their purpose was to aggrandise a meal by informing the guests on the ingredients and the
quality of the meal.178
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The classification of some medicinal plants according to taste and scent, as well as
their physical appearance, suggests these characteristics served an important purpose. This
may be to ensure any medicines did not taste vile, as Pliny also catalogues methods to make
remedies such as mandrake seed (Plin. NH 26.90.157) and absinthium (Plin. NH 27.38.49)
more agreeable to the palate. However, this information was also used to separate plants from
one another, as has been demonstrated by the potential for confusion between “true” and
“false” dittany (Plin. NH 25.53.93). The catalogue of these characteristics was further used to
discern if a product had been tampered with by the vendor. Pliny makes numerous references
to the adulteration of medicinal products and frequently informs his reader on the best
methods to distinguish them from the genuine article. On numerous occasions one must rely
on their sense of taste and smell to effectively identify adulteration. Among the products Pliny
claims are often doctored is euphorbea juice which is alleged to be diluted with milk.
However, a tampered product may be detected, as when burnt, it emits a nauseating smell
(Plin. NH 25.38.79). Another example of adulteration is aloe, which was mixed with gum and
acacia, an adulterated aloe product is described as being dark and gritty. Pliny informs us that
the adulteration may easily be detected by taste (Plin. NH 27.5.16). The final example is
seammium which may be mixed with vetch flour and the juice of sea spurge. However, the
genuine seammium may be recognised by its taste as it burns the tongue (Plin. NH 26.38.6061). The possibility similar information existed on toxins and was used to detect poison
disguised in food is less clear, but merits examination.
Usually Pliny disapproves of the discussion of harmful plants unless it is a warning
against them and in some cases he censors his work (Plin. NH 25.7.24-25). Pliny later
prefaces his discussion on the well-known poison, aconite, with the claim that he does not
discuss poisons and that he only describes aconite's appearance for the purpose of detecting it
(Plin. NH 27.2.9). The use of a toxic plant for the express purpose of poisoning would
constitute harmful use. In this event, the discussion of information regarding many poisons
has been suppressed. This is observable in the description of aconite. Pliny neglects to discuss
its taste or olfactory properties, although they were known. Nicander describes aconite's taste
as being like bile (colÒen: Nic. Alexi. 12). Nevertheless, some toxic plants that also have
medicinal uses do appear in Pliny's work and are accompanied by a description of taste and
smell. The best quality hellebore, for example, is described as having a hot, sharp taste
(optimum quod acre gustu fervens: Plin. NH 25.21.53). Hemlock also appears and its leaves
the guests with additional details about the food offered to them, such as the age of the pigs which were about
to be cooked for dinner (Pet. Sat. 47.8).
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are described as having a strong smell (gravi odoratu: Plin. NH 25.95.151). Unfortunately,
Pliny's descriptions of the tastes and scent of these plants are too vague to clearly distinguish
one plant from another unless one has an intact sample of the plant. A luxury that may not be
possible for a food-taster, if poison was disguised to avoid detection. Nevertheless, it
demonstrates that the ancients were aware of the scents and tastes of substances, which could
have then been used as indicators to detect unwanted substances in food and beverages. It is
therefore possible that a praegustator may have been able to apply information like this to the
identification of some toxins concealed in food.
In the romanticised image of food-tasters, a taster samples food and immediately falls
ill, thus warning others of the poison. However, this method would be of extremely limited
use. The nature of poison is highly variable and the symptoms of poisoning may take several
hours before they appear. A taster would probably not exhibit symptoms early enough to
serve as a useful warning that the food had been tampered with. In any event tasters ate only a
small portion of food and drink (Xenoph. Cyr. 1.3.8). Thus, the taster would receive a smaller
dosage of poison, which would reduce the severity of any symptoms. A small dose of poison
could be relatively harmless to the taster; yet if the intended victim ate the entire meal and
received a larger dose then they might still be fatally poisoned. The age, body mass, and
general health of a victim also influences the effectiveness of toxins. If an adult tasted food on
the behalf of a child, as is likely in the case of Britannicus (Tac. Ann. 13.16), then the child
would succumb to a weaker dose than the adult. An adult taster could then remain unaffected
by the poison while the child might die, thereby disguising a murder. On account of these
variables, the risk of fatal poisoning to a taster was probably very low, unless the poison used
was unusually toxic. The use of praegustatores to detect poison by being poisoned
themselves is not an accurate enough method to detect poison consistently and would not
present a concerning threat to a poisoner. Thus, it is possible that this is not the main duty, or
at least not the expected method of poison detection for a praegustator.
The difficulty the ancients experienced in poisoning an individual successfully is
exemplified by the initial failed attempts to poison Britannicus (Tac. Ann. 13.15). Tacitus
contends these first attempts to poison Britannicus were carried out by Britannicus' tutors.
They were unsuccessful as the poison was not potent enough to be fatal (Tac. Ann. 13.15).
This highlights the imprecise nature of the art of poisoning. Multiple attempts were made
before the murder was achieved, despite there being no other apparent obstacle. The
difficultly in securing a deliberate murder through poison renders it unlikely for the incidental
consumption of poison to have an adverse effect on a praegustator. Reliance on a
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praegustator to detect the presence of poison in food by developing the symptoms of
poisoning is misguided.
There is little to indicate the frequency of attempts to poison the emperor or a member
of his family. Most often, the sources discuss successful assassination attempts. As such there
is no method to assess accurately the ratio of unsuccessful assassination attempts to
successful. It is difficult to determine what threat existed to the imperial family, which
complicates the assessment of the risk a food-taster faced as a result of their position. The
consequence of this is that any discussion on the danger to a food-taster remains conjectural.
Apart from the variable nature of poison, another indicator that the praegustator was
at little risk of being poisoned may be seen in the taster's social background. Praegustatores
consisted of slaves and freedmen (for a slave: CIL 6.5355; for freedmen: Tac. Ann. 12.66;
Sue. Claud. 44; CIL 6.9003, 6.9004, 10.6324, 11.3612).179 Slaves represented a significant
economic investment on the part of the owner. The freedman Halotus in particular was a
eunuch and as a slave would have been seen as a specialised, luxury commodity. 180
Potentially, it would then be an untenable expense to risk losing a slave through poison, not to
mention the inconvenience of procuring replacements. However, any expense incurred from
the loss of slaves could be mitigated by such factors as the perceived security benefits, the use
of old or inexpensive slaves, or a desire to make a conspicuous display of consumption
through a high turnover of costly slaves. As discussed previously, a further difficulty is posed
by the lack of data concerning slave praegustatores. There is only a single funerary
inscription that refers to a slave praegustator. It remains unclear whether the post was most
likely to be held before or after manumission. Furthermore, it is difficult to know if the one
instance of a slave praegustator is an unusual occurrence or if it is unusual for a slave to die
while they are a praegustator. The examples of freedmen praegustatores are more numerous,
and if they acted in that capacity after manumission, then the personal and legal obligations of
patronage bound the emperor to protect his freedmen. This consideration would make the
emperor less likely to put his freedmen in direct danger. The more numerous examples of
freedmen food-tasters suggest that they were the preferred class from which praegustatores
were drawn. This is significant as freedmen formed the backbone of the imperial bureaucracy
and were employed for tasks that members of the elite were unwilling to perform. The
usefulness of freedmen in an administrative capacity suggests there was no significant risk to
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workers. 181 Particularly, in light of the event that an emperor had access to adequate
alternatives, such as slave praegustatores.
Another indication that the post praegustator may not have been overly dangerous, is
that several praegustatores survived their service and pursued different occupations. As
discussed in the preceding chapter, Herodianus became a vilicus in the Gardens of Sallust for
instance (CIL 6.9005) and Tiberius Claudius Bucolas had a career as tricliniarch, procurator
a muneribus, procurator aquarum and, procurator castrensis (CIL 11.3612), while Tiberius
Claudius Epinicus was a procurator, a secretis Augusti and, sevir Augustalis coloniae
Caesareae (CMRDM 160). Bucolas and Epinicus had rather lengthy careers, including
involvement in matters of public importance such as the management of games and water, a
secretis of Augustus, and membership to the Augustales. 182 The ability of these
praegustatores to advance to such prestigious positions indicates they were esteemed for
more than their capacity as a useful test subject of dubious foods. To some extent, economic
concerns in procuring more slaves would have prevented the expectation for a praegustator to
detect poison through their own impairment. Furthermore, the privileged position imperial
freedmen enjoyed as the foundation of the bureaucracy would also deter an expectation of
their death as it would diminish the class from which the emperor drew his administrators.
Finally, the large number of praegustatores who survived the experience, and pursued
alternative careers indicates they did not come to harm. When these factors are considered
together they strongly indicate that praegustatores were able to expose poisoning attempts by
means other than their own death or illness.
Episodes of poisoning are common in historical accounts of the Julio-Claudian and
later emperors. Yet appearances of praegustatores in their capacity as poison detectors are
infrequent. Indeed, praegustatores are only referred to in connection to a successful murder.
They are not portrayed as foiling assassination attempts nor are there depictions of a taster
being poisoned in the course of their duty. This lack of association of tasters with any active
use of poison (apart from their own involvement in a plot) may be the result of bias in the
sources. But it could also suggest that the praegustatores were used to protect food from
poison and not to detect poison. If the praegustator supervised or was involved in the
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preparation of food then they could prevent a third party from introducing poison to a dish.183
Evidence for this is indirect. Justin describes cup-bearers who were involved with the
preparation and tasting of wine for Alexander the Great's table (Just. 12.14.9). It may be
possible that the Roman custom was similar to the Macedonian or even that Justin
superimposed a more familiar Roman habit onto Macedonian custom. This line of reasoning
is tentative. If one was at risk of having one's food poisoned, then it would be a wise
precaution to have all food preparation under the surveillance of a loyal individual. Nero was
unable to use poison to murder his mother, Agrippina the Younger, because the staff of her
household could not be bribed or coerced into administering poison to her (Tac. Ann.14.3).
The performance of a tasting before a meal could then have been an opportunity, not only to
inform guests about the quality of the meal, but also to demonstrate that the praegustator had
protected the food from interference and thus allay any fears.184
The supervision of food preparation would have been necessary if there was a
perceived threat to the emperor, as many different types of servants were employed in the
imperial kitchens such as, confectioners, dairy-men, meat-cooks, and fruit-cooks (SHA,
Heliogab. 27.3).185 The use of numerous cooks presents a greater security risk to the food, as
poison may be introduced at any stage of the preparation. This would result in the requirement
for a type of body-guard (most likely the praegustator) to keep watch over the emperor's food
in the kitchens. The praegustator would then present an obstacle to a would-be poisoner, who
would need to be able to poison food unobserved. The use of a servant to protect food is a
logical form of security, as the alternative security measure taken against poisoning was to
take a generic antidote to all poisons before dining.186 Agrippina the Younger (Tac. Ann. 14.3)
and Mithridates of Pontus (Plin. NH 25.3.6, 25.79.128, 25.80.129, 25.81.130) both used
panaceas for poison protection. Hence we see that praegustatores were possibly complicit in
the deaths of Claudius and Britannicus; for if they were involved in food protection, then they
would be in the best position to poison a meal and evade detection. Otherwise it would have
been very difficult to circumvent them.
The use of a food-taster as a food-protector could further explain the elaborate steps
Cleopatra took to administer poison by means of chaplets. The unexpected method of
administration by-passed Mark Antony's food-tasters altogether, thereby rendering Mark
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Antony's precautions useless. Food-tasters were effective as poison-detectors on a practical
level. Pliny informs us, as an aside to his discussion of chaplets, Mark Antony considered
tasters a viable security measure in the prelude to the battle of Actium, as he was concerned
Cleopatra might poison him (Plin. NH 21.9.12-13). Once Cleopatra became aware of
Antony's tasters, she had the flowers of a garland intended for Mark Antony poisoned. Then
during the course of their banquet, she suggested that they drink from their flowers as if they
were cups. But before Antony drank from his poisoned flowers, Cleopatra intervened and
ordered a prisoner to drink from them first, the prisoner died as a result of the poison. This
demonstrated Cleopatra's ability to have Antony killed despite his precautions.
Some caution must be exerted in accepting this episode as historical fact, as it only
appears in Pliny and may serve an ulterior literary purpose. This episode forms part of a topos
of Roman power recurrent in the Natural History. The topos is evident when Pliny digresses
from his descriptions on natural matter to describe how different nations were brought into the
Roman empire.187 Despite a foreigner (Cleopatra), outmanoeuvring a Roman general (Mark
Antony), this digression is prefaced with a reference to the battle of Actium where both
Cleopatra and Antony were ultimately defeated. This is an account of Egypt's incorporation
into the Roman Empire and the establishment of the principate. But the episode would have
been verifiable in Pliny's day. Pliny was a compiler of other works, as such, it is possible this
episode occurred in sources that have since been lost.188 Regardless, it is an interesting
representation of a successful poisoning attempt. Cleopatra completed her purpose to
demonstrate she could have Mark Antony poisoned if she wanted to, although she did not
actually intend to have him killed. Cleopatra did not poison Antony's food or drink, which
suggests Antony's tasters would have been able to detect a poisoning attempt and thus
deterred this method of administration. Tasters would have been most effective as a deterrent
if their duties involved protecting the food at all stages of preparation. The constant
supervision would make it difficult to introduce poison without arousing suspicion. Instead,
Cleopatra's strategy was to avoid the tasters altogether by finding an alternative vehicle for
the poison: the flowers. These were not considered a threat, as they were not intended for
consumption or used as a vessel.
The observation by a third party of the poison's administration presented would-be
assassins with the threat of detection. Indeed, it was this aspect of poison administration in the
case against Piso that Tacitus considered to be weak. The prosecution had argued Piso
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poisoned Germanicus' food at a dinner given by Germanicus (Tac. Ann. 3.14). This allegation
was countered with the argument that it would have been foolhardy for Piso to attempt this in
the presence of Germanicus' servants, other bystanders and, Germanicus himself. In
particular, Piso demanded that attendants at the meal be tortured for evidence, the servants
were considered a valuable source of evidence because of their close proximity to food
through preparation and serving, and maintained a presence if further assistance was required.
If there was reason to suspect a poisoning attempt then it would be reasonable to expect that
these attendants would be given orders to protect food from external interference.
Another method used to circumvent the praegustator was to include them in the plot.
This may be seen in Tacitus' representation of the alleged murder of Claudius. Multiple
accounts on Claudius' death exist, of which only Tacitus and Suetonius attribute Claudius'
death to Halotus (Tac. Ann. 12.66; Sue. Claud. 44; Cass. Dio 61.34.2-3; Joseph. JA 20.8.1,
20.8.2; Plin. NH 11.73.189-90, 22.46.92), although all the sources are in agreement that
Claudius was poisoned.189 Regardless of whether one believes in the veracity of Claudius'
death by deliberate poisoning, Tacitus' account remains a useful commentary of court society;
Tacitus had to tailor his account so that it would conform to known court practices in order to
create an account that had verisimilitude. Tacitus' description of the involvement of a
praegustator in Claudius' death would then comply with the court's structural apparatus.
When Tacitus and Suetonius permit the possibility that Claudius' praegustator, Halotus, was
suborned into the plot and administered the poison to Claudius whilst he was dining (Sue.
Claud. 44; Tac. Ann. 12.66), this has to be accepted as a viable description of courtly
activities even if the actual mode of Claudius' death is debatable.
It is likely a praegustator was also involved in Britannicus' death.190 Britannicus'
poison was unusually strong and there were fears the potency of this poison would also kill
the taster (Tac. Ann. 13.16). This indicates a belief that a taster could expose the presence of a
conspiracy by succumbing to the poison as well. On this occasion, a drink was presented to
Britannicus, which the taster had already tested. However, Britannicus rejected it because it
was too hot. Poison was then secreted into the drink by means of cold water (Tac. Ann.
13.16).191 The taster would have been aware of Britannicus' beverage preferences: since the
drink had passed the tasting but was deliberately ill-suited to Britannicus' preferences, it
189

190
191

Suetonius provides two versions of who administered the poison, the first that it was Halotus, the second that
it was Agrippina herself. Modern critics question the validity of the allegations that Claudius was deliberately
poisoned, see: Avelin (2004); Grimm-Samuel (1991).
Golden (2005) 54.
This is very similar to Justin's account of Alexander the Great's death where Iollas and Philip are said to have
added poison to wine with water after they had performed the tasting (Just. 12.14.9).
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would be rejected. This murder had been planned carefully. Nero had taken steps to ensure
Britannicus' other attendants and tutors were disloyal (Tac. Ann. 13.15); it is likely
Britannicus' praegustator was among the attendants whose disloyalty had been assured.
Furthermore, it is unlikely the poison would be administered on the chance that Britannicus
found some aspect of his meal displeasing. The drink was deliberately made too hot so the
poison could be added innocuously with the water. The taster was the person in the best
position to assure this would happen, as the taster sampled the drink before it was presented to
Britannicus.192 The taster would have only been able to achieve this if he was responsible for
supervising beverage preparation and had intimate knowledge of Britannicus' tastes.
Despite the belief a praegustator could detect a murder plot there are no examples of
this occurring.193 In part this may be a reflection of the nature of the extant sources. However,
some social and political constraints may also be at work. The public announcement of an
assassination or attempted assassination may have been withheld due to security concerns. If
an assassination attempt was never announced then it would be less likely historians would
have been aware of it to comment about it. On some occasions news of an assassination
would have been damaging, particularly in the event of an emperor's death. After the deaths
of Augustus and Claudius, both of whom were allegedly poisoned, steps were taken to
prevent the deaths from becoming public knowledge until the new regime (consisting of the
alleged poisoners) had consolidated their position (Cass. Dio 56.30.1-2; Tac. Ann. 1.5, 12.68;
Sue. Tib. 22; Sue. Claud. 45). Yet the revelation of an assassination attempt could be used to
demonstrate publicly that the security precautions in place worked, and would discourage
future attempts. The publication of an assassination attempt would also provide an emperor
with reasonable grounds to prosecute those responsible for a murder attempt, and serve as a
pretext to eliminate others of whom the regime disapproved. In a similar manner Nero used
the Pisonian conspiracy to purge the elite of undesirables such as Seneca the Younger (Tac.
Ann. 15.60). The testimony of an official praegustator would have proved a useful
propaganda tool to reveal a plot and secure public opinion for an emperor. Yet this is never
described as occurring in sources such as Tacitus or Suetonius. The presence of a food-taster
is only referred to when a poisoning attempt was successful, usually because of the
192
193

Whether the taster presented the drink to Britannicus himself or whether another servant, such as the cupbearer, performed this task remains unclear.
There are instances of poisoning attempts being exposed when an unintended victim unknowingly
intercepted the poisoned food/drink. However, these individuals are not official praegustatores whose
purpose is to detect poison, they are guests at the same dinner as the intended victim (Cic. Clu. 166, 168; Sue.
Tit. 2) or they are family members of the intended victim (Apul. Met. 10.5). In these instances the poison was
discovered strictly by chance.
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involvement of a taster. This implies that a successful poisoning attempt is noteworthy.
Perhaps because the presence of a praegustator usually presented a successful deterrent to a
poisoning attempt.
Evidence suggests that there was a significant degree of toxicological knowledge
available in the Roman world. Not only did Pliny catalogue details about the tastes and odours
of various substances, but anecdotes of assassination attempts using poison are scattered
throughout historical accounts. The legal trials of Cluentius and Piso attest to the belief that
certain poisons left physical traces on a victim. Whether this is realistic or not is irrelevant.
The existence of the belief demonstrates a working knowledge of poison, which may have
been used for the purpose of poison detection. The common image of a food-taster is that they
were employed to avoid poisonings by exhibiting symptoms of poisoning before the meal was
served to their master. However, the modern understanding of toxins detracts from this
romantic image. Most natural poisons are not deadly enough to cause harm in small doses,
especially not for the effect to be instantaneous. It is likely that the role of tasters in Roman
court society was more akin to those in the Hellenistic world. Where they formed a
bureaucratic network that assisted in governing Hellenstic kingdoms in addition to protecting
a king’s food. The protection of members of the imperial family from poison was certainly
part of a praegustator's role, especially when one considers the frequent assassination
attempts members of the aristocracy suffered. However, the physical tasting of food and
subsequent poisoning of a taster was not necessarily the technique utilised to perform this
task.
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Conclusion
The duties of individual roles inside the households of ancient ruling families have received
little attention by modern critics. Studies on dynastic households in the Classical Greek,
Hellenistic, and Imperial Roman worlds have been largely limited to the compilation of lists
of known servants and attendants. This is particularly true for the position food-taster, a full
understanding of this position has been further hampered by the existence of romantic
preconceptions. Namely, the preconception tasters detected poison by imbibing it themselves
and succumbing to the toxin. This thesis has attempted to explore beyond this use of foodtasters in the Greek, Hellenistic, and Roman societies. In doing so it has discovered that the
role of food-taster was more than a poison detector although this remained an important task.
The first chapter has explored the function of tasters as attendants who tasted food in
advance on another's behalf in Classical and Hellenistic Greece. This has been supported by a
study on the etymology of the words used to denote “food-taster.” Yet the purpose of this act
was to guarantee that a meal had not been tampered with. Thus tasters may be seen as food
protectors. In addition to this, tasters acted as butlers who had the authority to limit access to a
ruler and through this they acquired a degree of unofficial power. These tasks have also been
attributed to cup-bearers. This chapter further established the similarities and difference
between cup-bearer and food-taster. Since these two different roles existed simultaneously in
Alexander the Great's court, it is likely that a food-taster was responsible for food protection
and that a cup-bearer was used for wine protection. However, this initial role developed into a
managerial capacity over the banqueting room under the Roman regime.
It has been suggested in connection with Merriam's study on the Hadra Hydriae that
in Ptolemaic Egypt the role of ¢gorast»j developed into that of ™dšatroj.194 However, a
reexamination of the sources Athenaeus, the Suda, and Hesychius indicate that this was not
the case. Aristeas and Josephus further reveal that an ™dšatroj was chiefly responsible for
the governance of the dinner service, the seating arrangements of the banqueting room, and as
a carer of foreign delegates within a royal household. The ¢gorast»j' purpose was to buy
goods at the market, but clearly, in the context of the Alexandrian court, he was also involved
in the burial of guests. However, a tenuous connection does exist between the two roles as
™dšatroi were involved in the burial procedure to some degree evident by the example of an
™dšatroj, Ptolemy Soter, supervising the erection of Calanus' pyre.
194

Merrriam (1885) 33.
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The third chapter investigated the use of ἀrcedatroi as administrators and
bureaucratic monitors in Ptolemaic Egyptian private and public affairs. This is evident by the
use of tasters to witness business contracts, inspect granaries, and collect debts. This is a
massive departure from the notion of food-tasters as poison-detectors or food-protectors.
Furthermore, the case study on the ἀrcedatroj Stolos demonstrated that in Ptolemaic
Egypt tasters were drawn from the elite. This is supported by Stolos' possession of the offices
ἀrcedatroj, pistolagr£foj, and naÚaρcoj, which demonstrate a progression
through a hierarchy of important governmental roles. The post ἀrcedatroj is thus best
taken to be a governmental role rather than a court title such as (πρώτων) φίλwn or
suggen»j. Stolos' roles and rankings may not be indicative of all ἀrcedatroi. However,
his career is not dissimilar to that of other ἀrcedatroi as there is evidence of other
ἀrcedatroi holding Stolos' titles, πρώτων φίλwn and suggen»j. Despite working with a
narrow source range, the similarities between Stolos' career and the careers of other
ἀrcedatroi indicates it is likely they were an aristocratic network used to manage the
Egyptian bureaucracy.
The aristocratic origins of food-tasters in Ptolemaic Egypt is in direct contrast to the
social origins of the praegustatores in Julio-Claudian Rome, which were servile. However,
despite the praegustatores' status as slaves and freed-men they were able to advance to
important public positions in Roman society, which allowed them to attain a status
approaching equestrian. This is evidenced by their epigraphic legacy. From the inscriptions
erected by praegustatores a brief cursus honorum praegustatorum may be established. This
cursus honorum indicates the parameters of a praegustator's social status, albeit after they had
attained enough wealth to erect an inscription. This cursus established here demonstrates that
those who had been praegustator were able to hold a number of different household and
public positions in Julio-Claudian Rome.
The thesis has investigated the role of food-tasters as poison detectors employed by a
ruler in order to secure their safety from poisoning attempts. For the Roman world it has been
argued that praegustatores had access to a common pool of toxicological knowledge that
allowed them to utilise different techniques to identify poisoning attempts. These techniques
include applying the knowledge of physical signs left on a victim of poisoning, and the ability
to identify the taste of toxins within food. Rather than to deduce a poisoning attempt had
occurred by the subsequent death or illness of both taster and monarch. This would suggest
that a food-taster faced little risk of death and illness in the course of their work.
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Through this investigation it has been discovered that food-tasters, contrary to the
notion that they protected a monarch from poison at personal risk, they were sophisticated
members of ancient society. Their role of poison detector was minor and it is unlikely that
they faced a great danger of poisoning. Instead tasters were more akin to modern bureaucrats
tasked with the duty of monitoring business arrangements, the supply of dynastic households,
and the maintenance of public infrastructure. In the course of this study, this thesis has
highlighted the need to for more scholarship on social and bureaucratic positions in the
ancient world. It is only through this that we can come to better understand their societies.
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Notes on the Appendices
These appendices constitute the first attempt to compile the archaeological texts concerning
food-tasters in one place for easy reference. This compilation was considered necessary as
previously, the texts were scattered across many collections. The lack of a central reference
point has hindered advances in research on food-tasters. The sources are papyrological and
epigraphic, although an additional appendix of the late antiquity sources has been included as
they are not easily accessible. Furthermore, as many of these texts have not been translated
out of their native language, an attempt has been made here to provide an English translation.
However, since the author is not a trained papyrologist or epigraphist translations of the texts
are only tentatively proffered, and some errors may be present due to lack of expertise.
Translations of the papyri have not been suggested, as they were too specialised for the
author's current skill level. When a translation of a source into a modern language is known a
reference has been included before the text. Measurements and dates have also been included
when they were provided by the original editor. In many cases it was not possible to provide a
date based on internal evidence and the author was unable to consult the original sources for
stylistic dating evidence. It has been attempted to replicate the format of the papyri and
inscriptions as they were presented in the collections. Furthermore, some of the original texts
contain errors. When this has occurred the errors have been included in the main text and a
correction has been suggested in a note. These corrections are my own work, unless stated
otherwise.
For the Greek inscriptions concerning Stolos the son Theon, the texts have been taken
from Bagnall's article rather than the original collections.195 This is because Bagnall is the
authority on Stolos and the Stolos inscriptions have greatly benefitted from Bagnall's attention
and emendations. Nevertheless, the emendations Bagnall has made to the inscriptions have
been noted. The Latin inscriptions have presented many challenges in the form of
abbreviations. Some editors have provided expansions of the abbreviations, when this has
occurred they are included in brackets in the main text. If an expansion of an obscure
abbreviation has not been provided by the original editor then an expansion is suggested in
the notes, again these are my own work unless stated otherwise. Abbreviations that were
considered standard or whose meaning were clear, such as Aug. L. for Augusti Libertus or T.
F. for Titi Filius, have not been expanded in the notes.

195

Bagnall (1972).
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A.1: Text of Papyri
Papyrus One
PCair 59031: See Thompson (1988) for an English translation and Orrieux (1983) for a
translation in French.
Poseidènioj Ἀpollwn wi
ca rein. x sithgoà tinoj
tîn ¹metrwn ¢naplntoj
ej t¾n cèran mb£ntej m Mmfei
o p[e]r Sws straton xe lonto

5

tÕ[n s ]dh[r]on Ön [¢]nagkaon Ãn Øp£rcein
n tîi plo wi prÕj t¦j prospiptο̣Úsaj cre aj: ¢dÚnatog g£r
moi δ̣οk
̣ e εἶ̣nai ¥neu tîn ¢nagka ω̣n skeυ̣în plen t¦ ploa:

10

ka moà aὐ̣toj gr£yantoj pleon£kij
¢podoànai oÙ prosscon, ¢ll' ¢pdonto.
ggrafa oân soi Ópwj edÁij Óti
toioàto esi o prÕj taj fulakaj
tetagmnoi.

15

rrwso. (touj) kh, D ou ka.
Poseidώnou
de£trou per
Swsistr£tou
telènou.

20

Ἀpollwn wi.
line four: n for m.196
196
197
198

Edgar (1971) 52.
Edgar (1971) 52.
Edgar (1971) 52.
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line eight: ¢dÚnatog for ¢dÚnaton.197
line seventeen: Poseidώnou for Poseidwn ou.198
Papyrus Two
Second century BC199

10.4 ×30 cm.

PTebt. 3.1.728: See Hunt and Smyly (1933) for an English translation and commentary.
Traces of line one.
ἑ̣t[o]ί̣μw
̣ j c[ouj]i t»[n] te k[a]tergas an ka t¾n di£qej[in]

2

toj staqesin ⟦ØpÕ soà⟧ prÕj t[Õ]n Dionύ̣[sion p]

k pl»rouj paradidÒnai ¢koloÚqwj ⟦oj sugggraptai [Ð]⟧
Ptolem[a] ou tîn φ̣ί̣λ̣(wn) ka ¢rceδ̣ε̣άt
̣ rou

⟦DionÚsioj⟧ ka prosti kaqist©n t¦ kaq»konta dieggu»m[ata]
ka[] diagr£fein t¦ r t£(lanta) toà calkoà, eØr skonte[j]
t¾[n ]

5

toà Ἐpe f ka Mesor¾

prÕj mn ⟦t[¾n] wj Mesor¾⟧ katergas an ¢poleloipu[ aj]
k tîn p σ̣ο̣ῦ̣ staqn[twn ]
k tîn p toà
Pt[o]leμ̣(a ou)

shs£mou ἀ̣[rt(£baj)] 'Bph∟d´ kn»kou ¢rt(£b.) ykj krÒtwnoj
¢rt(£b.) χ̣[..]

staqntwn

prÕj d t¾[n d]i£qesin xenikoà me(trht¦j mz c(Òaj) g ko(tÚlaj) h
[c?]
kalîj cein kr n[am]en ¢nenegken n' mblyeaj ej α̣[ÙtÕ]
di[al]£bhij [æ¨]n fa [n] ka ¹mn sunt£xhij prosfwn[Ásai].

10

⟦⟧ indicates that text has been crossed out and the enclosed text has been written above the
erasure.
Text written in the smaller font are later alterations.
line three – four: oŒj. . . DionÚsioj and ØpÕ soà have been written above
197
198
199

Edgar (1971) 52.
Edgar (1971) 52.
Measurements and date from Hunt and Smyly (1933) 134.
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crossed out text.200
line six: t¾n . . . Mesor¾ bracketed.201
line seven: ™k . . . staqšntwn repeated above ™k tîn ™pˆ toà
Ptoleμ̣a ou staqntwn which has been crossed out.202
Papyrus Three
About 175 BC203

Height 30 cm.
Selection of PTebt. 3.2.895, Col. 1 lines 1-12
Ἱπ̣π̣ά̣λ̣ωị tîν̣ π̣ρ̣ώ̣τ̣ω̣ν̣ φ̣ί̣λ̣wn [ka] pistrat»gwi
par' Ὥrou kwmogrammatwj Berenik doj QesmofÒrou toà
Ἀrsinotou nomoà. toà $ (touj) Ôntoj mou n Krokod lwn pÒlei
prospese . . . . . par¦ tîn par' moà n tÁi kèmhi gegrafnai Ptolemaon tÕn ¢rciswmatofÚlaka ka strathgÕn

5

Mik wni tî[i t]Áj kèmhj pist£tei parggela moi
κ̣[at]α̣plen []π̣ὶ̣ σ̣ὲ̣ Øpr ïn nteteucnai DionÚsion
[. . . . . . . . . . pro]ferÒmenon paragegrafnai me aÙtÕn toj
π̣[ar¦ F . . . . . . . .] τ̣oà genomnou pimeletoà xenhnocν̣ai
π̣[urÕn k tîn basi]λ̣ikîn qhsaurîn, oÙ dhlèsaj Øpr tο̣ῦ̣ aÙtÕn

10

.[. . . . . . . . . . . . .]e.[. . .] p tÁi gν̣[o]mnhi p[ij]kyei δ̣ιὰ
̣ ̣ [P]to[lema ou tîn f lwn ka] ¢rcede£t[rou . . . . . . . . . . .]anτ̣ι̣. . .r. .
Papyrus Four
Late Ptolemaic-Early Imperial periods.204
SB 5.7530
Ἀp wn Ἀpoλ̣[lw]n wi tîi ¢delfîi ca rein ka
200
201
202
203
204

Hunt and Smyly (1933) 135.
Hunt and Smyly (1933) 135.
Hunt and Smyly (1933) 135.
Measurement and date from Hunt and Smyly (1933) 183.
Preisigke, Bilabel, Kiessling and Rupprecht (1955) 25. No measurements have been provided.
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Øgia nein. Ἧj ggrafa tîi ¢rcede£trwi
pistolÁj, ¢nt grafon Øpottaktai. kἀgë d
qeîn sῳzÒntwn di£taξ̣aj̣ τ̣¦ τ̣ο̣[à mi]sqwsid ou
katapleÚsomai. prosparakalî d σ̣[eau]τ̣οῦ
̣ ̣

5

pimlesqai, n' Øgia nhij.
Ἔrrwso. (Ἔtouj) ie, Qwàq kz.
Ἀp wn Noumhn wi tîi semnot£twi π̣ο̣[l]λ̣ά̣ τ̣ε̣
ca rein ka rrwmnwi dieutucen. Ggρ̣α̣fa
Dionus wi diagr£yai ¢p' eÙcrhσ̣τ̣ί̣αj
̣ ̣ [p]α̣ρ̣α̣υ̣[t¦] τ̣ὰ̣j̣

10

loipografoumnaj prÕj pά̣nta lό̣γ̣ο̣ν̣ toà
id (touj) ¢rgur ou (dracm¦j) 'bϯ, Kèmwn d katappleuken.
diÕ ¦n fa n[h]tai sunt£xeij pr©xai aÙtÒn,
Ö prosofe ε̣ι̣ ¢rgur ou (t£lanton) a, (dracm¦j) tn. cei d
DionÚsioj t¦j tîn piqhkîn ¢sfale aj

15

t£λ̣α̣[vta] . . . . . (dracm¦j) ¢f. ka gë d æj n ¢pÒroij
zht»sw pÒroν̣ ¢pÕ mrouj, ïn ¨n dÚnwmai.
t¦ d toà misqω̣sid ou di£t£xaj n t£cei katapleÚsο̣μ̣[ai].
wj g¦r staqÁ[i] t¦ toà nomar ou tele wj ¢praktî.
[p]rosparakalî δ̣ὲ̣ sautoà pimlesqai, n' Øgia nhij.

20

rrw(so). (touj) ie, Qwàq kz.
[t]ῶ̣ι̣ ἀ̣δ̣ε̣λ̣(fîi) Ἀpollwn wi.

Papyrus Five
UPZ 2.202
Fragment One: Letter Of Dionysios (Original)
[DionÚsioj Ἡra]kle dei ca [rein. T]Áj par' Ἀpollwn ou tîn (prètwn) f lwn ka
dioikhtoà
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[gegra(mmnhj) pistolÁj] Dhmhtr wi [t]îi qhb£rchi, ¹mn d' ¢podedomnhj per
tîn kataskeu[asqhsomšnwn ¢]nkurîn dÚ[o] ¢gousîn sid»rou ÐlkÁj (t£lanta) h ¢ntˆ tîn ™k
toà
[™n DiÕj pÒlei tÁi] Meg£lhi Pap[oh]rie…ou di¦ tîn ƒršwn ¢pocrhsqšntwn
Cl…dwni
[. . . . . . . . kaˆ ¢]rcele£trwi é[st'] e„j t¦j basilik¦j cre…aj ¢nt…grafon

5

ØpÒkeitai.
[_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ]oij[. . . . . . .]ej t¾n ™n ¢gor©i timograf…an
Verso
Left of the

Right of the

(Ἔtouj) m Paàni crh(matismÕj) ¢gkurîn

D[ionÚsioj]

tra(pez thi) ca(lkoà) (tal£ntwn) m.

Ἡ[RAKLEIDEI]

Duplicate of Fragment One
[¢podedomnhj per tîn kataskeuasqhsomen]a ¢n[kurîn dÚo ¢gousîn]
[sid»rou ÐlkÁj (t£lanta) h ¢nt tîn k toà] n Di[Õj pÒlei tÁi Me(g£lhi)
Papohrie ou]
[di¦ tîn erwn ¢pocrhsqntwn Cl dwni . . . . . . . .] ka ¢rc[ele£trwi ést' ej]
t¦j bas[ilik¦j cre aj ¢nt grafon ØpÒkeitai. _ _]α̣a. . . .τ̣[_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _]
ej ath[sin _ _ _ (?) ¢nt tîn ¢pokexrhs]mn[w]n prÕj k. [_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _]

5

¢naf[o]r[a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _]oi di' erẉ[n(?) _ _ _ _]
ka pro[_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _] . . . . . . . . [. . .] per timọg̣[raf aj _ _ _ _.]
Katakol[ouq»saj toÚtoij crh(m£tion) ¢pÕ tÁj] ṇ DiÕ[j pÒ]l[ei t]ra[p]zḥ[j,
sunupogr£(fontoj)]
Ἡliodè[rou toà basilikoà grammatwj, toj e]ṛeạ̀si (?) . . . . . . . .t. [_ _ _ _ _]
toj pros[_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _]

10

calkoà [(t£lanta) m ka sÚmbolon po hsai æj kaq»kei. Ἔrrwso.
(Ἔtouj) m
!
!

Paàni . .]
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Fragment Two: The Supplements to Dionysios' Letter and Subscriptions
[. . . . . . . .] ¢pokecrÁs[q]ai Cl dw[n]i t[. . . . . . . ka]
<<o>> ¢r[c]ed[e£trwi ej t¦j ba(silik¦j) cre aj k t]oà n DiÕj pÒlei
Pefο̣hrie ou eroà. [_ _ _ _ _ _]
¢nkÚr[aj dÚo sid»rou ÐlkÁj (tal£ntwn) h. Kal]îj poi»seij front sa[j Ópwj]
t[. . . . .]kei[. . . .]n
ÐlkÁj [_ _ _ ¢pokatastaq»s]etai toj ereàsi a sai tîn .al [_ _ _ _ _ _ _]
[Ἔrrwso. (?)]

(Ἔtouj) m Farmoà[qi] kq.

5

P̣ạṇ©j. [PrÕj t¾n par' Ἀpollwn ou tîn (prètwn)] f lwn ka dioikhtoà
gegrammnhn pistol¾n
Dhmht[r wi tîi qh(b£rchi) perˆ tîn ¢gku]rîn dÚo ÐlkÁj (tal£ntwn) h éste
¢pokatastÁsai
ej ạ[thsin (?) ¢ntˆ tîn ¢pokecrhsmnwn, parep]igegrammnhn d' ¹mn: »T j n
¢gor©i
sunsth[ken toà kataskeuasqhsomnou Ðlk ou tim»,] piskey£menon
¢nenegken«, ἐpiskopoàntej
eØr skomen [enai n ¢gor©i tÁj mn©j t¾]n tim¾n (dracmîn) f.
Ἀnafromen.

10

(Ἔtouj) m P[a]àni i̅q̅.

(2. H.) [[Poseidènioj [Ð par' Ἡliodèrou toà basilikoà grammatwj.
[Katakolouq»sa]j toÚtoij]]
[[tị̂n _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _]]
[[ṇọ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _]]
Duplicate of Fragment Two
[¢rcede£trwi ej t¦j ba(silik¦j) cre aj k t]oà n D[iÕj p]Òlei Papohre ou
[er]oà
[_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ¢gkÚraj dÚo si]d»rou [ÐlkÁj (tal.)]h. Kal[î]j poi»s[eij]
front saj
[Ópwj t . . . . . kei . . . . n ÐlkÁj . .] . ọụ [_ _ ¢pok]atastaq»[s]etai toj []ereàsi
!
!
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[a sai tîn . al . . . . . . . . Ἔrrwso (?)]

[(Ἔtouj)] m

Far[moàqi] k̅q̅.
[Pan©j. PrÕj t¾n par' Ἀpollwn ou tîn (prètwn) f[ ]lwn ka d[ioikhtoà

5

g]eg[ra]mmn[h]n
[™pistol¾n Dhmhtr…wi tîi qh(b£rchi) perˆ tîn ¢]gkurîn d[Úo ÐlkÁj] (tal.) h
éste
[¢pokatastÁsai e„j a‡thsin _ _ _ _] ¢ntˆ tîn [¢pokecrhs]mšn[w]n, pare[pi][gegrammšnhn d' ¹m‹n: »T…j ™n ¢gor©i sunšsthken t]oà katas[keuasqhsom]šnou
[Ð]lk…ou ti[m»]

!
!
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A.2: Text and Translation of Greek Inscriptions
Inscription One
108/7 BC205
Bagnall 1 = SEG 18.730
Basilša Ptolema‹on
qeÕn SwtÁra tÕn ™g basilšwj
Ptolema…ou toà deutšrou EÙergštou
StÒloj tîn prètwn f…lwn kaˆ ¢rcedšatroj
eÙno…aj › neken tÁj e„j aÙtÒn.
To King Ptolemy, the god, Soter, son of King Ptolemy, the second
Euergetes. Stolos, the first friend and chief taster [erected this] for the sake
of goodwill towards him (Ptolemy Soter).
line two: ™g for ™k.
line five: SEG 18.730 reads aØtÒn.
Inscription Two
108/7 BC206
Bagnall Two = SEG 9.62

Basilša Ptolema‹on qeÕn SwtÁra,
tÕn ™g basilšwj Ptolema…ou qeoà EÙergštou,
StÒloj Qšwnoj tîn prètwn f…lwn
Ð ¢rcedšatroj kaˆ ™pˆ tîn ¹niîn
eÙeρ̣ges aj neken tÁj ej autÒn.

205
206

!
!

Bagnall (1972) 366.
Bagnall (1972) 366.
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To King Ptolemy, the god, Soter, [born] from Ptolemy, the god, Euergetes.
Stolos, the son of Theon, the first friend, chief taster, and set over the reins,
[erected this] for the sake of a good work towards himself.
line two: g for k.
Inscription Three
107/6 BC207
Bagnall 3 = ID 1535

[Basila Ptol]emaoν̣ [QeÕn SwtÁra]
[tÕn presbÚta]ton ØÕn [Basilwj Pto-]
[lema ou toà] deutr[o]u [EÙergtou]
[StÒloj Qw]noj Kυ̣[ ca. 10 ]
[tîn prètwn f ]lwn Ð ¢rc[edatroj]

5

[ka naÚarcoj k]a pisto[lagr£foj]
[tetagmnoj] d ka p[ tîn ¹niîn]
[eÙerges aj n]ε̣ken tῆ̣[j ej autÒn,]
[ἈpÒllwni u Ἀrt]έmidi uu [Lhto].

To King Ptolemy, the god, Soter, the honoured son of King Ptolemy, the
second Euergetes. Stolos, the son of Theon, Ky. . . the first friend, chief
taster, and admiral, and royal secretary, and has been appointed over the
bridles, [erected this] for the sake of a good work towards himself, for
Apollo, Artemis and Leto.

line one: ID 1535 reads [Basilša Ptol]ema‹on [SwtÁra].
line two: ØÕn for uƒÒn.
line four: ID 1535 reads - - - - - - - - - noj Kt - - - - - - -.
line five: ID 1535 reads [tîn prètwn f ]ḷwn Ð ¢rc̣[ - - - - - - ].
207

!
!

Bagnall (1972) 361.
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line six: ID 1535 reads - - - - - - - k]a pisto[lagr£foj,].
line seven: ID 1535 reads [tetagmnoj] d ka p[ - - - - - ].
line eight: ID 1535 reads [ - - eÙno aj n]ε̣ken tῆ̣[j ej autÒn,].
line nine: u = vacat.
Inscription Four
circa 104 BC208
Bagnall 4 = ID 1534.

StÒlon Qwnoj Ἀqhnaon
tÕn sungenÁ Basilwj Ptolema ou toà deutrou SwtÁ[ro]j ka ¢rcedatron ka naÚ[ar]con ka pistolagr£fon, teta-

5

gmnon d ka prÕj taj ¹n aij
Smaloj Tim£rcou Salam nio[j]
tÕn autoà f lon u Ἀpόllwni
To Stolos, the son of Theon, the Athenian, the kinsman of King Ptolemy, the
second Soter, and [Ptolemy's] chief taster, and admiral, and royal secretary,
and in addition, has been appointed over the bridles. Simalos, son of
Timarchos, the Salaminian [dedicates this] on the behalf of his friend to
Apollo.
line seven: Smaloj for S maloj.

Inscription Five
circa 104 BC209
208
209

!
!

Bagnall (1972) 367.
Bagnall (1972) 367.
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Bagnall 5 = ID 1533.1-7 (selection)

StÒloj Qwnoj Ἀqhnaoj
Ð suggen¾j basilwj
Ptolema ou toà deuτ̣έ̣[rou]
SwtÁroj u S m[a]lon
Tim£rcou u Sal[am ]nion

5

tÕn u autoà u f lon
Ἀpόllwni.
Stolos, the son of Theon, the Athenian, the kinsman of King Ptolemy, the
second Soter, [dedicates this] to Simalos the son of Timarchos, the
Salaminian. [Stolos dedicates this] on the behalf of his friend, for Apollo.
ID 1533

StÒloj Qwnoj Ἀqhnaoj
Ð suggen¾j basilwj
Ptolema ou toà deuτ̣έ̣[rou]
SwtÁroj u S m[a]lon
Tim£rcou u Sal[am ]nion

5

tÕn u autoà u f lon
Ἀpόllwni.

ἈlkinÒou mel£qroisi proσ̣[e k]ela dèmata na wn,
S male, t©j ¢feloàj d[egma] filoxen aj,
¥ploe ka m mÚqoisi ka [n kÒsmw]i perikalle,

10

prosfilj AgÚptou k[oiran] aj ruma,
ka Ῥèmaj Øp£toisi kaˆ Ἀ[t]q di K[]kropoj ahi,
ka D£lou nataj ple[s]ta seb[i]zÒmene,
eqe crÒnoij ke noij . . . . .eusa. . . . . . ij rann£,

92

Trèwn ka Danaîn a. . . . . .e. . . .acaj

15

Maion daj t¦n s¦n ni[n- - ]s[- - -]λ̣ei soi
crÚseon m bÚbloij g - - - - - - - enoj
oÙk ¨n Ð Fai£kwn ga - - - - - - - - - - doj
æj sÝ dÒmon xn[ion - - - - - - - -]
Ἀntisqn[ouj Paf ou].

20

Stolos, the son of Theon, the Athenian, the kinsman of King Ptolemy, the
second Soter, [dedicates this] to Simalos, the son of Timarchos, the
Salaminian, [Stolos dedicates this] on the behalf of his friend for Apollo.
For Alkinoös' halls like dwelling in a house, Simalos, [are] the artless sign of
hospitality, both humble in words and very beautiful in appearance, the dear
guard for the rulers of Egypt, and to the consuls in Rome and Athens'
Kekropian earth, and being revered by the greatest inhabitants of Delos, if
only for that time [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .] lovely,
The Trojans and the Danaäns [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .] offspring of Maia, to
your (Maia's) son [. . . . . . . . .] for you golden in papyri [. . . . . . . . . . . .] he
could not the Phaiakians' [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .] so that your hospitable house [.
. . . . . . .]. Antisthenes of Paphos.

Inscription Six
circa 104 BC210
Bagnall 6

[Basilša Ptolem]a‹oν̣ [QeÕn Sw-]
[tÁra basi]lwj Ptole[ma -]
[ou toà] δ̣εu
̣ t[r]ou EÙer[gtou]
[StÒl]oj Θ̣έ̣[wnoj Ð su]γ̣[gnhj]
210

Bagnall (1972) 367.
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[ka] naÚaρ̣[coj eÙerges aj]

5

[neken] τ̣Á[j ej autÒn].
To King Ptolemy, the god, Soter, son of King Ptolemy, the second
Euergetes. Stolos, the son of Theon, the kinsman and admiral, [set this up]
for the sake of a good work for himself.
line four: Ð suggnhj is a variation of Ð sungnhj.
Inscription Seven
OGIS 169

[basila Pt]olemaon
[qeÕn Sw]tÁra Ἀpollènioj
[5]. . .wj FilomhtÒreioj,
[Ð suggen]¾j ka ¢rcedatroj,
[tÕ]n autoà eÙergt[η̣ν̣].

To King Ptolemy the god, Soter, Apollonios [. . . . . . . .] from Philometer's
deme, the kinsman and chief taster, [dedicates this] to his benefactor.
Inscription Eight
OGIS 181

basila Ptolemaon qeÕn
Ἀlxandron Ἰs dwroj Ἑlnou
ἈntioceÚj, Ð suggen¾j ka
¢rcedatroj eÙ[erge]s[ ]aj neken.
To King Ptolemy, the god, Alexander, Isidoros the son of Helenos of

94

Antioch, the kinsman and chief taster, [set this up] on account of
beneficence.
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A.3: Text and Translation of Latin Inscriptions
Inscription Nine
CIL 6.602
VOTVM · SILVANO
SOLVIT · LIBENS
MERITO · T · F ·
DIADVMENVS
L V R N E S I ANVS

5

PRAEGVSTATOR
AVGVSTI
Diadumenus Lurnesianus, son of Titus, food-taster of Augustus, willingly
paid this vow to Silvanus, who deserved it.
Inscription Ten
CIL 6.1956
M·VIBIO · M · LIB · CATINIO
VIBIONIN · PRAECONI
DE REGION·PORT·CAPEN
VIX·ANN·XLIIX·M·ĪĪĪ·D·ĪĪ
M·VIVBIUS·HILARVS·PRAEGVSTAT

To M. Vibius Catinius, freedman of Marcus, herald for the Vibioni, from the
district of Porta Capena. He lived 48 years, three months, and two days. M.
Vibius Hilarus, food-taster [set up this inscription].
Inscription Eleven
CIL 6.5355
DIADVMENVS
AVG SER·AEMILIAN
PRAEGUSTATOR
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Diadumenus Aemilianus, slave of Augustus, food-taster.
Inscription Twelve
CIL 6.9003
corona
DI S

·

MANIBUS

TI · CLAUDI · AVG · LIB
urceus

Z O S I M I · P R O C V R A T patera
PRAEGVSTATORUM
CLAVDIA · ENTOLE · CONIUNX

5

VIRO · BENEMERENTI
ET·CLAVDIA·EVSTACHYS·FILIA
PATRI · PIENTISSIMO
To the spirits of the dead. To Ti. Claudius Zosimus, freedman of Augustus,
manager of the food-tasters, his wife Claudia Entole [dedicates this to her]
deserving husband, and his daughter Claudia Eustachys to her very pious
father.
Inscription Thirteen
Mainz 1
Dis Manibus Ti(berio) Claudio
Aug(usti) l(iberto) Zosiṃo proc(uratori)
praegustatọṛum Imp(eratoris)
Domitiani C[a]ẹsaris
Aug(usti) Germanici ̣ḥ(oc) m(onumentum)

5

h(eredem) n(on) s(equitur)
To the sacred spirits of Tiberius Claudius Zosimus, freedman of Augustus,
manager of the food-tasters of the Imperator Domitian Caesar Augustus
Germanicus, this monument is not to be inherited by those following.
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Inscription Fourteen
CIL 6.9004
DIS · MANIBUS
CHRYSAORI·AVG·LIB
PRAEGVSTATORI
BENEMERENTI
COLLEGIVM

5

PRAEGVSTATORVM
FECIT · CVRAVIT
ERIDANVS·AVG·LIB
PROCVRATOR
To the spirits of the dead. To Chrysaorus, freedman of Augustus, a welldeserving food-taster. The college of food-tasters made this. Eridanus,
freedman of Augustus, manager [of the college of food-tasters], organised
this.
Inscription Fifteen
circa 22-42 AD211
CIL 6.9005
GENIO
COETI · HERODIAN
PRAEGVSTATOR
DI VI

·

AVGVSTI

IDEM·POSTEA·VILICVS·IN
HORTIS

·

5

SALLVSTIANIS

DECESSIT · NON · AVGVSTIS
M·COCCEIO·NERVA
211

COS

Hartswick (2002) 10.
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C · VIBIO · RVFINO
IULIA·PRIMA·PATRONO·SVO

10

To the genius of Coetus Herodianus, food-taster of the divine Augustus and
later overseer in the Gardens of Sallust. He died on the 5th August during
the consulship of M. Cocceius Nerva and Gaius Vibius Rufinus. Julia Prima
dedicates this to her patron.
Inscription Sixteen
CIL 10.6324
TI · CLAVDIO · AVG · L
QVIR · ALCIBIADI · QV
PRAEGVSTATOR · ET · A C (ub)
BICVLO · NERONIS · IVLIA
REGVLINA · EX · TESTAMEN (to)

5

EIVS · FECIT
Tiberius Claudius Alcibiades, freedman of Augustus, of the tribe Quirina,
food-taster and a cubiculo of Nero. Julia Regulina made this out of his will.
line two: QVIR(ina tribu).
line two: QV is an erroneous duplication of QVIR.
Inscription Seventeen
CIL 11.3612
TI · CLAVDIVS · AVG · LIB · BVCOLAS·PRAEGVSTATOR · TRICLINIARC . . .
PROC·A MVNERIB·PROC·AQVAR·PROC·CASTRENSIS·CVM·Q·CLAVDIO . . .
FLAVIANO FILIO · ET · SVLPICIA · CANTABRA · MATRE · D · . . .
Tiberius Claudius Bucolas, freedman of Augustus, food-taster, tricliniarchus
. . . manager of public games, manager of water, manager of the court with
Quintus Claudius . . . [set up this inscription] to his son Flavianus and
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Sulpicia Cantabra his mother . . .
Inscription Eighteen
CIL 12.1754
D

M

L · LIBERALINIO
FLORENTINO
GVSTATORI
SERG · LIBERAli

5

NIVS GALLIC
anVS PATRI PIE
NTISS · S · A ·D·
To the sacred spirits of Lucius Liberalinius Florentius, a taster. Sergius
Liberalinius Gallicanus dedicates this to Silvanus Augustus (the god) on the
behalf of his most pious father.
line one: D(is) M(anibus).
line eight: s(ilvano) a(ugusto) d(edicat).
Inscription Nineteen
CMRDM 160
LVS
Ti. Claudius
Epinicus,
procurator et praegustator et
a secritis Augusti,

5

VI vir Augustalis coloniae Caesareae,
decreto decurionum ex mandatu
Caristaniorum
Droserae et
Mileti Parentium suorum posuit

100

Tiberius Claudius Epinicus, agent, and food-taster, and a secretis of
Augustus, one of the six priests of Augustus for the colony of Caesarea,
willing paid this vow. [He erected this] for his parents Drosera and Miletus,
by a decree of the decurions, and as the result of the Caristanii's commission.
line one: L(ibens) V(otum) S(olvit) “willingly paid this vow” or L(unae) V(otum) S(olvit)
“paid this vow to the Moon.”212 Cheesman has been followed here as L(ibens) V(otum)
S(olvit) is a standard abbreviation. However, Lane's L(unae) V(otum) S(olvit) is possible as
the inscription was erected in a temple of the moon god Men.
line five: a secritis an error or dialectal variation of a secretis.

212

Cheesman (1913) 258; Lane (1976) 57.
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A.4: Text and Translation of the Forgeries
Inscription Twenty
CIL 6.5.164
cereri | frugiferae | consen | l. laurius |
l. lib. aristola|us | praegustator | aug.
n. d. d
To fruit-bearing Ceres of the twelve gods. Lucius Laurius Aristolaus
freedman of Lucius, food-taster of our Augustus gave this gift.
line one: (di) consen(tes).
lines two-three: aug(usti) n(ostri).
line three: d(onum) d(edit).
Inscription Twenty-One
CIL 6.5.407
ti. claudius ti. aug. lib | erica praegustator | aug. n. iovi optimo max | vot. sol.
Tiberius Claudius Erica, freedman of Tiberius Augustus, food-taster of our
Augustus, dedicates this vow to Jove the best and greatest.
Inscription Twenty-Two
CIL 6.5. 1079
d. m | c. affeius c. l. berillus | praegustator aug. n | u. f. sibi et suIs liber|tis
libertabus posteriq | eorum
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To the spirits of the dead. Gaius Affeius Berillus, freedman of Gaius, foodtaster of our Augustus, [Berillus] and his son Vibius [dedicate this] to
themselves and, their freedmen and women and their descendants.
line two: u(ibius).
line three: posteriq(ue) for posterisque.
Inscription Twenty-Three
CIL 6.5.1175
memoriae | antestiae calli|diae feminae
ca|stissimae piIssimae | m. antistius m.
lib | phaestus praegusta|tor aug. ̅n̅ . bene
de | s. m. p
To the memory of Antestia Callida, the most virtuous and pious woman,
Marcus Antistius Phaestus, freedman of Marcus, food-taster of our
Augustus, set this up to one deserving well from him.
line four: s(e) m(erenti) p(osuit).
Inscription Twenty-Four
CIL 6.5.1385
dIs manibus | l. aurelio l. l. procisco
|praegustatori aug. n |et aureliae anniae |
callydiae feminae | castissimae | fecit |
t. aurelius t. myrius | fratri et sorori
pIIss | aram marm. d. d
To the sacred spirits of Lucius Aurelius Prociscus, freedman of Lucius,
food-taster of our Augustus, and to Aurelia Annia Callydia, the most
virtuous woman. Titus Aurelius Myrius, freedman of Titus, gave this gift of
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a marble altar to his most pious brother and sister.
line five: d(onum) d(edit).
Inscription Twenty-Five
CIL 6.5.1561
dIs manibus sacrum | c. caticarius c. f.
esq. prosper aug | praegustator fecit sibi
et l. caticario venusto filio et q. caticario | procilli fratri optimo fidelissimo
et | m. caticario nep. suo et caticariae |

5

marcianillae uxori dulcissimae | h. m.
d. m. a
Sacred to the spirits of the dead. Gaius Caticarius, son of Gaius, from the
tribe Esquilina, a food-taster of Augustus, made this for himself and Lucius
Caticarius Venustus, his son, and Quintus Caticarius Procillus, his best and
most faithful brother, and Marcus Caticarius, his grandson, and Caticaria
Marcianilla, his sweetest wife, let deceit be far removed from this
monument.
line two: esq(quilina tribu).
lines six-seven: h(uic) m(onumento) d(olus) m(alus) a(besto).
Inscription Twenty-Six
CIL 6.5.1616
dIs manibus | m. claudius m. lib. herony|mus ti. aug. praegustator | fecit sibi
et claudiae cha|rite uxori dulcissimae |
bene de se merito
To the sacred spirits. Marcus Claudius Heronymus, freedman of Marcus,
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food-taster for Tiberius Augustus, made this for himself and Claudia
Charite, his sweetest wife, who deserves well from him.
Inscription Twenty-Seven
CIL 6.5.1626
d. m. s | ti. claudius | molus | aug. ̅n̅ .
praegu|stator fecit | sibi et suis | posterisque | locus tripartIt | cum hydr. viii
mar|mor. et vasā sup|inā testac. ̅x̅ x̅
Sacred to the spirits of the dead. Tiberius Claudius Molus, food-taster of our
Augustus, made this for himself and his descendants. A place divided into
three parts with eight marble hydriae and twenty upright vases.
line one: d(is) m(anibus) s(acrum).
Inscription Twenty-Eight
CIL 6.5.1633
ti. claudio aug. lib | oronte praegustat |
aug. ̅n̅ . vix. ann. xlvi | m. viii d. viiii
h. s. e | ti. claudius amarymnus | b. a.
f. c
Tiberius Claudius Orontos, freedman of Augustus, food-taster of our
Augustus, is buried here. He lived 46 years, 8 months, and 9 days. Tiberius
Claudius Amarymnus undertook the arrangement [of this, for he (Orontos)
was] worthy of a good [deed].
line three: h(ic) s(itus) e(st).
lines three-four: b(onus) a(mabilis) f(aciendum) c(uravit).
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Inscription Twenty-Nine
CIL 6.5.2097
c. iulius c. l. polyxo aug. ̅n̅ | praegustator a pot(ione) | h. s. est
Gaius Julius Polyxo, freedman of Gaius, food-taster of our Augustus and
cup-bearer, is buried here.

Inscription Thirty
CIL 6.5.2454
c. octavius c. l. antilochus | aug. archipraegustator et | architricliniarchus h. s. e
Gaius Octavius Antilochus, freedman of Gaius, head taster and head
tricliniarchus of Augustus, is buried here.
Inscription Thirty-One
CIL 6.5.2787
dIs manibus symphoros aug. lib | ulpianus aug. n. praegustator | et ulpiae m.
l. sympherusae filiae | plotinae augustae
sarcinatrici | a mund. mulieb. vix. ann.
lix mens. iii | d. xxi cum ulpiano filio
dulcissimo | et sibi et libertis libertabus
po|sterisque suis comun. monum. h. aedif | in fr. p. xx I. agr. ped. xxiiii

To the spirits of the dead. Symphoros Ulpianus, freedman of our Augustus, a
food-taster and Ulpia Sympherusa, a freedwoman of Marcus, his daughter,
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and a tailoress and lady's maid for Plotina Augusta, dedicate this, with his
dearest son Ulpianus, to his wife, who lived 59 years, 3 months, and 21 days.
For both themselves, and their freedmen, and women, and posterity. 20
paces in front and 24 paces behind.
line four: a mund(o) mulieb(ris).
Inscription Thirty-Two
CIL 6.5.3045
TI· CLAUDIO · AUG · LIB · ARRIO
CLAUDIONIANO · SCRIB · LIBEL
TI · CLAUDIUS · FLAM . . . CLAUSUS · TI
AUG · PRAEGUSTATOR · FRATRI · PIISS
ET · FIDELISSIMO · FEC
To Tiberius Claudius Arrius Claudionianus, freedman of Augustus, secretary
of the books, Tiberius Claudius Flam. . . Clausus, a food-taster of Tiberius
Augustus, made this for his very pious and most faithful brother.
Inscription Thirty-Three
CIL 6.5.3206
silvano | aug. sacr | pro salute | itus ac
reditus | imp. caes. divI f | augusti | dindumenus | furnesius prae|gust. AugustI |
u. s. l. m.
Dedicated to Silvanus Augustus (the god), in thanks for the journey and safe
return of the emperor Caesar, son of the divine Augustus. Dindumeus
Furnesius, a food-taster, paid this vow willingly and deservedly for
Augustus.
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line one: sacr(avit).
line four: u(otum) s(olvit) l(ibens) m(erito).
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A.5: Text and Translation of Late Antiquity Sources
Suda Lexicon, E. 199.2
<Ἐdatroj:> tÕ mn Ônoma ἙllhnikÒn, ¹ d cre a Persik». Ãn
d progeÚsthj tÕ prîton ka pro»sqie toà basilwj ej ¢sf£leian.
Ûsteron d ™nom…sqh ™dšatron kale‹n tÕn ™pist£thn tÁj Ólhj
diakon…aj
kaˆ paraskeuÁj.
Taster: on the one hand a Greek name, and on the other a Persian service.
But earlier it was fore-taster, and he used to eat in advance of the king in
precaution. Then later it was customary to call [him] a taster, the manager of
all the staff and preparation.
Hesychii Alexandrini Lexicon
™dšatroj: progeÚsthj basilšwj. ™pimelht¾j de…pnou
Taster: Fore-taster of the king. Overseer of dinner.
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